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By Assemblymember Grace F. Napolitano

The U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service has recently expanded its
Telephone Verification System pilot project from one employer in California to more
than 236 in Southern California.
While the idea of a simple method of verifying employment eligibility may be
appealing, there are many problems of grave concern to California with respect to a
nationwide telephone employee verification system -- problems that must be
resolved prior to expansion of the TVS (telephone verification system).
Last year, I introduced AB 507 because it would represent the only measure
that allows the State of California to test and develop criteria reflecting the
concerns of the diverse ethnic communities of our state with regard to the
employment of residents and non-residents alike.
In addition, AB 507 would require that ALL employees have their eligibility be
verified -- not just those who look and sound different. It would also impose
controls protective of the rights of employers and employees alike, including civil
and privacy rights.
Currently, there is a push in Congress to expand the federal TVS program to
a national verification system; but there is little discussion about California's needs.
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Realistically, the federal government must address California's concerns about an
employee verification program by answering the following questions:
1.

Is it possible for both the INS and Social Security Administration to
clean up their existing data bases, especially given the new increases
in "breeder" document fraud?

The first TVS pilot demonstrated that the INS database alone had serious
problems, as evidenced by the need for a secondary verification for 28% of all
verifications.
It is vital that the data bases be completely cleansed prior to any such
expansion. We must know more about which status are not likely to be reflected in
the data base or if there are specific accuracy problems (double last names, spelling
errors, etc.) and how to avoid "false negative" results prior to expansion.
2.

Is it possible for the TVS system to achieve an error rate of 1 % or
less?

Currently, the error rates range from 15-20%. Even a 1% error rate will
affect approximately 650,000 people annually because approximately 65 million
people enter the work force each year.
3.

Is the TVS system capable of being effective, reliable, protective of
privacy and reducing discrimination?

There should be baselines for measuring discrimination, especially in
reference to secondary verifications. Because the manual secondary verification is
so time-consuming and cumbersome for employers, it could lead to mass firing of
employees, the avoidance of hiring those who "look foreign" in the first place, and
attempts by employers to seek other means of verifying status of employees, such
as calling the Border Patrol or other government agencies.
4.

Will there be stiff penalties for misuse of the system?

Misuse of the system should carry stiff penalties. Prescreening is a serious
potential problem, as is unauthorized access to data and differential treatment
between those who "look foreign" and others.
Perhaps the biggest questions of all are these:
5.

Is it likely that the system will reach the sectors of the economy
which employ undocumented workers?

Given the nature of the underground economy, this system is not likely to be
used by unscrupulous employers who choose to unfairly compete.

5
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6.
If it is intended to be used merely as a tool of compliance for
employers, how can we protect against discrimination and misuse of
the system?
It is my hope that these and other questions can be addressed at this hearing
today.
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AMENPED IN ASSEMBLY MARCH 30, 1995
AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY MARCH 23, 1995
CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE-1995-96 REGULAR SESSION

(

ASSEMBLY BILL ....

No. 507

Introduced by Assembly Members Horcher and Napolitano
Napolitano, GampeeU, ftf:ltl Gallegos
(Principal coauthors: Assembly Members Campbell and
Gallegos)
Fel5ruary.I7, 1995

c
An act to add and repeal Section 107 of the Labor Code,
relating to employment.

c
c.

c

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL·s DIGEST

AB 507, as amended, Horcher. Employment: employee
residence status: verification program. .
Under existing law, the federal Immigration and
Naturalization Service has established a Telephone
Verification System pilot· program that provides a limited
number of California employ~rs with automated telephone
access to the federal Alien Status Verification Index, which
contains information about the residency status of alien
"
employees.
This bill would establish a 3-year pilot project, to be known
as the California Employment Eligibility Authorization
Telephone Verification System Ptlot Project within the
Division of Labor Standards Enforcement that would
augment the federal pilot p~ograr.t1 and provide information
7
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about the residency status of alien employees to employers
voluntarily participating in the pilot project. The bill would
require the diVision to select, in a prescribed manner, up to
25 employers to participate in the pilot project that represent
a cross-section of employers in the state in terms of size and
organization. The bill would impose specified requirements
for employers participating in the pilot project and specified
limitations on the use of information obtained from the
verification system. The bill would prohibit use of the
verification system for screening of prospecti:rte emplo;rees,
an applicant for employment, and would further prohibit use
of the system in a discriminatory manner; or as a threat or
punishment. The bill would require the division to establish
written guidelines to assist participating employers in
coznplying with specified requirements and prohibitions.
The bill would require the Attorney General to act as legal
counsel to the division with specified duties with respect to
the organization and operation of the · project including
negotiation and execution of a memorandum of
understanding With specified sl:ate and federal authorities,
establishing the data base for the project, and the submission
of a prescribed report to the Legislature no later than
September 30, 1999.
The provisions of the bill would be repealed on January 1,
2001.
Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: yes.
State-mandated local program: no.
·
The people of the State of Clflilornia. do enact as follows:

1
SECTION 1. Section 107 is added to the Labor Code,
2 to read:
3
107. (a) The Legislature finds and declares the
4 following:
5
(1) Official records indicate that there are
6 approximately 14,200,000 employees and 900,000
7 employers in the State of California.
8
(2) The State of California is impacted more severely
9 than any other state in the United States from foreign
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1

immigration, with more than 50 percent of all immigrants
to this country residing in California.
(3) The population of the State of California has grown
from under 7 million people in 1940 to more than 32
million people in 1995. I,n recent years California's
population growth rate has exceeded that of India. This
growth is fueled, in part, by illegal immigration.
( 4) The United States Congress, in an attempt to
control illegal immigration into this country and to refine
the existing system for legal immigration, enacted the
Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (Public
Law 99·603). This act makes it unlawful for an employer
knowingly to hire, recruit, or refer for a fee an
unauthorized alien, or to continue to employ an alien
whom the employer knows has become unauthorized to
work. An employer is subject to civil liability and criminal
fines for violation of these provisions. Under this federal .
law, employers are required to verify, under penalty of
perjury, that a job applicant is authorized to work ih the
United States. The federal law alsq r~quires employers to
verify the identity of the job applicant and to maintain
records for at least three years.
(5) The federal Immigration Reform and Control Act
of 1986 also makes it an unfair immigration~related
employment practice for an employer of four or more
employees to discriminate against an individual, other
than an unauthorized alien, in the process of recruiting,
hiring, referral for a fee, or dismissal because ofnational
origin or citizenship status.
(6) The verification requirements cf this federal law,
along with its employer-sanction pr6visions, have caused
widespread concern among employers in California.
(7) In September of 1994, the United States
Commission on. Immigration Reform issued a report that
recommended the development of a simple,
fraud-resistant system for verifying the ·eligibility of
persons to work in ~he United States using data bases of
the Immigration and Nationality Service and the Social
Security Administration.
9
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(8) The Immigration and Naturalization Service

established· a ~hree-year Telephone Verification System
pilot program in · 1992. The federal Telephone
Verification System provides a limited number of
California employers with automated telephone access to
the Alien Status Verificatiqn Index (as specified at page
24472 of volume 59 of the Federal Register: (May 11,.
1994)) .. The Alien Status Verification Index contains
information about the residency status of alien
employees.
(9) It is in the best interest of the people of the State
of California to establish and operate a pilot project to
augment the federal Telephone Verification System in
cooperation with the federal government for the purpose
of protecting California employees and assisting
California employers to comply with federal law with
respect to the employment of unauthorized aliens and
thereby reduce the incidence of violations of the federal
law and resulting sanctions imposed thereunder.
(b) As used in this section:
( 1) "Division" means the Division of Labor Standards
Enforcement.
- ·"
(2) "Participating employer, means an employer
selected by the Labor Commissioner to participate in the
pilot project.
(3) "Pilot project" means the California Employment
Eligibility Authorization Telephone Verification System
Pilot Project.
(c) Beg~g June 30, 1996, the Division of Labor
Standards Enforcement (hereafter referred to in this
section as "division") shall develop, implement, and
operate until June 30, 1999, a pilot program project to
augment the federal Telephone Verification System, to
the extent the federal government cooperates with the
division in the implementation of the program project.
The purpose of the pilot progrflfft project, to be known as
the California Employment Eligtbility Authorization
Tele·phone Verification System Pilot Project, is to expand
the federal Telephone Verification System to provide
10
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1 information about the residency status of alien employees
2 to employers statewide.
.
3
(d) The division shall administer the California
4 K.'llplqyment Eligibility Authorization Telephone
5 Verification System Pilot Project and shall consult with
6 the federal Immigration and Naturalization Service for
7 the purposes of training personnel for implementation of
8 the pilot project in cooperation with federal authorities.
9
(e) ( 1) The pilot project shall be a voluntary program
10 limited to 25 employers that the Labor Commissioner
11 determines represent a cross-section of employ~rs in
12 terms of both size and character of organization. The
13 ·division shall establish and ·publicize criteria : for the
14 selection of employers to participate in the pilot project.
15 The division shall select the employers to participate in
16 the pilot project from among applicants.
'

l)

D

~

17

(2) In selecting employers to participate in the pilot

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

project, the division shall obtain information regarding
past employment practices ofeach candidate in an effort
to establish background information for purposes of
evaluating the project. The division shall not use any
information obtained during the employer selection
process, relating to past employment practices., to
support an enforcement action against an employer.
(3) A participating employer shall be responsible for

any actual costs related to equipment provided directly
. to that employer, such as point-of-sale devices, and may
be required to pay a fee for each inquiry transaction
utilizing the pilot project. The fee shall not exceed the
30 actual cost of the inquiry transaction.
31
-tat
.
32
(4} A participating employer shall post and keep
33 posted in a conspi(!uous · location frequented by
34 employees during the hours of the workday, and shall
35 provide to every new· employee, both orally and in
36 writing at the time of hiring, information that explains in
37 clear, 11:0ntechnical terms, the employer·s participation in
38 the pilot project and that the employer will check the
39 employee's eligibility for employment using the pilot
40 project verification system.
11

I

I

f
\

I
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\
I
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1
(5) Upon the request of an employee, a participating
2 employer ~hall provide any svsilable information

3 concerning the pilot project and the verification system.
4
-t4t
5
(6) A participating employer shall not utilize the
6 California Empleyment Eligibilieyr l~Lutfie:ri2ettien
7 Tclc~fieHe Verification System. feia ~ purpose ef pi1ot
8 project verification system for the purpose of verifying
9 the employment eligibility of & prospee~irve effiple,·ee an
10 appHcant for employment. A participating employer
11 shall use the system to verify the employment eligibility
12 of all employees who are newly employed during the
13 employers participation in the pilot project, but shall not
14 use the system as a threat or punishment, ·or
15 discriminatorily as to particular
employees or employee
.
'
16 groups.
17
(7) A participating employer may obtain or disclose
18 information relating to a.n employee through the pilot

19 project verification system only with the written consent
20 of the employee to whom the 1I!.formation relates.
21
(8) A participating employer shall not terminate the
22 employment of an employee whe12 the pilot project
23 verification system .indicates that s secondary
24 authorization is necessary to confirm employment
25 eh'gibiHty.
26
-f&1- A pe.rticipafttig employer efl:all t=lef. terminate ~
27 employment ef eft employee based selel" eft iflformaaeH:

28 obte:ined lftret1gfl: .tfte use e{ ~ Celiforn:ift ~mploym:ent
29 g}i:gi:bility :Autheriflation Telef.tfiefte 'lerifieaae~t System
30 .tftftf indieates tfte empleree is ineligible ffl:f.employment
31 unee.ta tfte federallfftl.lligratien. 'Rei'orm e:n6 Gett~ ~
32 ef 1986. !J!fte participaeftg employer shall titiEe
33 appropriate aetion m eeH:fi.rm ~ information obtaiaea
34 from Mle system before tM5 i:nfof!Ba:tion ffte)' 9e used es .
35 a: basis &w the term:iftation ef ftft empleyee.
36
-tf7
37
(f) The division· shall establish written guidelines to
38 assist parh·cipating employers in complying with the
39 provisions of this section. These guidehnes shall include:~
1?

0
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1 but not be limited to, specificity as to those requirements
2 andprohibitionssetfort}J.insubdivisions (e), (h), and (i).
3
(g) The Attorney General shall act as legal counsel to
4 the division with respect to the pilot project and, in this

.......

_

5 capacity, shall provide general legal advice as requested
6 by the division, or as deemed appropriate by the Attorney
7 General, in connection with the pilot project, and shall
8 perform the following duties:
9
(1) Negotiate and execute a memorandum of
10 understanding with the federal Immigration and
11 Naturalization Service, Social Security Administration,
12 the division, Department of Motor Vehicles, and
13 Franchise Tax Board that establishes the data base for the
14 pilot project to allow ·participating employers to
15 electronically verify the employment eligibility of their
16 employees.
.
17
(2) Prepare and submit to the Legislature, no later
18 than September 30, 1999, a report concerning the
19 implementation, operation, and effectiveness of the pilot
20 project. The report shall contain,but not be limited to, all
21 of the following:
·
22
(A) A general review and assessment of the pilot
23 project, including an evaluation of the feasibility of
24 continuing the verification system beyond the expiration
25 of the pilot project. The evaluation shall include a
26 discussio!l of the basis for objectively evaluating the
27 project, including the establishment of performance
28 standards and benchmarks, to the extent po_ssible.
29
(B) A summary and analysis of. the results of a poll of
30 the participating employers and their employees about
31 the pilot project as implemented to determine their
32 problems, concerns, and suggestions for improvement.
33
(C) A description of any problems with the data base,
34 equipment~ or other technical aspects of the verification
35 system.
36
(D) A discussion of any legal issues encountered
37 through the implementation of the pilot project related
38 to privacy rights of, or dis9rimination against, employees
39 or prospective employees;·aiong
with recommendations
.,
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1 for compli~ce with federal and state laws that protect
2 privacy rights or prohibit discrimination.
3
4

ffi-

(h) Utilization of the pilot project verification system

does not exempt an employer from the reporting or any
other obligations. imposed by the federal Immigration
Reform and Control Act of 1986, including, but not
limited to, the prohibitions against discrimination in
9 recruiting, referral for a fee, hiring, and discharging of an
10 individual because of his or her national origin or
11 citizenship status.
5
6
7
8

12

~

13
(i) Nothing in this section shall be construed to
14 authorize the establislunent, iSsuance, or utilization of a
15 state employment authorization or identification card.
16
-fit
17
(j) This section shall remain in effect only until
18 January 1, 2001, and as of that date is repealed, unless a
19 later enacted statute, that is enacted before January 1,
20 2001, deletes or extends that date.

:.·.'

.. ·:
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Testimony of
Richard K. Rogers
District Director
Los Angeles District office
Immigration and Naturalization Service

before the

California State Assembly Legislature
Select Committee

concerning

The Verification Information System (VIS)

December s, 1995
9:00 a.m.

Los Angeles State Building
Los Angeles, California
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Select committee, I
appreciate the opportunity to be here today to discuss with
you some of the new initiatives the Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS) is taking to secure jobs for
United States workers by preventing the employment of
unauthorized workers.

Earlier this year the President announced a major
initiative for addressing illegal immigration.

The

initiative emphasizes gaining control of our borders.
Because employment is the single most important incentive
for illegal immigration, the President's initiative focuses
on strengthening our worksite enforcement while improving
the methods of verifying employment authorization in a nondiscriminatory manner.

These activities are key components

of the multi-year border control strategy that has been
successfully underway for the past two years.

American jobs belong to lawful workers.

For too long,

too many jobs in America have gone to illegal immigrants and
work has been a tremendous magnet for illegal immigration.
President Clinton is committed to improving the enforcement
of our immigration laws.

With new strategies,

~nsurpassed

commitment, and the deployment of.new resources, we are
working·to create a seamless web of enforcement from the
border to the

wor~place.

16
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The Telephone Verification Pilot Program

As authorized by the Immigration Reform and Control Act

(IRCA}, INS developed and initiated the Telephone
Verification Pilot (TVP)

as an alternate system for

employers to confirm the employment eligibility of newlyhired, non-citizen employees~

The TVP is a voluntary

program that allows participating employers who have
complied with the Form I-9 verification procedures to access
the INS Alien Status Verification Index (ASVI) data base
using a personal computer to confirm the employment
eligibility of newly hired non-citizen employees.

Employers

may not initiate the TVP request for verification until
after a non-citizen employee is hired and his/her Form I-9
is certified.

The first phase of the TVP Pilot began on March 30,
1992.

Nine employers in five

sta~es ~ith l~rgs n•)n-citi~en

populations (California, Florida, Illinois, New York, and
Texas) volunteered to participate in the Pilot.

All nine

employers in Phase I of TVP strongly endorsed its technical
feasibility and its benefit to employers.

The TVP deters

fraud since it immediately checks and verifies with the INS
the employee's status.

This system reduces the value of

fraudulent documents because they cannot be verified by INS
records.

This

t~e

of verification gives

17

e~ployers

greater

%~6

assurance that non-citizen employees hired and verified are
truly authorized to work in the United States.

Verification Information System

The INS is currently conducting Phase II, the
Verification Information System (VIS).

The VIS is a

demonstration project focusing on automated verification of
employment eligibility. The VIS involves over 200 employers
in the State of California and was developed by the INS to
enable employers to quickly establish the employment
eligibility of newly hired non-citizens, allowing employers
to more easily comply with immigration laws.

This

breakthrough project is a key part of the Clinton
Administration's continuing commitment to crack down on
illegal immigration by helping remove access to jobs.

Tht! VIS is a. voluntary program that allows
participating employers, through a personal computer, to
query the INS data base to confirm the eligibility of noncitizens to work in the United States.

The system provides

employers with a quick and accurate way of verifying the
status of non-citizens, while safeguarding

thei~

rights and

protecting against the potential for discrimination.

More

than 220 employers with over SO,OCO employees are
participating in the program, primarily in santa Ana and the
City of Industry in Southern California.

18
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In recruiting participants for the pilot, INS sought
employers with a workforce of at least 50 employees that
fall into the following categories:

employers that employ an above-average number of noncitizen workers;

industries that have been found to employ a

..

disproportionate number of non-authorized workers
(high-risk employers);

employers that experience frequent turnover or hire
large number of workers on a seasonal basis.

Employers began accessing the INS data base on
September 25, 1995.
pro~edure re~~ires

The VIS electronic verification
no-more than three possible steps.

'"

Participation in the VIS obligates an employer to proceed
through as many of the three steps as. is necessary to verify
the newly hired non-citizen employee's work authorization.
The employer will conduct an initial automated verification
inquiry by using a personal computer to access
data base.

~NS'

ASVI

If employment authorization cannot be

imr,,ediately provided at the initial query of the data base,
or if there is a discrepancy between the

da~a

entered and

the information in the ASVI data base, the employer is

19
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instructed to institute a secondary verification request,
this is

~lso

an automated query.

If the non-citizen employee's status remains unverified
after completion of primary and secondary verification
checks, the employee is allowed a third and final
I

opportunity for verification of eligible status.

The

employee is then instructed to go to the local INS office to
determine their eligibility status.

We are also providing employers with the tools they
need to comply with the law, we must recognize that there
are employers who have and will continue to abuse the law.
our message to them is clear:

If you abuse the law and

knowingly hire illegal workers we will find you, we will
fine you, and if you continue to abuse the law you will face
criminal prosecution.
;.

~ffcrt wi~~

We are coupling our verification

a pilot program that intensifies our

investigations of workplaces in the same two communities of
the City of Industry and Santa Ana.

New Administration Verification Pilots

The Administration is committed to establishing an
effective.and non-discriminatory means of verifying the
employment eligibility of all new

employees~

The work that

we are doing closely follows the commission on Immigration

20
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Reform's recommendation to test, on a pilot basis, various
techniques for improving workplace verification.

In addition to expanding the VIS described above, we
are taking steps to improve the quality of INS data to
provide more accurate and timely responses through on-line
access in the VIS program and other pilots.
·.,

We are developing four pilots that test

different~

concepts and technologies, and safeguards against
discrimination.

All will have extensive evaluation

activities built into their design.

Pilot 1:

Expansion of VIS - In 1996, we plan to expand the

VIS pilot to up to 1,000 employees in selected cities
nationwide.

We have begun to design this expansion and will

incorporate the lessons we expect to learn from the current

. VIS

pilot with 200 employers.

In particular, we will

examine false claims to citizenship and determine whether it
will be necessary to pursue a broader verification effort
rather than continue to focus on a simpler VIS-like system
that focuses primarily on checking the status of noncitizens.

Pilot 2·:

A Two-step Process -

step verification process.

The second pilot is a two-

The plan is to ~erify the status

of all persons newly hired--United Sta·t€'.s citizens as well
?1

60"d
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as non-citizens.

S66t-L0-J3a

A two-step approach to employment

verification is premised on the belief that all new hires
should be verified electronically.

The first electronic

check would be with the Social Security Administration (SSA)
which has records on all authorized U.

s.

workers.

For non-

citizens whose work eligibility can not be confirmed by the
SSA records check, there are'potential procedures such as
requesting employers to verify with INS that can be used.
There are many options on the design of this pilot and
are beginning to explore all of them.

~e

We could select

different types or sizes of employers in different states
and types of areas, use different technologies to access the
data bases, and even vary the process and the type of
documents, if any, that an employee would show an employer.

Pilot 3:

SSA/INS Database Matching and Simulation-

This

pilot involves a computer simulation that matches real names
between databases but does not
people.

che~k

the identity of those

For this purpose, the goal is to determine the

problems which could be experienced in linking INS and SSA
data bases.

The SSA data base includes Social-Security

Numbers (SSNs) on virtually all lawful residents of the
United States.

The INS data bases are logically focused on

the non-citizen population and are accessed by Alien-number,
or

fo~

some nonimmigrant visitors, by the number on their

arrival/departure .(I-94) document.

The INS data base

includes the SSN on a small portion of cases in its files.

??
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We have looked at the SSA and INS data bases for ways of
matching, linking, and devising strategies for making the
two data bases compatible.

Our plan for FY 96 is to pursue this simulation more
extensively and systematically.

Technically-linked data.

bases, however, are a test of just one part of a potential
·.,

verification system.

Although some INS and SSA records have

been matched electronically, we have not verified that these
matches are accurate.

We have not added records or made any

other systems changes on the basis of the electronic match,
nor, to date, have efforts been made to verify if the match
was correct.

The concept of a simulation protects all

information from use in real life situations to prevent
problems that may arise related to privacy or confidentially
of records.

Pilot 4: Data basa changes -

The

ways, is already in progress.

INS is working to improve the

fou~th

pilot is, in many

completeness, accuracy and timeliness of its data base.

SSA

is looking into how it could adapt its data base for use in
an on-line query capacity that would allow employers or
public agencies to gain restricted access to a P,art of the
data system.

These initiatives involve reducing error and creating a
capacity for resoiving any errors which might now exist.
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The goal of these improvements is to enable INS to provide
timely and accurate responses to verification requests,
whether the system is the verification system currently
being piloted, or another system which may be tested in the
future.

Obviously, accurate and timely data has benefits to

INS which far transcend verification of eligibility for
employment.

INS will develop and implement a new, tamper-resistant
Employment Authorization Document (EAD) to deter fraud and
allow easier detection of fraudulent documents.

In

addition, reducing the number of documents that can be used
as evidence of employment authorization and identity is of
vital importance in our efforts to combat the use of forged
and counterfeit documents and to promote employer compliance
with the law.

Along with the projects I have already discussed, we
continue to improve programs that have long been in
existence.

In 1989, the systematic Alien Verification for

Entitlement (SAVE) program was established and implemented
on a permanent basis in accordance with the IRCA requirement
for a cost-effective system to verify the

statu~

of aliens

applying for certain Federally-funded entitlements.

The INS

established the Alien Status Verification Index {ASVI), a
nationally accessible data base of selected_immigration
status information on over so million records.

..
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presently 128 SAVE user agencies located at over 32,000
sites throughout the nation.

Since implementation of the

SAVE program in 1989, there have been more than 23,000,000
inquiries into the ASVI database.

Conclusion

The Administration's actions and intent are clear:
will move effectively, efficiently, and wisely to

we

incr~ase

the capacity to verify the lawful status of new employees
and persons who seek public benefits.

Our overall illegal

immigration control strategy requires it and, we believe,
the American people demand it.

We look forward to

continuing to work with the Committee and the State on this
very important issue.

Thank you for this time and I will

gladly respond to any questions you may have.
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INS Kicks Off New Partnership with Southern California Businesses
To Ensure Employees Are Legal
SANTA ANA -lnmugration and Naturali;cation s~rvict! (INS) C<Jnuiti~sion~::r
Doris Meissner today fonnally kicked off an innovative new proj~:>ct, the South~rn
Califonua Verification Pilot, designed to help employers ensure that their employet:s
are lege11ly authorized to work while protecting the rights of legal immigrant workers.
The pilnt is th~ IC~tt:~t ~ep in tl1e Clinton Administration'~ cootint.ting effnrt::> to
(..!Jckdown on illcgtll im.m.igration by mnkin.g it harder for ilkgnl nlicn.s t0 cross the
border e1nd by eliminating their <lb1lity to get jobs.

This verification project provides employers with a way to quickly v~rify with
INS, through a personal computer, whether their newly-hired employees are <~uthorized
to work. In nwst cases, verification will be received within minutes. This swift
feedback should ensure that jobs go only to legally a·uthorized workers, and also shoLtld
enable employer.<; to avoid d1ficrirninating again~t non-citi7.en and minority <lpplicants
bnscd on fcc:\rs about their legal stZ~.tus.
''Most businesses in this CL)Unt:ry warlt to hirt> luwti..u workt:rs," Meissnt>r ::;C'lid,
"but they have faced obstacles in trying to comply with the !a w. This Admilustra tion is
conmutted to helping employers enstrre that their workforces are legal and to
penalizing those who don't comply with the law."
Sh~: addt:d, "Tlus n~::w sy~tl:!ll1 r~duc~ tllt: valut! of fraudulent document:::;
bec(luse thclSt> doclllnents will not be verified by the INS record check. A11d it ~i v~;:s
employers greCiter «SS1..trcmce that non-citizen employees em: tn:uy CJttthorized t..; work."

Meissner Cllso announced th«t the SL)ttth~m C«liforni« Verification l·,il~)t will be
coupled with intt:nsi fted investigations of Wt"lrkploce<; in the C'lrea. rNS i~ increC'Ising it~
il:wcstigntivc strcl\:,oth by 150 percent in Sn.nta Ana, the City of lnd1.1stry nnd
swroundingareas. New investigators will target illegal activity by employers who
refuse tu comply with employer sanctions laws.
"We are using a typical carrot and stick e~pproach in the metro Los Angeles
area," Meissner said. "We are encmrra~ri.ng e.tnployers to work witi1. us to be sure
they're in compli«nce with the low, cmd we Clrt> going to focus our enforcem~nt efforts
nn th\'~se wh0 brt>ak it."
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lNS iti purpo:;efully concldltrtlting both pih.1t project:-; in the sume two
C0111ll1Luuties .i.n order to test th~ impZ!ct of the comple111t::ntm·y efforts in ont> discr~et
area. M~issner said the one-year verification pilot will include 22~. ernpl<.'~yert\, \vith
m.ore thun80,000 employees, concentrated in Sru.1tZJ Anet and the City of lnci.'Ltstry-CI
geogrc:\phical area that has historically had high numbers of illegal workers.
Participating employers range from very large businesses to th.ose which employ jt1St 50
people.
Thirty-ont> percent of the bu~inesscs offer pr0fesAit)nol services, 20 percent <~r~
n'l.m~ufncturcrs, 14 percent nrc in the rctui.l industry nnd the oth.cr 35 percent rnngc fwm
food and hotel services to a variety of other servi~ providers. Busini2SSI2S participating
in th!::! rum<JLmcement included GT Bicycles, a bike n1.anufach.tring cun1.pc:my with about
300 employers to Vans, a 500-employet:: shoe manufacturer to St. Joh.ns !<Juts with owr
2,000 employees.
"We believe that this project is one of the most importcmt compliance t~..iols ever
made available by government to an employ\?r," said Crais; Gosselin, Gent>ral CoLU"l.SI21
Ot Vclrt~, j.)f<liSing the VC11U~ Of the pilot progrum.
At the end of the year, the verification eff0rt will be evaluated, n1och fit>d c:md
cxp;mclcd to 1,000 cn1ploycrs from stntcs with large inunigrnnt popuh'ttions. INS wlll
also test three other methods for rapidly verifying a non-citizen's employment
eligibility thruughout the country in th~ conung year.

"Today, we art' t«king a significant step forwnrd t<.1 control the pr~.."'~blem c,f illt>g<d
inunigrZltion/' Meissner said. "We k1ok forw«rd to working with b\.tSines:;l2's tmd
conun\.uuties <~cross this cow1try as we work to ertforce our nc:rtion's inunigrati~.,"''n laws,
protect Oltr irnmi;;tC\nt heritag~, ,t."'ll'otect A.mericnn jobs nnd protect th~:? rights (."''tall
Am erk arts."

-TNS-
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Southern California Verification and Employer Sanctions Pilots
The Southen1 California Verification Pilot was developed by the lmmigrntion
and Natural i7.ati0n Service (TNS) to enable emplnyers h'1 quickly estfiblihh the
employment eligibility of newly hired non-citizens, allowing employers to more ('(!Sil y
comply with inunigration laws. This breakthrough project is a kt.:>y part of the Ointon
Administration's C(.lntinuing CU11Ultitmt:nt t<J crilck down on iU~g(ll immigruti<Jn L"'y
helping ren11..we occess b..) jobs.
Th.e Verification Pilot is a voluntary program th«t allows participuting
employers, through a personal computer/ to query th.e INS dam base to confinn the
eligibility <."'f aliens to work in the United States. TI1e system provides employers with <1
quid' cmd at:t."l..trC\te way of verifying thte status of non-citizens, whil~ silft-guc'lrdin.g tht>ir
rights and protecting agninst the potential for discrinunation. More th<ln 220 employers
with more them ~o,nno employees c:lre participating in the program, pri mClrily in S<mtt~
Ann nnd the City of Industry in Southcn1 Cnliforn.i<~.
ln rt'cruiting pm-ticip;mt~ f(Jr tht: pilot, INS &ought ~tmpk)yt:.>n; with J Wl'rkforo.:· ,Jf
at least 50 employees U1at fall into the following categories:

• Emph."lyers that employ an above-average number of non-citizen worl<.ers,
•

lndustries th<tt h'we been fot.md to employ a disproportionate ntunber of nontJuthori?.ed w0rkers (high-ril'k employers), and

• EmplLlyt:rs thilt ~:·xp.:rience frt>qu~nt b.trnt.Jvt::r ~)r hirl:' lnrgt> numbt>r!:i d wurkt:rs una
se<'ISI."~nal

basis.

Who is Participating in the Verification Pilot?
The 223 employers ct.trrcntl y enrolled in the pilot arc in vol vcd in J wider .:mgc of
industries:
• Jl%
• 20%
• 14~1c·
• 11%

.
•

;~;.~,

4'.)f,

• :0%
• 10%

Professional Servict:S
Manufacturing
Retail

food I S!2'rvic~
Ht)tds
Heo1th
Entertainment
Other

By th~ t:.>nd of FY 1996, the progrru.n will have t:xpandt:d to indudt> 1,000
employers in selected cities across the coW1try.
28
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Background
Sin~.·~ tht- p,1ssag~ of the lnunigmtion Rdonn <~nd Control Act of 1986 (lRCA),
trn1ploy~n:; hav~ be~n held accotmtable for ~nsuring tht:: people they h.irt' h<1w n l~gol
right to work in the Unit~ States. fRCA reqttires employers to r~view d~."'cLnnents that

estc1blish th~ ~mployees' identity and eligibility to work in th~ United Ste1te::;.
Em.ploye~s must attest on Fonn I-9 to their work ellgibility and employers certify thnt
the doc·uments presented appear on their face to be genuint:: and rdntl? to the individu<~l.
The wee~kness in this verification proc..:ess is that ~mployers 1nay find it difficult to
distinguish bt>tWt:.'en legitimate d()('tn11ents nnd those that mny b~ cotmterfeit or
fraudulent doctmlt:nts. Inadvertent hiring of tmauthori7.ed nliens m<'y result in the
rcm~.wul of cmploye~s from. their jobs, ::;om.ctimes at critical mom~.·nts in timc-scnt>itl vc
sche<i'Ltles. Employers who overreact ar\d try to avoid problems by hiring only thos~
whom they beli~ve to be citi;t;a-u; may b~ char5""ed with pructi~ di!::icrimination.. For
these reasons/ many employers have expressed willingness to help INS test <llternati ve
111.~thods of verification.
In addition to piloting the verification system, INS will ilnplement nnother pilot

prognm1 focusir\g on employ~r sanctions. Twenty new inv~stige1tors (<H"ld 3 support
:t~rsotu\el)

will L,~ t.:oncentrat~d in S<~nti:'l Ana C\nd City of Industry when:.· they will
ptU"sue a stepped-up program of worksite enforcement. ln addition they will \.VL"'rk with
other federaf agencies and the public to gather and follow le"ds, establi1->h <l dntc"lbcl..:;e tn
p~.'nnit trucking of the num.bcr und type of lcadsrcccivcd, nnd incrct~sc outreach to l<.Xul
en1.ployers. These investigators are part of 46 new positions provided by Congress
specifically for employ~n; 6al1ction~ pilot progrm11::;.

How the System Works
Attt>r em emplCly~r ha::; review~d a nCln-citi7.en employee's document~ zmd
v~.Jrificd his or her cligibility using the 1-9 fon11, the cmploy~r initi<~tcs the <~uton1..:-~ted
primary verification }:-")t'Ocess.

Primary Verification- The employer enters the new employ~e·s Alien
ldentific<'ltion Number ("A" ntm'\be.r), first name initiaL month and year of birth, h.i1in~
date, cmd employer access code into their computer system. This in.forn1ntion is then
checked a~0..ainst TNS' Alien Stah.1s Verification Index <ASVl) df:tt8base. Within sec~...,nds,
an employl:!r receives one of two responses from. the lNS: "Emplo)'lnent ALtthoriz.ed" or
''Institute. Secl'lJldary Veritic.:c1tion."
Secondary Verification- If the "ln~tute Secondary Verification" me~~e1ge
comes up, it is u sigr\nl thut the primary INS dntabase has not recognized the employ1.'C
as eligible for employmenl: and that INS must search other datCl sources with C\ lo_ng_~r ___ _
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response tin1.e. Secondary verification provides a safeguard to employees by }-"''t"eventing
the termination of employment of eligible n011.·citizen employees.
Another gac1l tor the in1proved secondMy vetificC~til"~n is k.., reduct- to a minimum
the peril;d needed h"l dt:termine n new emplC1yee'::; wnrk auth<1ri1.0tion. ln tlw pM•t,
when vcrificntions were done on p«pcr nnd trunsportcd by mniL the tim.cfr<~mc for«
response could n.m into weeks. Using INS' newly auton1ated system., secondnry
v~rificati.on can take as few as 3 days.
Unconfirmed Status- Employee's whose stah.l.S rem.ains unconfinned after
completion of u primnry and secondary verificntion check are provided a third and fin;d
opportwuty for confinnation of eligible employment stCltus. In these infrequent cases,
employees wilt be given 30 days to resolve their immigr<ltion st<~tus, during wh.id1 timt·
they will <.:ontinue to be t:>mployed.

The employ~r will refer the employee to the Lo::; Ang~te~ INS Oi:;trict Office,
where n spccinl office has been set up to follow up on cuSC'S identified th.roLtgh the pilot
project.

History of the Verification Pilot
Tht:? SoLtthern California Verification Filet is the sen"nd part ot Cl three-ph<~s~
pmjed tn h:st t:~ltern<~tiw verificntion syl"tt'111~. A first phase Clf <m <~utnm<lted
verification pilot (called the Tclcphonc Vcrificiltion System) bcgnn in March of 1992,
with nine employers in five states with large non-citizen populations volLmteering t0
participatt:! (CA, FL, IL, NY/ TX).
'

.

The success rate of the yeru:-101\~ pilot was extre111ely impressi v~. ln more tt·ttln
2,500 cuses, 99.9 percent were satisfactorily resolved. In 7 of 10 CC\ses, m.tthorizntion wCis
confirmed after the initial automated query. The remaining c<~ses requir~d secondary
folk,w·up, which pn.wided resolution within a 5-10 d<1y period.
Since then, the system. has been improved and changed from. a telephon~ t<.."' a
system. The secondary veri ficati0n proce,c:;s wa.c:; changed f~om 011e thCit
required the crnploycr to fill out fonns and transmit the infonnntion by muil to ~n
autom.ated proc~ss that immediately follows the initial query of the systen1. The system
all)o includes dements to max:i.m.h~ the privacy of iniorn1ation cmd minimize tht>
potentiill flir discriminiltion against authorized workers.
computer-ba~ed
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U.S. ~psrtmeat of Justice
Immigration and Naturaliz.acion Service

FACT SHEET·
Southern Californ@ Ve~i_!ication and Employer Sanctions Pilots
The Southern California Verification Pilot was developed by the Immigration
and Naturalization Service (INS) to enable employers to quickly establish the
employment eligibility of newly hired non-citizens, allowing employers to more easily
comply with immigration laws. This breakthrough project is a key part of the Clinton
Administration's continuing commitment to crack down on illegal immigration by helping
remove access to jobs.
The Verification Pilot is a voluntary program that allows participating employers,
through a personal computer, to query the INS data base to confirm the eligibility of
aliens to work in the United States. The system provides employers with a quick and
accurate way of verifying the status of non-citizens, while safeguarding their rights and
protecting against the potential for discrimination. More than 220 employers with over
80,000 employees are participating in the program, primarily in Santa Ana and the City
of Industry in Squthern California.

at
•
•
•

In recruiting participants for the pilot, INS sought employers with a workforce of
least 50 employees that fall into the following categories:
employers that employ an above-average number of non-citizen workers;
industries that have been found to employ a disproportionate number of nonauthorized workers (high-risk employers);
employers that experience frequent turnover or hire large numbers of workers on
a seasonal basis

Who is Participating in the Verification Pilot?

.
The 223 employers currently enrolled in the pilot are involved in a wide range of
industries:
•
31% Professional Services
20% Manufacturing
14% Retail
11% Food/Service
7%
Hotels
4%
Health
3%
Entertainment
10% Other

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prcpnn:d by !he Officr. nf l'ublic Affairs
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By the end of FY '96, the program will have expanded to include 1,000
employers in selected cities across the country.
Background
Since the passage of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 {IRCA),
employers have been held .accountable for ensuring the people they hire have a legal
right to work in the United St.ates.-lRCA requires employers to review documents that
establish the employees' identity and eligibility to work in the United States. Employees
must attest on Form 1-9 to their work eligibility and employers certify that the documents
presented appear on their face to be genuine and relate to the individual.
The weakness in this verification process is that employers may find it difficult to
distinguish between legitimate documents and those that may be counterfeit or
fraudulent documents. Inadvertent hiring of unauthorized aliens may result in the
removal of employees from their jobs, sometimes at critical moments in time-sensitive
schedules. Employers who overreact and try to avoid problems by hiring only those
whom they believe to be citizens may be charged with practicing discrimination. For
these reasons, many employers have expressed willingness to help INS test alternative
methods of verification.
In addition to piloting the verification system, INS will implement another pilot
program focusing on employer sanctions. 20 new investigators (and 3 support
personnel) will be concentrated in the cities of Santa Ana and Industry where they will
pursue a stepped-up program of worksite enforcement. In addition they will work with
other Federal agencies and the public to gather and follow leads, establish a database
to permit tracking of the number and type of leads received, and increase outreach to
local employers. These investigators are part of 46 new positions provided by
Congress specifically for employers sanctions pilot programs.

How the System Works
After an employer has reviewed a non-citizen employee's documents and
verified his/her eligibility using the 1-9 form, the employer initiates the automated
primary verification process.

Primary Verification -The employer enters the new employee's Alien
Identification Number ("A" number), first name initial, month and year of birth, hiring
date, and employer access code into their computer system. This information is then
checked against INS' Alien Status Verification Index data base (ASVI). Within
seconds, an employer receives one of two responses from the INS: "Employment
Authorized" or "Institute Secondary Verification."
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Secondary Verification - If the "Institute Secondary Verification" message
comes up, it is a signal that the primary INS database has not recognized the employee
as eligible for employment and that INS must search other data sources with a longer
response time. Secondary verification provides a safeguard to employees by
preventing the termination of employment of eligible non-citizen employees.
Another goal for the improved secondary verification is to reduce to a minimum
the period needed to detennine a 'new employee's work authorization. In the past,
when verifications were done on paper and transported by mail, the time frame for a
response could run into weeks. Using INS' newly automated system, secondary
verification can take as few as three days.
Unconfirmed Status- Employee's whose status remains unconfirmed after
completion of a primary and secondary verification check are provided a third and final
opportunity for confirmation of eligible employment status. In these infrequent cases,
employees will be given 30 days to resolve their immigration status, during which time
they will continue to be employed.
The employer will refer the employee to the Los Angeles INS District Office.
where a special office has been set up to follow up on cases identified through the pilot
project.
History of the Verification Pilot
The Southern California Verification Pilot is the second part of a three-phase
project to test alternative verification systems. A first phase of an automated
verification pilot (called the Telephone Verification System) began in March of 1992,
with nine employers in five states with large non-citizen populations volunteering to
participate (CA, FL. fl. NY. TX).
The success rate of the year-long pilot was extremely impressive. In more than
2,500 cases, 99.9% were satisfactorily resolved. In 7 of 10 cases, authorization was
confirmed after the initial automated query. The remaining cases required secondary
follow-up, which provided resolution within a 5-10 day period.
Since then, the system has been improved and changed from a telephone to a
computer-based system. The secondary verification process was changed from one
that required the employer to fill out forms and transmit the information by mail to an
automated process that immediately follows the initial query of the system. The system
also includes elements to maximize the privacy of information and minimize the
potential for discrimination against authorized workers.
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"Border deterrence cannot succeed if the lure ofjobs
in the United States remains.... A major component
of the Administration's deterrence strategy is to
toughen worksite enforcement and employer
sanctions. Employers w1w hire illegal immigrants
not only obtain unfair competitive advantage over
law-abiding employers~ their unlauiful use of illegal
imrnigrants suppresses wages and working
conditions for our country's legal workers.
"Our strategy, which targets enforcement e.fforts

at employers and industries that historically have
relied upon employment of illegal immigrants, will
not only strengthen deterrence of illegal immigration,
but better protect American workers and businesses
that do not hire illegal immigrants."
-President Bill Clinton, February 7, 1995
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WORKSITE ENFORCEMENT:

Reducing the Job Magnet
Introduction
For too long, illegal immigrants have entered this country undeterred,
drawn here by the magnet of high wages and plentiful job opportunities.
Decades of neglect left the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS)
without the personnel, funding or legal tools to enforce this nation's immigration
laws effectively.
The INS has developed a strategy for combating illegal immigration which
has three major components: enhanced border control, increased worksite

enforcement, and expanded removal of criminal and other deportable aliens.
\Vhile strengthened border enforcement results in preventing entry to significant
numbers of illegal aliens at the border, employer sanctions enforcement and
upholding labor standards are the primary means of reducing the magnet of work
that draws illegal aliens to the United States. Worksite enforcement discourages
illegal workers from crossing the border into the United States, supports
American jobs for citizens and other legal workers, and identifies and then
removes illegal aliens from the United States.
Congress enacted employer sanctions laws in 1986,
prohibiting employers from knowingly hiring illegal workers.
However, this law was not properly enforced, except
immediately after passage of the Act, because the Federal
government until recently lacked the resources and
determination to do so.

"lVe are a 11ation of
hnnligra11ts. But rve are
also a 1uiUou of larvs."
-

Pre~ident

Bill Clinton

1995 State of \.'nion Address

The Clinton Administration has moved swiftly to
reverse this history of failed immigration policies. With unprecedented
commitment, this Administration has worked with Congress to provide INS with
the increased personnel and funds needed to build a seamless web of
enforcement from the border to the worksite.
Early results from stepped-up worksite enforcement efforts are encouraging:
•

More than 11,000 illegal workers have been removed from jobs in worksites
across the country in the last year alone.

•

In one major operation, SouthPAW (Protect Americars Workers),4,044 illegal
aliens were apprehended and $55.7 million in yearly salary opportunities
were redirected to American workers. More than 2,700 jobs were quickly
filled by legal workers.

•

More than lrSOO fines were issued in Fiscal Year 1995 to employers who
knowingly hired illegal aliens or violated employer sanctions laws.
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With the addition of significant resources in the upcoming year's budget
and reinforcement of strategies that already have proven effective, the
Administration is sending a clear message to illegal workers and to employers
who violate the law: American jobs belong to lawful workers.

The Revolving Door
For years, illegal aliens entering the United States have found employers
ready and willing to hire them, often for wages which were substandard and
under conditions which ranged from improper to illegal and inhumane. INS
agents at the border and in major cities removed illegal aliens from worksites, but
no action was taken against employers because, prior to 1986, it was not illegal
to hire an illegal worker.

Prior to 1986, it ·was
uot i llegt1! to hire an
ill ega 1'lvorker.

Often, aliens not authorized to work would be removed
from a business one day, only to be replaced with other illegal
workers the next day. Near the border, illegal workers removed
from a business would simply cross again illegally and seek and
find illegal employment, sometimes even returning to their old jobs.

The surge in aliens seeking U.S. employment in the 1980s
led to the emergence of Asian and other organized crime groups who greatly
expanded their alien smuggling operations. The smugglers operate ruthlessly,
using torture, murder, rape and extortion to collect their smuggling fees, which
can be $30,000 or more per alien. Smuggled aliens have been sold into slavery or
forced into prostitution and other illegal activities to pay their debt.
Cases like the arrival of the Golden Venture smuggling ship in New York in
June 1994, the 1995 El Monte, California enslavement of illegal Thai garment
workers, and the smuggling of Haitians and Dominicans through the Caribbean
and Koreans across the U.S.-Canadian border highlight the dangers that illegal
aliens continue to face by seeking illegal employment in the United States.

Sanctions - Removing the Magnet
In November 1986 Congress passed the Immigration Reform and Control

Act of 1986 {IRCA). The law attempted to strike a balance between compassion
and enforcement. Illegal aliens who could show they had entered the United
States before 1982 were eligible for legalization. And for the first time, the new
law instituted employer sanctions, a common prohibition in most other
industrialized nations, to deter illegal immigration to the United States. The new
law also included anti-discrimination provisions to protect authorized workers.
Under IRCA, it became illegal for an employer to knowingly hire an
unauthorized alien worker. Every employer is required to complete an I-9
Employment Verification Form on each employee hired after passage of the Act.
Employers verify identity and employment eligibility by reviewing documents
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presented by the employee. Employers who fail to comply can be fined and, in
the most serious cases, prosecuted for criminal violations.
The new law assumed that, with strong voluntary compliance by
employers, INS would be able to direct its limited enforcement resources toward
the relatively small number of employers who refused to comply with the law.
illegal workers in the United States would be unable to secure employment and
would go home. With the magnet of jobs reduced, fewer aliens would attempt to
cross the border illegally.
Today, however, almost 10 years after the passage of IRCA, the promise
of employer sanctions is yet to be fulfilled. While voluntary compliance by
employers is high, illegal workers are still employed in substantial numbers. This
is because the Federal government, until recently, has not made employer
sanctions a sufficiently high priority.

The Counterfeit Document Threat
Employers who make a good-faith effort to comply may still have
significant numbers of illegal workers. This results from the ready availability of
counterfeit documents, including "green cards," INS work
authorization documents and Social Security cards,
1\fany I-9 vcr~ficatiou
undermining the 1-9 verification process of the 1986law.
docunte11ts are easily
Many 1-9 verification documents are easily replicated with
modem printing and copying equipment. This has resulted in
replicated udth 1nodern
an explosion of counterfeiters, vendors and documents.

priuting and copying

The proliferation of counterfeit documents has
undermined the original enforcement strategy of employer
equiptneut.
sa.'1Ctions. INS cannot simply target non-complying
businesses, since compliance does not necessarily mean the absence of illegal
workers. In addition, INS enforcement mandates have been expanding while
funding for the enforcement of employer sanctions declined. In past years, fewer
agents with expanded enforcement responsibility translated into less time
devoted to employer sanctions enforcement.

Progress and Initiatives
As a companion to its border control strategy, the Administration has
asked Congress for substantial new funding and has begun several initiatives to
improve worksite enforcement. Many of these initiatives are still in development
and in the early stages of implementation, but the initial results hold great
promise. These initiatives address three primary objectives:
•

Expand and target employer sanctions enforcement against major violators
and remove illegal workers from the United States,

•

Combat the adverse effects of counterfeit documents on employment
verification, and

•

Provide employers with a reliable, seciire and easy verification process.
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li OBJECTIVE - Enforcement
Fiscal Year 1995 marked the start of significant INS employer sanctions
enforcement programs to concentrate enforcement resources against major
violators. As a result, more than 11,000 illegal workers were removed from
worksites and more than 1,500 fines levied on employers who violated sanctions
laws during the year.

Operation Jobs
Operation Jobs, begun in Dallas and now underway in 18 states,
recognizes that most employers want to comply with immigration hiring laws
and do not want illegal workers in their workforce. Once information is obtained
by INS on possible illegal workers at a.business, INS officers conduct an audit of
1-9 documents at the business to determine~ illegal workers have used
counterfeit documents and are employed. If found to have unknowingly hired
illegal workers, the business is provided the opportunity to cooperate in
removing the illegal workers, and is given a reasonable amount of time to recruit
and train enough legal workers to replace the identified illegal workers.

INS agents disco·vered
a 13-year-old boy in a
Chinese restaura11t in
virtu a 1 slavery, being
pnirl $2 an !tour for
12-ltour da.ys.

When INS removes the illegal workers, the business •
suffers no disruption in its productivity, and legal workers
gain employment. Operation Jobs has resulted in the removal
of nearly 5,000 illegal workers from worksites, opening up
nearly 4,000 jobs for legal workers. The innovative and
cooperative approach of Operation Jobs has been honored
with the prestigious Hammer Award, established by Vice
President Gore to recognize excellence, initiative and
creativity in government, as well as the Ford Foundation's
Innovations in American Government Award.

Operation SouthPAW
The primary objective of Operation SouthPAW (Protect Am.erica's
Workers) was to restore to legal workers jobs lost to illegal workers. SouthPAW
focused on the southern states of Mississippi, Tennessee, Georgia, Alabama,
Arkansas and northern Florida-areas not normally associated with the problem
of illegal immigration. Agents and resources from several INS districts and
Border Patrol sectors were combined into a single task force which operated
across the six southern states and across INS jurisdictional lines. The operation
also incorporated enforcement officers from the U.S. Department of Labor as
well as local and state law enforcement manpower and resources.
Working with search warrants obtained from preliminary investigations,
INS officers visited some 300 worksites throughout the South and removed more
than 4,000 illegal workers from factories, construction sites, food processing
plants, restaurants, hotels and farms. The average wage of the illegal workers
was $7 an hour, but in Atlanta illegal workers were found earning more than $20
an hour as steel workers on high-rise construction sites. Reflecting the pervasive
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exploitation of illegal workers, INS agents discovered a 13-year-old boy working
in a Chinese restaurant in Jackson, Mississippi, held in virtual slavery, being paid
$2 an hour for his 12-hour days.
As part of the overall operation, INS officers conducted follow-up
surveys with employers, auditing I-9 compliance, providing employers with
educational materials and information and verifying the status of replacement
workers. At last count, more than 2,700 legal workers had replaced the illegal
workers removed by Operation SouthPAW, and more than $55 million in annual
salary opportunities had been restored to U.S. citizens and legal immigrant
workers in an operation conducted for less than $750,000 ..

Other Enforcement Efforts
The number of illegal workers removed by Operation Jobs and Operation
SouthPAW alone nearly exceeded the total number of illegal workers removed
during the previous fiscal year. These operations demonstrate that INS can
creatively and effectively enforce employer sanctions.
In conjunction with Operation Jobs, numerous separate enforcement
operations have been conducted across the nation by INS officers. These
operations have taken place in the meat packing industry in
Nebraska, New Jersey and Illinois, in garment shops in the Los
These
Angeles basin, and in agricultural regions across the nation.

operatious
dentoustrate tltat INS
ca11 ere a tive ly a11d
effectively enforce
e1nployer sanctions.

By increasing worksite enforcement and expanding the
use of sanctions against employers who knowingly hire illegal
workers, INS can significantly reduce the number of illegal
workers in the United States and improve deterrence at the
border by removing the magnet of jobs for illegal workers. In
addition, recent INS worksite operations have shovvn that the
removal of illegal workers leads directly to job opportunities and employment for
American citizens and legal immigrant workers.

Increased Enforcement Officers and Resources
The Administration has proposed a budget for Fiscal Year 1996 that will
provide INS with an additional 604 officers and support staff and $45 million
dedicated solely to worksite enforcement. More than 450 of these officers will
fill positions as Immigration Agents, a new position within INS developed
specifically for employer sanctions enforcement and removal of criminal aliens.
Immigration Agents will have extensive training in immigration law and
enforcement, with particular emphasis on IRCA and employer sanctions. These
new positions will free INS Special Agents to focus on counterfeiting, fraud,
smuggling and complex case task force operations.

II OBJEC71VE -Combat Counterfeit Documents
The prolJeration of counterfeit immigration and related documents since
passage of IRCA directly threatens an employer's ability to verify a prospective
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employee's status. Begirming in 1989, the INS has responded to this challenge by
revising the Alien Registration Receipt Card, commonly called a "green card," as
well as acting to eliminate many old, easily copied INS "paper" work
authorization documents, replacing them with the current Employment
Authorization Document (EAD). In addition, new initiatives are expected to
further curtail employment of illegal workers:
•

New "Hard" Documents- INS has now begun the next stage in its efforts to
combat counterfeit documents with the recent announcement of a contract for
state-of-the-art card production technology. Centralized card production
facilities will begin issuing a new version of the EAD in early 1996. This new
"hard" card will incorporate the latest technologies, including a digitized
photograph and fingerprint, holographic imagery and other security features.
This document, by far the most counterfeit- resistant in INS history, will
significantly "up the ante" for counterfeiters. The EAD will be issued to
most non-resident aliens who obtain temporary work authorization. Future
plans call for similar enhancements to the "green card" and the border
crossing card.

•

New Tamper-Resistant EAD Card
Document Reduction
Initiatives- INS also has
proposed a rule to reduce
from 29 to 16 the number of
documents that may be
used for I-9 verification.
The Clinton Administration
is supporting legislation to
further reduce the list to six.
These changes would
simplify the process for
employers and further
thwart the work of counterfeiters. Other legislative initiatives call for states
to adopt standardized "hard" driver's licenses and birth certificates. These
initiatives would eliminate use of counterfeit versions of those documents as
''breeders" for obtaining other valid documents for employment verification.

•

Targeting Counterfeiters- With congressional support, INS expects to
receive an additional $5.4 million and 81legal, management and Forensic
Document Laboratory personnel to support investigations of counterfeit
document producers and vendors. The addition of more than 450
Immigration Agents will also allow INS Special Agents to increase
significantly the amount of time devoted to tracking down document fraud
and smuggling.

B OBJECTIVE - Improve Verification
INS has undertak~n initiatives that provide improved employment
verification processes that involve partnership arrangements with cooperating
employers to strengthen compliance with the law.
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•

•

Verification Pilot Program- INS has initiated a verification pilot project in
California. Under this project, at least 200 employers representing a broad
range of businesses are able to verify INS work authorization documents
provided by non-U.S. citizen workers by access to select information in the
INS database. INS plans to expand this project to 1,000 employers by Fiscal
Year 1997. The Verification Pilot Program is a follow-up to a successful1993
test involving nine employers. The ultimate objective is to provide employers
with a reliable, secure method of employment authorization to ensure
compliance with the law, while ensuring privacy and
anti-discrimination rights of workers.
The objective is
Electronicl-9- In cooperation with businesses, INS
is studying methods and systems that allow

to provide
entp] oyers ruitJz a re li a lJ le,
secure 111ethod to veriflf
entployutent authorization.

employers to use information technology for
creating and maintaining records of verification for
their employees. This approach offers the
potential for employing promising technology to reduce paperwork, time and
storage space for employers while meeting worksite enforcement needs.

• Social Security Pilot- INS and the Social Security Administration are
exploring ways to work with employers to verify the legal status of their
employees more effectively.

Summary
INS has made significant progress in recent years toward meeting its
obligation to control America's borders. Increases in funding and personnel for
the U.S. Border Patrol, together with improved technology, additional
modernized equipment, and enhanced physical and electronic barriers are
making a difference.
But stronger border control alone is not sufficient. The challenge of
controlling illegal immigration extends far beyond the border. Employment is the
magnet which draws the vast majority of illegal aliens to the United States and
requires effective enforcement measures in the workplace.
INS is moving along several fronts to improve the effectiveness of
worksite enforcement. Technology, legislative and regulatory changes,
anticipated personnel and funding increases, and innovative initiatives all play a
part as INS broadens its focus beyond the borders to fully implement its overall
plan for controlling illegal immigration.
The effort to remove the magnet of employment means not only enhanced
deterrence to illegal immigration, but also the restoration of jobs and wages for
legal workers in America. Combined with strong border deterrence and the
removal of criminal and other deportable aliens, the INS commitment to effective
worksite enforcement is part of the Clinton Administration's program to ensure
the security of the nation's borders, preserve U.S. jobs and protect communities
for all Americans-citizens and legal immigrants alike.
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Pilot Verification Procedures

Job Applicant
Accepts Employment Offer;
Applicant is Hired

Employee Completes
Form 1-9 and Presents
Documents

U.S. Citizen?
(Section 1 of the Form 1-9
Indicates:]

"YES"
No Further
Action Needed

"NO"
Employer Initiates •primary
Inspection·. Types in Alien #,
Name, Birthdate, Hiring Date &
Access Code

Alien Status Verification
Index Queried and Provides
Employer Response
[Within Seconds)

"INSTITUTE SECONDARY
VERIFICATION"

"EMPLOYMENT
AUTHORIZED"

Employer provides additional
information needed to search other
INS data sources. (This information
MUST be obtained from the
documentation already presented by
the non-citizen employee.)

Employer notes veriflcatlon number
and the ASVI response (employment
elf9ibility statement) on bottom of
Form 1-9. No further action required.

(Within as few as 3 days]

EMPLOYMENT AUTHORIZED?

"YES"

UNABLE TO DETERMINE

Non-citizen's
continued empklyment
is authorized.

"NO"

Non-citizen may continue
employment. Employer refers
empklyee to specialty-designated
local INS staffer for resolution.

Non-citizen's continued
employment Is not
authorized.
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INS EFFORTS TO ELIMINATE
ILLEGAL WORKERS' ACCESS TO JOBS
Il\fPROYE EMPWYERS

ABLITY TO VERIFY EMPLOYEES' WORK ELIGIBLIIT

o

Test Telephone Verification Method with 9 Employers
Phase I Pilot Project began 1992

o

Test Personal Computer Verir~eation Method w/200 employers
Southern California Ve.rification Pilot, Phase ll began Sept. 95

o

Launch 4 Additional Pilots in FY96
Awaiting Congressional funding

o

Use Electronic Version or the 1-9 Fonn
INS Developing

COMBAT COUNTERFEIT DOCUMENTS

o

Issue New State-of-the-Art Tamper Resistant Green Cards and Employment
Authorization Cards
Production Equipment Contracted in October 1995

o

Reduce Number or Documents To Be Used for 1-9 Verii1eation
Urging Congress to Pass Legislation Limiting Documents to 6

o

Tar&et Counterfeiters with New Personnel and Resources
Asking Congress for an additional $5.4 million and 811egal management and Forensic
Document Lab personnel, as wdl as 450 new Immigration Agents

INCREASE ENFORCEMENT AC'IJ\TJTffiS
o

Implemented Operation Jobs ln 18 Statelt
Started in Dallas, expanded throughout 1995

o

La1Jnched Operation Southpaw in 6 States
Started in Atlanta in June 1995

o

New Enforcement OfflCel'S and Resources
Awaiting Congressional approval of 604 officers and support staff and $45 million
dedicated solely to worksite enforcement
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' I think every
employer
throughout the
country, ·
hopefully, will
be able to get on
this program at
onetime or
another.'
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VIRGINIA VALADEZ
Human resources manager
GT Bicy~les
Photos by KEVIN P. CASEY I Los Angeles Times
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They're On-Line. With INS
-·-o~c~ Firm ·Part ofPilot-Pr_ograin That Screens Workers
By LESLIE EARNEST,

the agency's Los Angeles district director.
·; ·
RiEhts advocates
·: '·s'
. ANTg
l·n I. aA ANVAa:-l·aVd.ierzhave exprissed reserva.
· lions about the system,
tapped the inforbut RogerS said the INS
mation about the rehas received no comcently hired· employee
· plaints since the fi.J'St ·
on her keyboard and
company signed on in
barely had time to pause
September. Other busibefore the Immigration
nesses are now clamorand Naturalization Sering to become part of
. the system, he said.
vice program shot back
a response.
About 60% of the par"He's authorized,"
ticipating companies are
Valadez pronounced,
from Orange County.
pointing with satisfac"I honestly believe
tion at her computer .
we're now able to proscreen. The process has · GT Bicycles in Santa Ana can check eligibility of non-citizen workers. .vide what the employer
,
needs to keep the work
become routine for Va·ladez, human resources manager at GT Bicycles. The Santa force clean of aliens using counterfeit documents and aliens not
entitled to be employed," Rogers said.
Ana bike manufacturing company is one of 231 firms
participating in a pilot program that verifies whether non-citiThe INS is concentrating its efforts on Santa Ana and the
zens are legally authorized to work in the United States.
Since OcL 1, Valadez has dipped into the INS-generated
City of Industry, cities where the use of counterfeit
database to determine the eligibility of 31 employees at GT
documents has been a problem in the past and where
government officials and businesses are receptive to the
Bicycles and Rite- Way Products, the company that distributes
GT bikes. As of Friday, all but two have been confirmed that program, Rogers said.
The companies were not selected because of past problems
they are eligible to work.
· INS commissioner Doris Meissner has called the pilot project
with the INS, although some have had difficulties regarding
i major breakthrough in the identification of eligible workers. the hiring of ineligible workers in the past, Rogers said.
Valadez says it is a godsend for companies flooded with
Participation in the program, which is scheduled through
1997, is voluntary.
applications from job-seekers who are not citizens.
"I don't see how it cannot be the wave of the future," Valadez
Current law requires that employers examine a prospective
said. "I think every employer throughout the country,
worker's documents-which may include a green card. Social
hopefully, will be able to get on this program at one time or
Security card or passport-and then complete forms attesting
another."
to the employee's eligibility to work.
The new Verification Information System culled at least 185
Without access to the INS databank, participating employers
say, it was becoming increasingly difficult to determine
ineligible workers from the approximately 1.000 people
scree,1ed between Sept. 25 and Nov. 21. said Richard Rogers,
Please see HiS, D4
SPECIAL TO THE TIMES
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INS: Workers' Rights Advocates
Express Reservations About System
Continued from Dl

whether the documents were genuine.
Numerous job hunters, using
increasingly sophisticated counterfeit papers, have managed to
skirt a 1986 law that prohibits the
employment of illegal immigrants. ·
"We get a lot of non-citizen
applicants," Valadez said. "It was
just a matter of time [before] we
innocently hired people whose
identification was not valid."
Employers say the verification
program has eliminated much of
the uncertainty.
"It gives you a sense of security
when you're trying to hire a strong
work force," said Robert Davis,
president of St. John Knits in
Irvine.

B

etween Sept. 25 and midNovember, 104 St. John employees, mostly factory workers,
were been checked via the INS
database, which lists immigrants
who have received documents
verifying they are eligible to work
in the country.
The vast majority were cleared
to work. said Tony Krawczak, the
company's director of human resources.
"It's going to be a great tool to
help us in our hiring process," he
said.
But such optimism might be
premature, said Charles Wheeler,
directing attorney for National Immigration Law Center, a Los Angeles-based legal services organization.
Wheeler said he still questions
the databank's accuracy and
whether it includes all non-citizens
who arc eligible to work.
"I think it's really too early to

tell, frankly," Wheeler said.
"We're concerned that the system
will encourage employers to discriminate against immigrants who
may not have the documents that
are easily verified."
Anti-discrimination laws require
·that an employer hire an employee
first and then verify his or her
worker status.
Some critics have said the pilot
program could be used to prescreen potential workers, increasing the likelihood of discrimination
against an applicant who appears
foreign- born.
Participating employers say they
hire the workers and then screen
them. Often, the INS program
confirms an employee's eligibility
immediately.
About a third of the inquiries,
however, require further checking.
In some cases, INS employees are
enlisted to examine other files or
databases.
Prospective employees whose
eligibility still cannot be confirmed
are given 30 days to visit the Los
Angeles INS office to settle the
matter.
So far, unconfirmed workers
have not been flocking to the
office, Rogers said.
"As far as I know, I haven't had

r---------
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anybody come in," he said.
·Jacquelyn Cleary, director· of
human resources for Vans Inc., of
Orange, referred five employees to
the INS office after being un<!!:Jle
confirm their eligibility.
he said none have returned for
S
their jobs, but the new system
has helped her confirm about 195
other people.
ni can sleep at night knowing
that I've hired people that we
won't have to terminate, she said,
adding that it"really destroys our
production when you hire an employee and . . . find out for one
reason or another that they're not
able to work.
"It creates a more positive relationship with the employees because we don't have to look at their
cards and [say]. 'Hmmm, is that
you,?'"
Rogers said the INS expects to
expand to 1,000 the number of
companies using the databank.
"We have found over the years
... that the majority of the companies want to comply and they're
doing everything they can to comply," Rogers said.
"We just gave them another
tool."
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Plan to Block
Illegal Workers
Unveiled by INS
By PATRICKJ. McDONNEU
TIMES STAFF WRITER

SANTA ANA-In the controversial first test of what could
become a national model,· U.S.
authorities' Tuesday unveiled a
long -awaited program that will
initially allow more. than 200
Southern California companies to
use a computer tie-in to verify
whether new employees are legally authorized to work in the Unlted
States.
U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service Commissioner Doris
Meissner called the pilot project a·
major breakthrough toward developing broad. natiorM:'ide work-site
verification-a longtime goal of·
authorities seeking to curtail job
opportunities that encourage illicit
immigration. The proliferation of
false documents has allowed mUlions to circumvent a 1986 law .
prohibiting employment of illegal
immigrants.
"Most illegal immigrants come
here forjobs, so we have to look to
the workplace," said Meissner. who
outlined the pilot project during a
Pleaae 1M PROJECT, A21
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news conference at a Santa Ana
bicycle factory, one of the· area
employers that. have signed up for
the verification plan.
The Cllnton Administrationeager to appear aggressive on the
immigration issue in this pre-ele<::tion year. particularly in California-is stressing work-site enforcement as a necessary adjunct to
its. much ballyhooed buildup along .
ttte U.S.-Mexico border. The pilot
project. to be accompanied by incieased visits by INS agents to
~ark sites, will focus on two communities. Santa Ana and the City of·
Industry, where many illegal im~
migrants have round work.
''"''You have to boLSter border
ertforcement by redu~ing the
a'lailabillty of jobs; otherwise pressore ~ just build up at thtr border
~~.. Meissner said during a
meetlt)g at The Times after her
Santafna appearance.
,
,Rig~ts advocates immediately
expressed alarm at the plan. which
they ~Y is of dubious eonstitutionat'ity, may violate. privacy ..
rights~,\81ld is likely to increase
discrt~nation against all immigrants~nd against any job-seekers
who ~- pear to be foreign-born.
Sever . critics categorized the
projec .as a first step in an incre~
mental push toward the introd~c
tion of a national identification
1•('
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system, or even a mandatory ID
card-which civil libertarians on
the left and right consider an
Orwelllan anathema.
"The whole world is watching
this system to see if the INS will be
able to take it nationwide to betome a Big Brother verification
system for the whole country,"
said Charles Wheeler, directing
attorney for the National Immigration J;aw Center. a Los Angeles-based legal services organization.

S

aid Lucas Guttentag of the
American Civil Liberties Union:
"This is the INS's Halloween trick
or treat."
A likely result of the new system. civil rights advocates said. is
that employers would illega.JJ.y use
the process to pre-screen potential
workers. Under anti-discrimination laws. employers are supposed
to verify wor,lcers~ status only after
they have been hired.
The veriflcation initiative is
emerging as calla are mounting in
Congress for implementation of
some kind of broad system to
detect and ferret out illegal immigrants in the workplace,. especially
in. California. home to ·up to half of
the nation's more than 4 million
illegal immigrants. many of them
employed.
Meissner acknowledged that authorities hope to expand the pilot
program to about 1.000 employers
by next year. But she said thai. any
plan to proceed with a national
identification system-such as a
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ju.rt oow allowed the INS to introsecond3.ry check, which should);\ ·
du.c1! the .3J.9'ost f~Y.. _1.1uto,nate~
lake m.orJ! t.J:Ym t~ ~~:.'I'Wt ·
sycte:m, wbicll oJ~ -~cal.Jed a· employ~ whose ·l!t.atusf·re~·
much more 80ph1sticated version of · Ul'lclear will be given 30 ·~
a previous ~.epho~e veriflcation
visit Ole INS and lltraig~te-~,
~ ,involvmg nme employers .their paperwork. o.fficialJI~.
naliOR~de.: ·
·
practice, afficlals wd. ·w · ·· .
Under ·the new syalem- .migrants probably will w.e.lk-·
~ed fn Southern California
!rom their jobs at that point.. .: : · · ·
~ ills the locus of the illegal
In recruiting project p~·
~aUon problem, one INS offilhe INS sought oompaniea ~~cial sald-particlpaling employers
l@.llt 50 employeeS" and high-~
use comput.e.rs and a .software procentage11 of non-cll.i.r:en· war~
. gram to tap into an INS-generated
The' 2.23 firms enrolled in~
da~hAse and ve~y whether nonproject, with. mDre thm· ~
~lt~reru are authonzed to work.
worlce:rs, represent a wide·~
The program unveiletl Tuesday, . of indu.!triet~, including man~.
offlcia!B conceded•. is. missing a
turing, rei.ail Sales, food'~,·
m.aJ<>r component: a mec~ to . hotels and entertainment ·~/
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op~ to a national ID card and is
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WQuld require. Year• lo usembh~
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qutreS au employers to ~e action.
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subminimum wages. Compiete verifi.
calion allows legitimate empioyers
to hire only thotre here legally, thus
allowing ageni$ tO zero in~· ~ri
sweal.sbo_ps and plher violatorS... ··
"Most businesses In this country
want to hire lawful ·worke'r.s,"
Meissner silid, "but lbey 9ave
faced obslacte.s in trying lo coi:riply
with the law."
·
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Aliens and Tr6rk Eligibility
S CONGRESS moves to revisit immigra- .obtain infonn.atioo from INS data banks.. Almost
tion regulation this fall.. mucll ~ has 2,500 aliens were chedred through thii system,

A

been expressed about a proposal to
strengt.'len enfO!cemer,t of the law that bars
il!e~al aliens fr!>m worlcil\g here. It is legitimate
for the government to protect the job market for
citizens and legal aliens and to discourage illegal
entry by removing the incentive for foreigners to
come here in order to find employment.
Si!Jce 1986, it bas bee!! unlawful far employers
to hire undocumented workers, bat enforcing
that prohibition bas been difficult and often ineffective. Critic.al documents such as work permits
and Social Security cards are susceptible to easy
forgery and are being sold openly in areas with a
high concentration of immigrants. So an easier
and more secure system that will enable employers to check the immigration status of workers is
being sought.·
ThE:te has always been uneasiness over the
idea of introducing national identity cards. These
have a reSonance of tlle worst kind of repressive
society. In fact, a system much more similar to
the aed.it card checks with which Americans are
so familiar is being considered. And it is already
being tested with good results. The lmm.igRtioo
and Naturalization Service, at the direction of
Congress and President Bush, embarked on the
first phase of a pilot project in MArch 1992. A
group of nine employers. with work fori:es ranging from 130 to 50,000, used telephones to

and 236 were found to be irteligibic for worJr_

When adverse itJonnatiou turned up, a second,
more thorough check was made automatically.
No ~ who was found ineligible after tvto
reviews contested the finding, and no complaints
of di.scri.mination were filed. The employers liked
the system. which saved paperwork and avoided
the c:osts of inadve:tently hiring ineligible workers and ~ to repla.ce them later. All said.
they would even be willing to pay the government for this service.
Phase two of the experiment, which will involve 200 employers and add computer access, is
about to begin. The final phase, using 1,000
employers, will E:tart within the year. If the
results coolinue: to be satisfactory from the
employers' point of view and free of civil !iberties

problems, which has been the case ~ far', national implemelltation will be worth considering.
Privacy is an important coacem, 2nd, of
course, cocnputer mistakes are always possible.
But if misinformation is easily corrected, as it bas
been so far, and the.data involved are limited to
information that is already a matter of public
record, fears should fade. In another year or so,
the complete results of ·the pilot study will be
available. Final decisions in legislative form
should be postponed until then.

.-
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INS inspectors don't Wait

for computers
IMMIGRATION: The
agen_cy sends extra
teams to Santa Ana
anq Jndustry w!llle it
works on a high -tech
ve:r.if;.cation
system.
. ..
~

have 30 days to prove their immigration papers are valid.
"We do believe there needs to
be a national employee-verification system," Meissner said.
• Meissner said such checks
shouldn't be seen as a step toward national identification
cards - an idea that has engendered wide resistance- because
employers since 1986 h_avc ~een
required to check the lmiDJ.gration status of their workers.
.Meissner said she would wait
to see whether the voluntary program needs adjustments to avoid
unfairly burdening employers or
workers before asking Congress
to require participation.
"We would hope that Congress
would one day make mandatory
our employee-verification sys-

~.

By'.f\lJ'ARTIN C. EVANS
Th~· ()~~nge County Register

SANTA ANA - Federal officials· axe working to perfect a pilotiJtoject that allows employers
to cbe'ck worker immigration
docum~nts via computer with
the·"'.hope of eventually asking
Congtess to make the computerized' diecks mandatory.
At.-t'he same time, the Immi·
gra.ti"on ·and Naturalization Service is flooding the cities of Santa
Ana aru:l Industry with 18 additional workplace inspectors to
enmur,that employers are not
hi
~'Uegal workers.
cn'ticials said Tuesday at a
news .COnference that the increal~itlould allow them to double lt 1~ast the rate of company
inspm·ns in the two cities. Until th
rease, a maximum of 35
insp~c 1-s -and as few as 2Sworked the seven-county area
thati'lia"l:es up the INS' Los Angeles di§trict.
Tne ·voluntary computerized
pilot prQgram, unveiled tuesday
by INS Commissioner Doris
Meissner at GT Bicycles in Santa
Ana, allows employers to telephone a computer to find out
whttlter. th'! government has is-

tem," Meissner said.
Executives with the more than

200 companies participating in
the experimental program more than half of them in Santa
Ana - praised the automated
verification system, saying it bas
provided them assurances that
hiring decisions would not come
back to haunt them. Manufacturer GT Bicycles is among the businesses.
"It's a great deal for business
because they can comply with

sueq:it;rimigration papers for an
indly_l.'aual. Noncitizen workers
wl:i'ose'records cannot be found
~

..
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the law and know their employees are authorized to work," said
Robert Davis, president of St.
John Knits, an Irvine-based garment maker with 2,500 workers.
Davis said of SO people his company hired in the past month,
only one could not be immediately matched with INS records.
But some business leaders expressed concerns that the increased enforcement could make
employers liable for unintentional errors.
"It looks like a velvet glove
with a punch in it," said Tom
Gardner, regional manager for
The Employers Group, which
represents more than 1,000 businesses in Orange County. "I
think employers will be con·
cerned that the more agents that
are going through employers' records, the more opportunities for
finding things."
Along with tightened border
controls implemented last year
in the San Diego area, the computer checks and increased in·
spectors are part of an effort to
curb illegal immigration into
California.
The screening program was
hailed at the news conference by
Santa Ana Mayor Miguel Pulido
and Industry City Manager Chris
Roper.
Robert Bach, INS policy and
planning chief, said, a smaller
test of the computerized system
two years ago failed to approve
documented workers at acceptably high rates because the computer's records were incomplete.
Bach said those rates should improve now that the records have
been updated,
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Madam Chair and Members of the Committee:
I am pleased to be here to discuss SSA' s role in employment authorization
verification. The Clinton Administration believes that worksite enforcement of
immigration laws is a necessary and effective means of controlling illegal
immigration, and is firmly committed to establishing an effective, nondiscriminatory means of verifying the employment authorization of all new
employees. In fact, the Administration has already taken a number of steps to
address this issue, and I will review them today.
SSA's Role in SSN Verification
Let me begin my discussion today by briefly reviewing how SSA now
verifies Social Security numbers (SSNs) and then discuss our plans for piloting
new procedures to help prevent unauthorized work.
SSA has always had the capability to verify SSNs, which is an important
function in ensuring accurate wage reporting and, ultimately, accurate benefit
payments. Employers may immediately verify SSNs for payroll purposes by
calling our 800-number or local office. Relatively few employers call, however,
because they tend not to question the name and SSN provided by an employee.
And although this option is available to employers, neither the 800-number nor
local offices are equipped to handle large numbers of SSN verification requests.
With the expansion of the SSN's use over the years, especially as a result
of widespread dependence on computers, SSA began to experience more and
more requests for SSN verification for purposes other than the Social Security
program. Many of these requests were from government agencies for the
purpose of ensuring the accuracy of other Federal and State benefit programs,
and automated data exchange systems were developed to comply with these
requests.
One of the systems that was developed to verify SSN s for States is
available to employers to verify SSNs. The Enumeration Verification System
(EVS), which was designed to carry out SSA's role with respect to the FederalState Income and Eligibility Verification System (IEVS), verifies SSNs based on
data such as name and date of birth. Under Federal law, since the mid-1980's,
each State has been required to have an IEVS to match financial information
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One of the pilot projects is a two-step process using SSA and INS
databases. Current plans call for 25-50 selected volunteer employers in
California, Florida, Texas, New York, and Illinois to request verification of
employment eligibility by submitting to SSA, by touchtone phone, a newly-hired
employee's SS_N, name, and date of birth. SSA will match that information
against its database and will also check for citizenship/alien status coding. If
SSA records indicate that the employee was not a citizen at the time he or she
applied for an SSN card, SSA will advise the employer to verify with INS, using
the employee's alien identification number, that the employee is authorized to
work. We expect to begin the pilot on a small scale by Spring 1996 and to
expand it to 1,000 employers by early 1997.
Conclusion

In conclusion, Madam Chair, we fully understand and share this
committee's concerns about improving the integrity of the employment eligibility
verification system. SSA will continue to assist employers in verifying
employment eligibility.
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State of California
Department of Industrial Relations

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

December 8, 1995

TO:

Select Committee on Statewide Immigration Impact

FRO:M{1M' Jose Millan, Interim State Labor Commissioner
-CJP~ Division of Labor Standards Enforcement
SUBJECT:

The Federal Telephone Employment Verification System,
(AB 507)

Madam Chair and members of the Assembly Select Committee on Statewide
Immigration Impact, my name is Jose Millan and I am the Interim State Labor
Commissioner for the State of California. The Department is opposed to AB 507
because of our concern that the activities and scope of this project would require the
Division to divert enforcement resources from current mandates, and would require
the Division to carry out what amounts to another unfunded federal mandate.
The Division of Labor Standards Enforcement is one of several divisions within the
Department oflndustrial Relations (DIR). Within DIR, the Division of Labor
Standards Enforcement (DLSE), headed by the State Labor Commissioner, is
responsible for enforcing approximately 200 Labor Code statutes and 16 Industrial
Welfare Commission (IWC) Orders. These laws and regulations establish
California's minimum standards for wages, hours, working conditions and
employment of minors. DLSE's 320 employees assist wage earners to collect unpaid
or incorrectly paid wages, license certain employers in California, inspect businesses
for compliance with California labor laws.
To fulfill its mandate, DLSE performs the following functions:
• Adjudicates wage claims and other employee/employer complaint
actions.
• Investigates employee/employer disputes, including certain
discrimination complaints.
• Initiates on-site inspections and audits of businesses.
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• Issues citations for non-compliance of violations of the Labor
Code Statutes and administrative regulations.
• Provides legal representation to qualified employees.
• Issues licenses, permits and certificates of registration.
• Collects and disburses unpaid wages.
• Generates revenue in the form of penalties and fees.
Most of the work of the Division involves determinations of an established
employer/employee relationship, and we do not feel that participation in the pilot
project as outlined in AB 507 would further or even compliment our existing
mandates. The pilot project would involve having the Division verify the
employment eligibility of employees and applicants for employment for pre-selected
employers.
It is unclear what effect the recently handed down federal district court decision in
League of United Latin American Citizens, et. al. v. Wilson, (1995) (Case #CV-7569
MRP) will have on the Division's enforcement program. The court in that case had
determined that several of the classification, notification and cooperation/reporting
provisions contained in California Proposition 187 were preempted by federal
immigration law because they constituted a regulatory scheme "to detect persons
present in California in violation of state-created categories of lawful immigration
status and ... to notify state and federal officials of their purportedly unlawful
status ..." (p. 59, slip opinion).

Among the sections of Proposition 187 found to be preempted by federal
immigration law by the court was Section 9, requiring the state Attorney General to
maintain records of and to transmit to the INS, all reports received from state
agencies pertaining to persons who are "suspected of being present in the United
States in violation of federal immigration laws." (p. 30, slip opinion). The court
found such a notification and reporting provision to have no purpose or effect other
than to further an impermissible immigration regulatory scheme at the state level.
Additionally, it is important for members of this committee to realize how vitally
important it is for all employees to relay information concerning labor law abuses in
the workplace to investigators of this Division while they are conducting on-site
inspection. This working relationship is extremely important to the Division in
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rooting out labor law abuses, particularly within the immigrant workforce in our
state.
This is not to say that we are averse to working with any agency, state or federal, on
the basis of mutual respect and cooperation, towards accomplishment of goals and
objectives that fulfill our mandates. To this end, on April12, 1995, my predecessor,
Victoria L. Bradshaw, signed an MOU of cooperation with the INS in order to
facilitate the Division's licensing of farm labor contractors and garment
manufacturers. Under this MOU, the Division and the INS would share information
concerning applicants for licensure in order to ensure that the Division would be
licensing only those individuals and businesses who are in compliance with all
applicable federal laws, including the laws that pertain to the verification of the
work eligibility.
Rather than make the Division responsible for the determination of an employer's
compliance with federal law, the Division deny the issuance of a 2_usiness lice~e to
persons whom the INS has already determined to be in violation of federal
immigration laws, and who have unaddressed employer sanction and penalties that
are owed to the INS. To date, the INS has not counter-signed the MOU and its
terms have not been implemented. A copy of the proposed INS/DLSE MOU is
attached for your ready reference.
This concludes my presentation. I am prepared to answer any questions that you
might have.
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· State of California
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
DMSION OF LABOR STANDARDS ENFORCEMENT

PETE WILSON, Governor

Headquaners
455 Golden Gate Avenue, Room 3194
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 703-4750
Victoria L. Bradshaw

State Labor Commissioner

April12, 1995
Richard Rogers
District Director
Immigration and Naturalization Service
300 No. Los Angeles Street, Room 8108
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Dear Dick:
Enclosed you will find two signed copies of the Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) between our two agencies. For the most part, we only
made cosmetic changes to your original draft. We basically tried to ensure
that the terminology used in the MOU was consistent with the terminology
used in our licensing and registration process.
If there are no further changes required by the INS, it would be
easiest if you would have the two copies of the MOU signed and return one to
my office for our records. If possible, in the near future we would like to get
together with your staff and work out the procedures that both agencies will
use to effectuate this MOU. Jose Millan will be our contact person for the
purposes of this project. He can be reached at (415) 703-4750.

Thanks again for all your help and we look forward to a long
and mutually beneficial relationship.

Victoria L. Bradshaw
State Labor Commissioner
cc:

Jose Millan
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN
THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE
AND

THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
DIVISION OF LABOR STANDARDS ENFORCEMENT

The United States Department of Justice, Immigration and Naturalization Service
(INS), and the California Department of Industrial Relations, Division of Labor
Standards Enforcement (DLSE), share the common goal of removing the economic
incentive which leads a small number of unscrupulous employers to exploit
individuals who are working in this country in violation of Federal and State laws.
The Division of Labor Standards Enforcement desires to grant a farm labor
contractor's license and/or a garment manufacturing registration only to those
employers who are in compliance with all applicable Federal laws including, inter
alia, those laws which pertain to the verification of the work eligibility of employees
and those which preclude the employment of aliens who are not authorized to work in
this country. The Immigration and Naturalization Service is concerned about
licensees and registrants who have violated Federal immigration law, have become
subject to a final, unappealable order for such violation, and have then become
delinquent in the payment of the fine imposed, resulting in a burden on the
government to effectuate collection.
An appropriate and regular exchange of information between the signatory agencies
is deemed beneficial to both, and to the interests of the public. This Memorandum of
Understanding is intended to set forth a framework of mutual cooperation towards
the ultimate end that labor standards obligations and the Federal immigration law
obligations ofDLSE licensees and registrants can be enforced more expeditiously.
The exchange of appropriate information and the mutual cooperation called for by the
protocol set forth below should be followed to the fullest extent feasible.
This agreement is entered into between the headquarters office o£ DLSE and the
Western Region of the Immigration and Naturalization Service which includes the
Districts of San Francisco, Los Angeles and San Diego within the State of California.
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The Immigration and Naturalization Service, Western Region, will provide to
the Division of Labor Standards Enforcement the names (complete with any
known dba or aka), addresses, telephone numbers and other relevant
identifying information on those businesses which are believed to be required
to possess a State farm labor contractor's license or garment manufacturing
registration, which have been subject to a final, unappealable order under the
provisions of Sections 274a and/or 274c of the Immigration and Nationality
Act (INA), as amended, provided that the time allowed by the final order to
pay the fine imposed has expired and payment is now delinquent.

2.

Upon receipt of the aforementioned material (and after a reasonable time is
afforded to process the information), the DLSE will notify the INS (1) whether
the employer falls under the jurisdiction of the California State Department of
Industrial Relations, DLSE, and (2) whether the employer is currently duly
licensed by the State as a farm labor contractor or garment manufacturing
registrant.

3.

As a condition of granting or renewing a farm labor contractor's license or
garment manufacturing registration, DLSE will require the applicant to
resolve, by payment in full, all outstanding fines owed under a final order
pursuant to Sections 274a and/or 274c of the INA.

4.

INS will provide DLSE and the employer subject to a final order with proof
when the delinquent payment has been made and all such debts are satisfied.

Both INS and DLSE reserve the right, on reasonable a notice, to discontinue the
terms and conditions set forth in this Memorandum of Understanding should this
arrangement no longer prove to be mutually satisfactory.

u

~

{teh~la cf:8)act4Jiw.,u
GUSTAVO DE LAVINA
Regional Director
Western Region
U.S.I.N.S.

VICTORIA L. BRADSHAW
State Labor Commissioner
Department of Industrial Relations
Division of Labor Standards Enforcement
San Francisco, California

Date

Date
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TESTIMONY
before the
ASSEMBLY SELECT COMMITIEE ON IMMIGRATION

FRANK RICCmAZZI
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES
DECEMBER 8, 1995
Good morning. My name is Frank Ricchiazzi, Assistant Director, California
Department of Motor Vehicles. Thank you for the opportunity to meet with
you and discuss our recent experience with establishing legal presence for
driver license and id card applicants.
The DMV is the state agency charged with establishing identity of California
residents. In 1979 our legislature stated that as a matter of legislative policy
the driver license and identification (ID) card issued by the DMV are the
basic identification documents of the State of California.
California has 24 million licensed drivers and ID card holders. We issue over
5000 original licenses and ID cards per day throughout the state, a total of
1.3 million per year. We issue ID cards to children, and to senior citizens who
no longer drive. 73% of our population has either a driver license or ID card.
It is because of our role in identification that the Department is now required
to verify legal presence for new applicants. The DMV implemented Senate
Bill976 (Chapter 820, Statutes of 1993) effective March 1, 1994. The
department requires every applicant for an original driver license (DL) or
identification (ID) card to submit satisfactory proof that their presence in the
United States is authorized under federal law. A list of documents that serve
as "satisfactory proof' of legal presence was established through regulations.
The department currently verifies documents issued by the Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS) through an electronic verification system known
as the Alien Status Verification Index (ASVI), which includes the Systematic
Alien Verification for Entitlement (SAVE) database. INS allowed DMV's
electronic verification ac;cess to include status information for non-immigrant
aliens who are legally present in the United States. INS is continuing to
expand the kinds of documents available to DMV for electronic verification to
65
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make the DMV verification process faster and more cost effective for both
agencies.
D:MV began electronic verification of INS documents in July 1994. Between
March 1, 1994 and October 31, 1995, more than 600,000 INS documents
have been submitted to D:MV. Historically, 75% of the INS documents
submitted to D:MV are verified electronically, either on the first attempt or on
a second attempt 40 days later. The remaining documents are sent to INS for
secondary (manual) verification. As of October 31, 1995, approximately 1% of
the documents returned from INS have been determined to be invalid,
resulting in the denial of a DL or ID card.
During our 21 months of experience with legal presence, we have gained
considerable experience and knowledge about immigration documents and
the verification processes.
The INS is the only agency authorized to determine whether or not a noncitizen is legally present or authorized to work in the United States. The
Department of Motor Vehicles only requires applicants for original driver
licenses or identification cards to submit proof that they are legally
authorized to be in the United States.
There are many categories of visitors who apply for driver licenses and
identification cards who are not work authorized. To give you an idea of just
how complicated it is to verify legal presence, the department accepts 18
different documents issued by INS to establish legal presence, in addition to
12 different types of documents from the remaining applicants. To further
complicate matters, INS documents are continually undergoing some sort of
revision, either by the addition of new documents or revisions to existing ones.
D:MV accepts the INS Work Authorization Card as proof of legal presence.
The Work Authorization Cards we see are usually issued for a short period of
time and are often not verifiable in the electronic ASVI system. Secondary or
manual verification is usually required. This is a much slower verification
process, sometimes taking as long as 30 days.
A code indicating the broad type of legal presence document submitted is
stored in the D:MV data base. Driver licenses are currently termed for 1, 2, 3,
or 4 years, depending on the validity period of the INS document submitted.
However, once it is determined that an applicant is legally present in the··
United States, D:MV does not monitor the applicant's INS status changes
during their authorized stay. They may enter the country as a visitor
(unauthorized to work) and later have their status changed to be work
authorized.
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In addition to establishing a legal presence requirement for original driver
licenses and identification cards, Senate Bill976 required DMV to print the
following notice on all licenses issued on or after July 1, 1995: This license is
issued as a license to drive a motor vehicle; it does not establish eligibility
for employment, voter registration, or public benefits.
The best characterization of the system and how it works is contained in the
two legislative reports that the Department has submitted since the law took
effect. I can provide copies of those reports to you next week if they are not
readily available to you.
DMVs data base contains insufficient information to determine whether or
not an individual is work authorized. The legal presence law pertains only to
original applications submitted since March 1, 1994, and therefore, legal
presence status information is available for relatively few individuals on
DMVs data base.
We at DMV are able to share our experiences from implementing the legal
presence law and electronic verification of INS documents. Because of the
limitations of our data, and it does not seem viable for us to participate in a
pilot which might involve accessing our database for legal presence
information on specific individuals . Our information is point-in-time only,
capturing status at the time of application, and we do not feel that we are the
appropriate agency to verify whether or not an individual is properly
authorized to work in the United States.
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to present this testimony and clarify
DMVs involvement with INS and legal presence.
psg 12/7195:1:45
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TESTIMONY OF ROBERT C. DAVIS. PRESIDENT OF ST. JOHN KNITS. INC.
BEFORE THE CALIFORNIA STATE ASSE1v1BLY
SELECT COMMITTEE ON STATEWIDE IMMIGRATION IMPACT
DECE1v1BER 08. 1995

MY NAME IS BOB DAVIS, I AM PRESIDENT OF ST. JOHN KNITS, A MANUFACTURER
OF DESIGNER CLOTIDNG. WE EMPLOY OVER 2,000 PEOPLE IN SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA, AND HAVE BEEN IN BUSINESS FOR 33 YEARS.

TODAY'S IMMIGRATION LAWS RELATING TO THE PROCESS OF HIRING NONCITIZEN WORKERS CAN BE CHARACTERIZED AS SIMPLE IN FORM, AND
COMPLICATED IN EXECUTION FOR BUSINESS, AND INDUSTRY. CONGRESS
ENACTED A LAW WlllCH SET UP RULES, PROCEDURES, AND PENALTIES TO
GOVERN THE HIRING OF THIS CLASS OF WORKER. HOWEVER, FOLLOWING
THESE RULES BY THE EMPLOYER DOES NOT INSURE THE HIRING OF A GIVEN
INDIVIDUAL WILL, 1) RESULT IN THE HIRING OF A LEGALLY DOCUMENTED
WORKER AND,

2) PROTECT THE EMPLOYER FROM INCURRING ECONOMIC LOSS.

THE REASON IS OBVIOUS. THE VALIDITY OF DOCUMENTS PRESENTED FOR
INSPECTION PRIOR TO HIRING IS UNKNOWN. FORGED DOCUMENTS ARE
READILY AVAILABLE. ACCESS TO A COMPUTER AND COLOR COPIER IS ALL
THAT IS NEEDED TO HELP ALIENS CIRCUMVENT THE LAW. BUSINESSES ARE
NOT EQUIPPED TO EVALUATE PROFESSIONAL FORGERIES. THE LAW DOES NOT
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REQUIRE US TO JUDGE THE DOCUMENTS VALIDITY. THE HIRING PROCEDURES

FOR A COMPANY WITHOUT A VERIFICATION SYSTEM IS A ROLL OF THE DICE.
FOR MARGINAL BUSINESSES THAT ONLY WISH TO EXPLOIT THIS LABOR FORCE,
THIS RISK IS OF NO CONCERN. IT WILL ACCEPT EVEN OBVIOUS FORGERIES AND
REMAIN IMMUNE FROM EMPLOYER SANCTIONS. EMPLOYEE REMOVAL IS NOT A

SIGNIFICANT LOSS. TO A BUSINESS THAT WANTS TQ COMPLY AND BUILD A
STABLE LABOR FORCE THIS IS A MAJOR CONCERN. ECONOMIC LOSS FROM
HIRING, TRAINING AND LOSS OF OUTPUT FROM THE REMOVAL OF A FORGED
DOCUMENT WORKER CAN BE SEVERE.

THE ALIEN VERIFICATION SYSTEM TOTALLY ELIMINATES THIS PROBLEM. IT
CREATES A WIN I WIN PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN GOVERNMENT AND BUSINESS.
THE INS HAS FULL COMPLIANCE WITH THE LAW, AND THE EMPLOYER KNOWS
THE NEW-HIRE IS AUTHORIZED TO WORK. THE EMPLOYER CAN NOW INVEST
WITH CONFIDENCE IN THE TRAINING OF THIS INDIVIDUAL, AND PLAN FOR A
LONG TERM PERMANENT WORK FORCE.

THE MARGINAL BUSINESS IS ALSO ADDRESSED UNDER THE VERIFICATION
PROCESS FOR IT LOSES THEIR PROTECTIVE UMBRELLA FROM EMPLOYER
SANCTIONS.

ST JOHN STRONGLY BELIEVES IN THE VERIFICATION SYSTEM. WE HAVE SEEN
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IT WORK ST. JOHN BEGAN OUR PARTNERSHIP 74 DAYS AGO. SINCE THEN
·APPROXIMATELY 250 INDIVIDUALS HAVE BEEN INTERVIEWED. 194 WERE HIRED,
AND OF THESE, 179 WERE VERIFIED THROUGH THE INS COl\1PUTERS AS
AUTHORIZED TO WORK, 7 PENDING, AND 8 UNABLE TO VERIFY AND WERE SENT
TO INS FOR AUTHORIZATION. AS A BUSINESSMAN THIS PROGRAM HAS BEEN
VERY EXCITING AND REASSURING. WE CAN BUILD OUR BUSINESS ON A STRONG
LABOR FOUNDATION BY ELIMINATING THE UNKNOWN.

THE VERIFICATION SYSTEM ALSO PROVIDES AN ADDITIONAL BENEFIT TO
WORKERS. AUTHORIZED WORKERS WILL NOT BE DENIED EMPLOYMENT DUE TO
El\1PLOYERS JUDGEMENT AS TO DOCUMENT VALIDITY. ST. JOHN PERSONNEL
RECENTLY REVIEWED A QUESTIONABLE GREEN CARD. WITHOUT THE
VERIFICATION SYSTEM WE WOULD HAVE DENIED EMPLOYMENT EVEN THOUGH
THE APPLICANT WAS QUALIFIED. WE SUBMITTED HIS CARD NUMBER AND HE
WAS VERIFIED AS AUTHORIZED TO WORK. THE YOUNG MAN IS CURRENTLY
BEING TRAINED ON OUR COMPUTERIZED KNITTING MACHINES.

ST. JOHN STRONGLY SUPPORTS THE INS VERIFICATION PROGRAM. IT HAS TO BE
EXPANDED AND BECOME PART OF THE IMMIGRATION LAW. WITHOUT THIS
TOOL THE LAW WILL BE INEFFECTIVE, AND WILL FAIL TO STOP UNAUTHORIZED
WORKERS FROM BEING HIRED.
INS2
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STATEMENT
At the present time GT Bicycles is in the process of bringing more of our production from
overseas to the United States. Accordingly, as the company continues to grow, we will be
experiencing a steady increase in our labor force. In addition, GT had been the target of an
INS investigation in the past, and upon my employment as Human Resources Manager,
my supervisor stressed the importance of compliance with the Immigration Reform and
Control Act of 1986, as it applies to new hires. It is therefore in our best interests to have a
reliable method of verification of non-citizen documentation.
Although it is possible to recognize false documentation, there has always been a question
in the back of my mind that with the sophisticated methods now used to produce false
documents, as evidenced by the seizure of documents in Huntington Park in October,
there may have been documents that passed my scrutiny that were in fact false, placing GT
Bicycles in danger of employing unauthorized non-citizens. For this reason, I am
especially appreciative of the Telephone Verification System program that we have had in
place since late September. Beginning with the initial training to the actual implementation
and use of the system, the INS representatives have been extremely cooperative and have
extended every courtesy in order to facilitate the success of our participation. The INS
conducted a half-day training session, supplied the instruction manual and the program via
a floppy disc. The system was programmed into my PC and immediately accessible. The
program has proven to be very successful - it is "user friendly". The actual verification
takes approximately 5 seconds. If I encounter any problems during the verification
process that cannot be remedied on-line, I have two numbers available that were supplied
by the INS that I can call for assistance.
Since coming on-line, I have processed a total of 31 new hires of non-citizens. Of those
31, 29 have been determined authorized to wod, and two have been determined "unable
to verify". At this point I initiated a "secondary verification" which requires additional
information be submitted in order to ensure that all appropriate records can be queried by
the INS to prevent the termination of employment for eligible non-citizens. Of these two,
one is in process of resolution, and the other is awaiting final determination. For those
employees whose documentation needs clarification of current status, the INS has
established an office in Los Angeles to which employee can go to get hands-on assistance
in determining their status. One employee has taken advantage of this service, and has
expressed her thanks in the assistance that was given to her. It is gratifying to both the
employees in question, and myself: as Human Resources Manager, that the INS is in fact
cooperating with our employees to resolve documentation problems and not classifying
them as ineligible outright
Not included with the number of new hires now processed, are the 8 new hires that
declined employmet:t, based on the statement in my office that is read by each new hire,
that states that GT Bicycles is a participant in the Telephone Verification System.. These
new hires forthrightly admitted that their documentation was false, thereby eliminating the
need to continue the hiring and verification process. This has resulted in time and effort,
~
that would bP.ve been expended with ultimately futile results, now being utilized in -mOre-productive work.
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In conclusion, the TVP program has given us peace of mind -with the knowledge that GT
Bicycles is complying with the laws regarding empl0)1llent of non-citizens as defined by
the US Department of Justice and the US Immigration and Naturalization Service. In
addition, and perhaps ultimately more important, there is satisfaction in the knowledge that
jobs have not been taken away from those deserving non-citizens that also abide by the
law.

Virginia Valadez
Human Resources Manager
GT BICYCLES INC.
3100 W. Segerstrom Avenue
Santa Ana, CA 92704
(714) 513-7146
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Statement of Craig E. Gosselin
Delivered to the California
State Assembly Select Committee
on Statewide Immigration Impact
December 8, 1995

Good morning. My name is Craig Gosselin and I am Vice President and General Counsel
ofVans, Inc., the manufacturer and distributor ofVans footwear, apparel and snowboard boots.
In my capacity as General Counsel, I manage Vans' Human Resources Department.
Nearly three years ago we found out the hard way that we had a serious problem at Vans:
we had been targeted by several sophisticated counterfeiters who had been supplying phony
immigration documents to persons applying for jobs at Vans. These documents appeared, on their
face, to be genuine.
As a result ofthe counterfeiters' actions, we were unknowingly employing several hundred
undocumented aliens. The INS raided us in January of 1993 and over the next 18 months, we
lost, or had to tenninate, hundreds of employees.

Although we were never accused of any wrongdoing in this matter, the resultant adverse
publicity, coupled with the loss of productivity that accompanies significant employee turnover,
severely hurt Vans.
It is my view that the problems we experienced could have been completely avoided if the
INS' telephone verification system had been in place at that time. Simply stated, TVS takes the
guesswork out of immigration document processing. TVS is easy to use and, based on our
experience, appears to be completely accurate. We no longer have to keep track of the vast array
of immigration documents that are issued by the INS, and we no longer have the burden of
scrutinizing documents to determine whether they "reasonably appear to be genuine."
I have often said that 99% of the employers in this country want to comply with the law;
all they need are the tools to help them do it. TVS is the first significant compliance tool that I
have seen government develop in the 11 years I have practiced law. The type of partnership that
results from programs like the TVS will result in a higher legal compliance rate, more efficient
government, and lower costs of doing business. Additionally, I believe that TVS will free up
valuable INS enforcement resources which can be used to police the small percentage of rogue
employers who flaunt the immigration laws. This, in turn, should significantly stern the flow of
illegal immigration to this country.
Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to present this statement.

c:\frtz1Jegal\sta1emntceg
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Testimony of the California Restaurant Association
before the
California Select Committee on Statewide Immigration Impact
Friday, December 8, 1995
State Building, Los Angeles
Madam Chairwoman and Members, I am Stanley Kyker, executive vice president of the
California Restaurant Association. Thank you for giving our Association the opportunity to
comment on the subject of telephone verification for work authorization under the Immigration
Reform and Control Act of 1986 (IRCA).
This issue of proper work authorization has a tremendous impact on California
employers, in particular the restaurant industry. Clearly, changes in the present system are needed
to ensure that authorized workers do not face discrimination, and that employers have reliable
information upon which to make hiring decisions. Assemblymember Napolitano, we welcome
your proactive approach of in addressing these needs.

background on California's restaurant industry
California's restaurant industry has annual sales of about $23 billion a year and provides
$2 billion in sales tax revenues to state coffers. Our industry operates some 69,000 units in
California and provides jobs for 780,000 residents of our state.

characteristics of restaurant industry labor force
The issue of immigrants in California's work force is a critical one for the foodservice
industry. Estimates hold that fully half of all immigrants in the U.S. are in the Golden State.
And the restaurant industry has always been a springboard to careers for new arrivals. A
front-page story in the Los Angeles Times only three days ago notes: "Restaurants have
traditionally been a lifeline for newcomers short on English and capital."
Another factor unique to the restaurant industry is our-- lamentably -- high employee
turnover rate. Students hold brief stints as restaurant workers between semesters. A hot chef is
promptly lured away by the competition. A reliable dishwasher is quickly promoted to prep
cook.
While we are proud of advancement opportunities and flexibility that restaurant jobs
provide, we cannot deny that this turnover rate -- as high as 300 percent a year in some
restaurants -- means that restaurant employers are almost constantly in a hiring mode. This
means our employers have possibly the greatest liability for unintentional errors in workauthorization paperwork.
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the role of CRAin educating industry on ffiCA requirements
Recognizing the unique characteristics of the restaurant industry in regard to work
authorization, the California Restaurant Association has from the outset ofiRCA trained its
members and the industry in compliance. Although we routinely protest new proposals to further
regulate our business, we do our utmost to ensure compliance with the laws that govern our
industry.
Our publications regularly remind members of their IRCA responsibilities. We have
staged free seminars on completing 1-9 forms at our trade shows. And we have mailed out
literally hundreds of Special Reports explaining the work-authorization process step-by-step. Of
the more than 50 titles in our series of Special Reports, our issue on completing I-9 forms is one
ofthe most popular.

the need for effective verification
Despite all the efforts that CRA makes to ensure that restaurant employers understand
their obligations under IRCA, we know that they are in an almost impossible situation.
On one hand, they are under siege from document counterfeiters. Los Angeles is
considered by many to be the counterfeit-document capital of the U.S. Only a few blocks from
where we are today, any car that slows down might be solicited to buy fake driver's licenses and
Social Security cards. Because so many different documents are acceptable for I-9 forms,
employers are required to authenticate documents they have never laid eyes on before.
The unauthorized workers are only part of the problem. California employers also have
the challenge of staying current with the swiftly changing status of "authorized" workers.
For example, Salvadoran nationals here under the Deferred Enforced Departure program
have had their work authorization extended twice, from December 1994 to September 1995 to
January 1996. The work-authorization document for these individuals -- I-688B -- bears the
December 1994 expiration date. Yet employers who are not CRA members have had little
chance to learn of the two extensions, and run the risk offederal prosecution ifthey fail to hire
these individuals.
The Salvadoran amnesty confusion is a small issue compared with the impending phaseout of the I-151 alien registration card, or "green card." Needless to say, we are talking about
thousands and thousands of aliens in California who will be affected by this program. And again,
this program has been postponed by the Immigration and Naturalization SerVice three times
already-- to March 20, 1995. We fully expect another round of confusion, delays, and
controversy as the supposed "deadline" draws near.
Compounding the problem is that the work-authorization process goes beyond the INS
and also involves the Social Security Administration. Even though babies only three months old
will need a Social Security number to be claimed as a deduction in 1995, the SSA is notoriously
poor at verifying Social Security numbers for employers with questions. (However, SSA is quick
to impose fines on employers who report wages under incorrect numbers.) Our conversations
with SSA personnel show little understanding of the INS work-authorization requirements.
Clearly, these federal agencies must begin working in concert on this vital issue.
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Where does all this leave the restaurant employer? The answer is simple: between a rock
and a hard place. The employer wants and needs eager workers. And the workers are there. But
the employer is legitimately frightened. The $400,000 in fines levied against a major southern
California theme park a few years ago for inadequate work-authorization records has made a
lasting impression on employers here. They risk charges of discrimination for the people they
don't hire, and charges of improper documentation for the people they do hire.
what is needed

Some means of verifying government documents is vital to the integrity of our
employment system. We do not advocate any particular authorization card or system. We
desperately need a reliable, convenient means for employers to verify the authenticity of the
documents that the government itself requires. The present system -- which puts the onus on the
employer for the government's failure to keep its own records up to date -- is unacceptable.
I can assure you that the restaurant industry will participate eagerly in such a program.
Our publications have often described the fledgling pilot verification program, bringing offers of
ready volunteers into our offices.
We fully support any moves to improve the document-verification process and stand
ready to offer our comment and assistance.
I will be happy to answer any questions you may have.

###
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Communications Workers of America
Local 9400 AFL-CIO, CLC
Statement of Alex Rooker, re; AB507
Director CWA Local 9400, AFL-CIO,CLC
Honorable members of the California State Assembly, my name is Alex Rooker, I
reside at 1227 S. Dale Avenue, Anaheim, CA 92804
I thank you for giving me the opportunity to address your committee today as the
issue at hand is very near and dear to the Communications Workers of America and
the members we are privileged to represent.
First of all, I am aware of the suggested pilot program which would be enacted into
statute with the passage of AB507. I am also aware that if passed, this proposed
legislation would have to be in full federal compliance.
I am here today to speak against AB507 as proposed. We are also aware of the
Simpson-Mazolli bill which has become the law of the land. Simpson-Mazolli was
enacted to provide for employer sanctions. We are at the state level of government
and anything provided for from this body would have to be in full compliance with the
Federal Government.
Often times when our nation is not able to provide needed services due to the
ineptness of our Federal and State legislative bodies losing our tax base which
provides needed services, the first source of frustration is taken out on those who
are without a voice.
We witnessed this first hand with the Proposition 187 mania which swept across our
great state like the plague it was intended to be. Proposition 187 addressed areas
which did not belong at the state level, but should have been placed at the door
steps of our Nations House of Representatives and U.S. Senate. The truth in this
statement is borne out with the recent federal courts ruling on the legality of
proposition 187. Those of us who were able to keep our wits and rationalize spoke
out and voiced logic and truth.
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Now today we are looking at the son of 187 with this hearing.· With the passage of
this type of legislation, we are further compounding an issue which does not belong
at the state level. Even if this proposed legislation were to be found legal by federal
statute which I feel positive it would not, would be another area to subscribe to racist
policies.
I know this statement could be considered radical, but it is in fact what will happen
based on the following. Telephone verification would indeed take place when an
employer is suspicious of the applicant. Do you foresee Mary Blue Eyes with blonde
hair becoming an object of suspicion, or do you foresee Mr. Pedro Gonzalez, brown
skinned with accent becoming suspicious. Who do you think will promote the
telephone call. We witnessed this with the pre-passage of proposition 187.
Certainly not all employers will subscribe to this type of a policy, but if it happens
even once, that is once too often.
Again let us address where we should be heading instead of attempting to blame
others for our mistakes. I firmly and sincerely believe we have lost our tax base in
this great state. We should be addressing legislation which would make California
a more business friendly state. We have witnessed employer greed by first fleeing
to the sun belt states where a Union Shop is not legal and the minimum wage is the
law of the land. That was not enough for greedy employers, they have now taken
to moving California jobs offshore and have opted to exploit third world countries for
their cheap labor. While doing so, they are not subject to environmental rules as
they would be here in the United States.
Everyone believes Labor was being greedy when we opposed NAFTA. We did not
oppose NAFTA, we opposed "that" NAFTA because it was on the fast track and
there were too many loopholes which should have been addressed and amended.
We believe in "fair" trade which means a balance of trade agreement. We believe
safety on our nations highways should not be tampered with because a panel of
attorneys will allow trucks to come into California with near unlimited weight
restrictions and no law calling for front wheel brakes in addition to the rear axles.
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These are things which cut to the heart and soul of the American Labor movement.
With the passage of AB507 we are further compounding a problem which does not
really exist to any great proportion. Certainly we have the undocumented with us
today. How do you define who is suspicious? and who will prompt the telephone
call?
What remedy does this legislation provide when the employer causes an employee
to suffer undue hardship. Certainly you ask the employees permission to place this
telephone call, and when the employee refuses to grant permission, he or she
immediately places themselves "at risk" and are also the number one target for
suspicion to cast upon them.
Additionally, I firmly believe the funding for this pilot project would be better served
by enforcing current and existing laws already on the books. We as a nation and
great state should take the high ground and seek better avenues other than AB507.
Honorable members of this committee, I thank you for giving me this brief
opportunity to testify.
Alex Rooker
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Testimony of Cristina Yazguez- Political and Education Director of Unjon of Nedd.letrades
Industrial and Textile Employees. Aa-CIO- UNJIE. on the subject of Telephone
Verification

Le~islatjon

AB '=i07.
Before:

Assemblywoman Grace Napolitano
Members of California State Assembly Select Committee on Statewide Immiw,tion Impact

THE THREAT OF A.B.S07

(~)

fl) TO OLTR CIYIL FREEDOMS

The proposal contained in A.B. 507 (g)(l) to mandate the Attorney General to negotiate
and execute a memorandum of understanding whereby a computer network to link the data
banks of the I.& N.S., Social Security Administration, the Division of Labor Enforcement
Standards, Department of Motor Vehicles, and the Franchise Tax Board represents one of
the greatest threats ever posed to the privacy rights of the people of California. The entities
whose files are to be linked have control over vast amounts of personal and private
information about virtually every single adult in the country. To create this kind of datasharing network about the American people, in light of the ease with which computer
hackers and other individuals routinely get access to even the most "secure" data banks, is
sheer irresponsibility and it represents a total departure from the goal to get big government
off the backs of the People and out of their lives.
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THE BILL IS ANTI-LATINO BECAUSE ITS IMPLEMENTATION \YILL
FOCUS ON LATINO AREAS AND LATINO PEOPLE AS "THE ILLEGALS"

All recent immigration-related legislation has tended to either start from premises that are
anti-Latino, or contain provisions and implementation procedures that are clearly antiLatino. This Bill contains no provision to ensure that the "volunteer" employers are evenly
distributed throughout the State, so that all racial and ethnic groups in the state are equally
affected of benefited, as the case may be. However, given the track record of the
government agencies involved, it is a virtual certainty that the target population of
undocumented workers will continue to be equated with people of Mexican and Latino

S,~,A

ancestry,

• ,,

This project contained in this bill will be centered in the areas of g(eeters Latino
concentration in the State, and within those areas it will focus on the industries most
dependent upon Latino workers. This focus is discriminatory because it is based upon
racial and ethnic stereotypes and false premises.

CO~CLLTSJO~

THIS BILL WILL NEVER BE ACCEPT ABLE TO THE LABOR MOVEMENT
BECAUSE OF OUR LENGTHY EXPERIENCE WITH PRIOR LEGISLATION AND
ENFORCEMENT PRACTICES, WHICH HAVE SHOWN US THAT ANY LAW THAT
CRIMINALIZES AN EMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE RELATIONSHIP ALWAYS BECOMES
A POWERFUL TOOL FOR THE EMPLOYERS' BLACKMAIL OF THEIR

EMPLOYEES.
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Statement in Support of AB 507
Ira Mehlman, California Media Director
Federation for American Immigration Reform (FAIR)
Los Angeles, December 8, 1995
Madam Chairwoman, on behalf ofF AIR I want to thank you very much for the opportunity to
testify beore the Select Committee on Statewide Immigration Impact in regard to the adoption of a
nationwide telephone employment verification system and your bill, AB 507. The dual objectives
of this hearing- encouraging the federal government to live up to the committment it made to the
American people nine years ago and instituting our own pilot program here in California- are to
be commended. We hope that what we do here in the state most adversely affected by illegal
immigration, will help move the federal governmet toward a comprehensive solution to this
lingering problem.
FAIR has long believed that the cornerstone to controlling illegal immigration to the United States
is the enforcement of employer sanctions. Jobs, after all, are the primary magnet that draws large
number of illegal aliens to this country. Only by drastically reducing the possibility of fmding
employment in the United States, will we be able to dissuade illegal aliens from attempting to
settle here. Making employer santions work, demands that we institute a quick and secure method
of verifying each individual's eligibility to hold a job in the U.S. ·
Americans have a vision of themselves as a nation ofrugged individualists. It is perhaps a
renmant of our frontier days, during which we opened up a continent by our individual
determination and hard work.
Of course, as we all know, our frontier days are long behind us and a century's time and several
generations have romanticized our images of that period of our history. Nevertheless, we like to
cling to certain illusions about who we are and how we live as we near the 21st century. We have
constructed for ourselves a complex and elaborate social safety net run by the government, yet our
vision of ourselves is one of the self-sufficient pioneer pushing back the frontier.
The America we actually live in is much different. In reality, we are an urban nation of middle
class workers, with grave concerns about whether our well-paying jobs and comfortable lifestyles
will still be here tomorrow. We bristle at big government, but we punish any political leader who
even suggests cutting a government program that benefits us. And since every program benefits
one of us, it is very rare, despite the rhetoric, when we wind up with less government, rather than
more.

It is fair to say that the American Dream today is a well-paying job for every American who is
able and willing to work, and a generous and compassionate social safety net for those who,
through no fault of their own, cannot make it on their own. From Bill Clinton to Newt Gingrich,
from Jesse Helms to Jesse Jackson, few people would argue with that vision of what America
cught to be.
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If that is what we want as a nation, then we must be mature enough to recognize what is required
to make it a reality. It is certainly true that anything worth having is worth protecting. If what is
worth having is a high wage economy and a generous social safety net, then protection means
limiting access. If our labor market is accessible to anyone who can make his or her way into this
country, then the immutable laws of supply and demand will inevitably erode wages and working
conditions. If our social welfare system is asked to provide for more and more people who come
here from other countries, it will either collapse under its ovm weight or result in a taxpayer revolt.
The choice is a simple one: limit access or lose what we hold dear. It is no mystery where the
American public comes dovm on these issues. They want access restricted to our domestic labor
market and to our public services. The question then becomes, How do we control access is a
manner that is effective, as non-obtrusive as possible and which does not lead to discrimination?
AB 507 is a good, and long overdue, first step in the direction of a universal system that will
ensure that our jobs, tax dollars and privacy are protected.
FAIR has long supported a nationwide secure verification system for employment and benefit
eligibility that would apply to every person in this country, regardless of immigration status.
Instituting such a system nationally is, of course, beyond the ability of the California legislature.
But, as is often the case, California can lead the nation by what we do here. Even a modest pilot
program in the nation's largest state, properly run, can demonstrate to the rest of the country that it
is possible to protect jobs, benefits and civil liberties.
The long-term solution, however, must be a universal verification system that is tied into the
Social Security data base. Whether we care to admit it or not, the Social Security number (if not
the card itself) is the universal identifier in this country. Every person over the age of two, legally
residing in the United States, must have a valid Social Security number. The data base already
exists and adopting a verification system based on the Social Security number will not require
anyone to acquire any new identification documents. What is needed, is a means to cross check
the data in the Social Security Administration's computer base with the vital data of a job or
public assistance applicant.
The Social Security Administration has long resisted efforts to have its data base used in this
manner. AB 507 may finally prove to be the crow bar that pries open access to the one universal
data base that exists in this country. As the most important political state in the nation, actions
taken in the California Assembly cannot be ignored even by the most intransigent bureaucrat along
the Potomac.
Anyone who has surfed the Internet knows that even the largest and most complex repositories of
information around the world are now readily available on-line. There is simply no technological
reason why a secure system that allows the verification of limited information in the Social
Security Administration's computer files cannot be made readily accessible to the nation's
employers. We can, as AB 507 suggests, balance the need to verify an individual's eligibility to
work and collect benefits in this country, with our strong desire to protect people's privacy.
Protecting privacy should not mean that we rely on the honor system as the sole obstacle to illegal
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aliens entering our labor market.
While FAIR applauds AB 507' s requirement that "green card" information be cross-referenced
with the Immigration and Naturalization Service's data base, we believe that use of the Social
Security Administration's data base will be more effective. If the only documents that are verified
are INS-issued ones, then many will attempt to circumvent the verification process by making
false claims of citizenship.
We also hope that, as quickly as is possible, California will expand the pilot program initiated by

AB 507 into a statewide one similar to the verification procedures now being effectively
implemented by the Department of Motor Vehicles. Several years ago, the DMV undertook an
effort to check the residency status of every individual who applies for a California driver's
license. This procedure has been an enormously powerful deterrent to illegal aliens applying for
and receiving this important piece of state-issued identification. Over the course of time, the
DMV program will ultimately purge the driver's license rolls of people who have no legal right to
live in California or anywhere in the United States.
The success of the DMV effort has demonstrated that when we make a serious effort to protect our
vital documents, we can accomplish it and do it with a minimum of bureaucratic foul-ups. The
mere knowledge that the DMV is going to check an applicant's legal status in the United States
before issuing a license has deterred countless illegal aliens from even applying for one. Contrary
to the dire predictions of those who opposed implementing a verification procedure at the DMV,
the system, because it is universal, works efficiently and ensures that every person applying for a
driver's license in California- regardless of appearance, race or ethnicity- is treated in exactly
the same manner.
In fact, the principles that the DMV and AB 507 use to combat fraud, have been in use for many
years and on a much larger scale by private industry. Scarcely a week goes by when every single
one of us does not undergo some sort of instant verification procedure. Our wallets are bulging
with electronically verifiable cards that allow us to make purchase without cash, pay for gas right
at the pump, or get cash anywhere on the planet. In exchange for the modem conveniences that,
by our behavior, we have demonstrated are important to us, we have developed an infrastructure
that is highly effective at combating fraud. Instant credit and cash are important to us and we have
put technology to work to protect these priorities. If we similarly value high wages (by world
standards) and enlightened social programs, then we must be prepared to adapt technology to
protect them as well.
The reason we have all come to accept the verification procedures that are a part of our daily lives
is that they are universal and consensual. A merchant or an ATM machine runs the same
electronic check on every single one of us. It makes no difference what our race or ethnicity might
be; whether we speak with a foreign accent is entirely inconsequential. When we get to the cash
register or the cash machine, the validity of our identification documents are checked.
Ultimately, the way to protect our public institutions- our labor market and social services- is
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to apply the same secure verification process to them as well. Not more than a few thousand
people apply for a new job or a public benefit on any given day in the United States. If Visa and
Mastercard and American Express and Exxon and Sears and Bank of America and countless other
issuers of plastic can collectively run hundreds of millions of verification checks every single day,
then the only real impediment to instituting a similar procedure for employment and benefits, is
bureaucratic inertia.
AB 507 is a small first step down this road. Importantly, the bill includes back-up procedures to
ensure that computer error or bureaucratic foul-up does not result in someone being denied a job
that he or she is legally entitled to hold. AB 507 provides several layers of protection to ensure
that a job applicant who is erroneously ruled ineligible for employment, can correct the mistake.
If the system is managed properly, incorrect verifications will be few and far between, just as
mistakes in credit card and ATM card verifications are rarely made. But on those rare occasions
when a mistake might occur in the employment verification procedure, AB 507 provides for an
expedited method of correcting the problem before it costs somebody his or her job.
We have often been told by the naysayers that a system that requires someone to be verified for
employment or benefit eligibility will lead to discrimination. That is why FAIR has always urged
the adoption of a universal verification procedure, based on a universal document. There are
safeguards that can be built into any system to ensure that inadvertent discrimination will not
occur. (Deliberate discrimination, will not be affected one way or the other by an employment
verification procedure; only vigorous enforcement of civil rights laws will stop that abhorrent
practice.) But we must weigh any concerns about small potential for unintended discrimination
against the reality that many citizens and lawful immigrants are being discriminated against by
employers who prefer to hire illegal aliens - people with limited recourse to stand up to unfair
wages and dangerous working conditions.
There is no longer a question about whether we need to adopt a method in this country to
distinguish between those people who are legally allowed to live, work and collect benet1ts here
and those who are not. There is almost universal agreement that it must be done. The question
before us is how to do it effectively and fairly. AB 507 is small-scale prototype of what needs to
be done nationally. California must once again show the way and this bill will start us on that
path.

AB 507 is not a substitute for federal action to protect American jobs and American benefits, but
rather a limited measure to compensate for Washington's failures in this area. In an age when
many American jobs are being shipped abroad and budget constraints are causing social programs
to be slashed to the bone, there can be no excuse for not doing more to protect American workers
and American taxpayers.
We, therefore, support this effort by Assemblywoman Napolitano to place California in the
vanguard of a national effort to protect citizens and legal immigrants from unfair competition from
people who are illegally in the United States.
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TESTIMONY ON ASSEMBLY BILL 507

by

Ric Oberlink, Executive Director
Californians for Population Stabilization

Assembly Select Committee on Statewide Immigration
Impact
8 December 1995
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INTRODUCTION
California's Population Growth
Californians for Population Stabilization's (CAPS) primary concern is the impact of
immigration upon the environment. Immigration - both legal and illegal causes most of the population growth in California and this growth is the most
serious environmental threat in the state. In 1940 California's population was 7
million; it is now over 32 million. In 1940 California had about 5 percent of the U.S.
population. In 1990 it had 12 percent.
During the 80's California's population grew by more people than there were in the
state in 1940. Each year California's population grows by several hundred thousand.
In many recent years, California's growth rate has been higher than that of India. A
recession-induced outmigration of Californians to other state has temporarily
slowed our population growth, not stopped it.
In 1993 the Department of Finance for the first time made population projections for
SO years. It showed the state's population doubling by the year 2040. It could be even
worse. The state has been notoriously low in past projections. Leon Bouvier, a
noted demographer at Tulane University and former Vice President of the
Population Reference Bureau, wrote a book entitled Fifty Million Californians? He
made a series of projections - low, medium and high. The Department of Finance
figures are lower than Bouvier's medium-level projections. In fact, Bouvier
thought the most likely scenario was somewhere between his medium projection of
75 million and high projection of 90 million by 2040.
Quite simply, there is a population component to virtually every environmental
problem. More people mean less wildlife, decreased open space, and increased
pressure on water supplies and other physical resources. Beyond that, an increase in
population means a decrease in quality of life for Californians. Traffic gridlock
yields wasted time and increased frustration. Crowded parks yield decreased
enjoyment.
Education, in particular, has suffered severely from population growth, especially
that of immigration. California already has the largest class sizes in the nation and
is 41st in per-pupil expenditures at the K-12 level. To keep pace with the
immigration-driven population growth means that California must build a new
classroom almost every hour. lllegal immigrants are more likely to be poor and
more likely to have large families. Thus, they contribute less to the state coffers and
demand more in services. State expenditures on K-12 education consume 40
percent of the state budget.
Already the state is having difficulty maintaining its existing infrastructure, let
alone building the new infrastructure dictated by continued population growth. A
number of economic analyses show that illegal immigration places a great strain on
state services.
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THE ISSUE
California is the destination of half of the estimated 300,000 illegal aliens that pour
into the U.S. every year, making it home to 2.1 million illegal aliens. That is 2.1
million more people competing for jobs, housing, medical care, education and
dwindling open space. CAPS has supported a number of measures which have been
introduced, and sometimes passed, at the state and federal level dealing with this
source of population growth. There has been, on occasions, an unfortunate debate
as to whether the appropriate approach is to increase border enforcement, to
eliminate the attraction of jobs, or to restrict benefits. CAPS believes we should do
all of the above. One innovative approach being discussed today is a secure
verification system for employment eligibility.
Federal Verification Efforts
The federal government is taking steps to address the concerns of employers
regarding verifying employment eligibility of newly hired employees. The
Systematic Alien Verification for Entitlement (SAVE) program, a requirement
under the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986, requires six federal benefits
programs to use the system to verify the legal alien status of those claiming to be
legal aliens. Another effort is the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS)
Verification Information System Pilot Program. You will have heard from the INS
today on the level of success they have had with the program and plans for future
expansion. There are also several efforts in Congress to secure, improve, and
expand the system. H.R. 2202 (Smith, R-TX), the Immigration in the National
Interest Act, is an example of one bill moving quickly through the legislative
process.
Additionally, the U.S. Commission on Immigration Reform, headed by former
Congresswoman Barbara Jordan, would take the current INS pilot project one step
further. The commission has recommended instituting a National Worker Registry
which would use both the Social Security Administration and the INS' databases to
check all newly hired employees, aliens and citizens alike.
It is safe to say that the federal government is making some progress in dealing with
the detrimental effects of almost a decade of neglect in enforcing federal
immigration laws. Increased funding of the Border Patrol, and the above
verification programs are a couple of examples. But are these efforts enough? Is
there sufficient progress such that California should sit back and idly wait for H.R.
2202 to pass, or the current INS pilot project to expand?

State Verification Efforts
CAPS believes that the negative effects of illegal immigration on California are so
severe that these questions must be answered with a "No." Steps can and should be
taken at the state level. This will (1) help reduce illegal immigration by reducing
the available jobs that provide attraction for illegal entry, (2) protect the jobs of
American citizens and legal aliens, and (3) address the concerns of employers over
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the burdens of complying with existing federal requirements on verifying eligibility
for employment.
AB 507 is a pilot project designed to assist employers in confirming an alien
employee's authorization to work. Using a "point-of-sale" device, the TVS system
electronically verifies the eligibility of newly hired employees. It does not check the
validity of an employee claiming to be a U.S. citizen. This measure, however, has
the potential of demonstrating an appropriate and needed expansion of verification
programs. By using the combination of databases outlined in the bill - those from
the Social Security Administration, Department of Motor Vehicles, Franchise Tax
Board and INS - an employer can verify the eligibility of all newly hired
employees. This would ease the burden of employers having to verify the birth
certificate (one of the easiest forms of identification to fraudulently duplicate) of
those who claim to be citizens as well as the green cards of those who claim to be
legal aliens.
The use of these additional databases, as opposed to the INS' use of just one, is
important for several reasons. First, it is important to establish that the state will
use resources available to it to deal with a serious problem. Californians have
clearly expressed, through numerous surveys and in their vote on Proposition 187,
that they want something done to stop illegal immigration. There is valuable
information in other databases and access to it would be a useful tool in efforts to
stem illegal immigration. Second, verifying all newly hired employees could prove
to be a vast improvement over the federal system. It would make it virtually
impossible to discriminate on the basis of one's appearance since everyone would be
be checked for eligibility for employment.
Finally, the Social Security Administration (SSA), has been hesitant to give other
agencies access to its database. If California, the largest state in the nation in terms of
size and political clout, takes the initiative to gain access to the SSA database,
appropriate pressure might be placed on the SSA to comply with requests for
assistance in stopping illegal immigration.
AB 507 assures that, as the Administration moves ahead with the Verification
Information System pilot project, concerns of California's employers, employees and
policy-makers are addressed.
The question remains: is California capable of implementing a state verification
program? I would suggest that California may be better able to deal with such a
program than even the federal government. California has, in the past, produced
many innovations concerning identification systems, including the current
California driver's license, which was the first in the country to use a magnetic strip.
The Attorney General's office administers another identification system called CAL
ID, which is a comprehensive state system for identifying criminals. With this
technology and experience, California was able to implement a law which bars
issuance of driver's licenses to illegal aliens.
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The California state government has professional, well- trained civil servants. The
state Department of Finance alone has an excellent research department dedicated
strictly to immigration issues. California is probably better equipped to work with
the databases and efficiently run the program outlined in AB 507 than any other
state or the federal government. Certainly it is an appropriate place to initiate a pilot
program.
Room for Improvement
While CAPS is very supportive of the proposals made in AB 507 we would,
however, like to make some suggestions in terms of improving the bill's
effectiveness. First, advancements have been made in the INS verification program
since AB 507 was originally written. The INS has eliminated the necessity of
telephone calls and now uses an electronic verification procedure.
An employer types in the appropriate information on the computer and, via
modern, transmits the information to the INS where an answer returns almost
instantly. I would recommend updating AB 507 to either reflect the progress made
in the INS system or allow use of some combination of the procedures.
Second, a hole in the INS system still exists, one which I would recommend the
state not mirror. When an employee claims to be a citizen and presents the
apparently appropriate documentation, there is no way for the employer to know if
the documents are valid. The current INS system is not only ill-equipped to verify
these documents, but it is also against agency guidelines to attempt the verification.
While the language in AB 507 is unclear as to whom will be checked- "all
employees/' "all newly hired employees" or "an alien employee" - the number of
databases outlined and the breadth of information contained in them allows the
state program to be extended to verify employment of all newly hired employees.
Finally, the verification process needs to be clearly outlined. Section 1(e)(8)
mentions the employer cannot terminate an employee when the system indicates a
secondary authorization is needed. It does not indicate what the query process is for
the second authorization, nor is it clear if there even is one. The current INS
program, for example, has a 3-tiered process. I would recommend using this process
or some variation thereof.

TilE KEY IS COOPERATION
The bottom line in reasons why a state program should be implemented is the need
for cooperation. The state must demonstrate it is willing, ready and able to
cooperate with the federal government in enforcing our immigration laws. The
federal government cannot combat this problem without state cooperation and
assistance. It is to California's benefit to do what we can to cement this cooperation.
AB 507, a state alien verification program, is one form of cooperation.
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Other measures introduced last session which would reinforce this notion of
cooperation include:
•

AB 693 (Napolitano) Would authorize the Labor Commissioner to directly
bring penalties against persons who have engaged or propose to engage in
defined unfair competition where unfair competition involves violation of
Labor Code provisions.

•

AJR 17 (Napolitano) Would memorialize the INS to take actions leading
toward the execution of a memorandum of understanding with the Labor
Commissioner. The purpose is to exchange information with the goal of
identifying employers who hire illegal aliens.

•

SB 173 (Alquist) Would impose monetary penalty on employers who fail to
withhold taxes from the wages of illegal aliens.

•

SB 362 (Kopp) Would prohibit an authority from expending public funds or
permitting the expenditure of public funds by any of its contractors to
provide housing to an illegal alien.

•

SB 608 (Leonard) Would require each office within the Department of
Industrial Relations to immediately notify the INS whenever it knows or
has reason to believe that a person who is an illegal alien is employed or is
being hired.

•

SB 1113 (Russell) Would state the intent of the legislature to establish a
mechanism for a cooperative efforts of the Department of Social Services,
county welfare, EDD and INS to provide employment to persons receiving
public assistance by filling jobs vacated by illegal aliens.

CONCLUSION
Illegal immigration is a serious problem for the United States and especially for
California. The citizens have repeatedly declared that they want it stopped. While
immigration is primarily a federal issue and the federal government should take
responsibility for controlling the borders, California has the ability and opportunity
to restrict access to jobs for those who are here illegally. AB 507, especially if changed
along the lines suggested above, is an appropriate and effective initiative by the state
of California to stern this serious problem.
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My name is Thomas A. Saenz, and I am a staff attorney in the
Los Angeles regional office of the Mexican American Legal Defense
and Educational Fund (MALDEF).

MALDEF is a national organization

that has worked for over a quarter of a century to protect and
promote the civil rights of Latinos in the United states.

Today,

I speak in opposition to Assembly Bill 507.

In recent years, the state of California has been beset by two
unfortunate phenomena:

first, a sluggish economy whose recovery

has, until quite recently, appeared to lag significantly behind the
rest of the country; second, and perhaps catalyzed by the economic
anxieties created by our slow economic recovery, an exaggerated and
unwarranted

rise

in

anti-immigrant

furor

that

threatens

to

irrevocably divide our populace on the cusp of the twenty-first
century.

Expanded participation by California employers in the

ill-advised TVS (telephone verification system) pilot, as proposed
by AB 507, threatens to exacerbate both of these phenomena.
The TVS pilot would impose a significant administrative burden
upon

well-meaning

employers'

California

incentives

to

businesses

engage

in

while

the

increasing

type

of

some

xenophobic

discrimination encouraged by our continuing wave of anti-immigrant
hysteria.

At the same time,

the TVS pilot would do nothing to

address the serious problem of employers who exploit undocumented
workers, gaining an unfair competitive advantage by violating wellestablished but insufficiently enforced labor laws.

Expansion of

the TVS pilot would simply not benefit the state of California.
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Much neglected in many policymakers' rush to anoint TVS and
similar proposals as a quick fix for some very complicated issues
are the costs that TVS would

impose upon businesses that are

already attempting in good faith to comply with laws governing the
employment of immigrants.

Employers' costs for each TVS inquiry in

the first pilot of the system pilot averaged over ten dollars. 1
Because the TVS pilot is not a substitute for, but an addition to,
existing I-9 procedures, these are administrative costs added to
those

already

absorbed

requirements.

by

employers

in

complying

with

I-9

Moreover, costs will be even higher in subsequent

TVS pilots when equipment costs ($775 for each point-of-sale device
and printer) and per-inquiry charges, which were subsidized in the
first pilot, are imposed full-force upon employers. 2
Most importantly, employers would have to employ and pay some
number

of

new

hires

during

a

potentially

lengthy

"secondary

verification" process, who will then be determined "unauthorized
for

employment."

In the

first

TVS

pilot,

28

percent

of

TVS

inquiries required secondary verification and 43 percent of those
secondary verifications came back unemployable. 3
about

twelve

percent

of

the time

This means that

employers were

rewarded

for

participating in the pilot and accessing TVS by having to ·fire
1

This figure is derived from INS, Telephone Verification
System (TVS) Pilot: Report on the Demonstration Pilot -- Phase I
( "TVS Pilot Report") at 17-18 (query numbers and employer cost
figures).
2

See TVS Pilot Report at 17-18 (equipment and per-query

costs) .
3

TVS Pilot Report at 11, 12.
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employees whom they had trained and oriented to their work, and
whom they could have retained absent TVS.

Even if some number of

these are actually unemployable (and that is far from clear given
the state of INS databases and records), 4 these administrative,
training and other costs are a high price to impose on businesses
struggling to help California's economy to recover.

Moreover,

unfortunately,

we know that some employers will

react to these significant TVS-related costs by concluding that
their

cost-benefit

applicants.

calculus

favors

screening

out

certain

job

Some such employers might choose to eliminate all non-

citizens from consideration because their hiring would require
accessing TVS.

(The TVS system only verifies status of non-citizen

new

While

hires.)

avoiding

virtually

all

TVS

costs,

these

employers would unfairly discriminate against California's many
lawful immigrants, who have made and continue to make an important
contribution to the state's economic and cultural growth.
Other employers might seek merely to screen out those who
require "secondary verification" in the TVS pilot.

This too would

harm many, many immigrants who have the lawful right to live and
work in our country.

Indeed, in the first TVS pilot, 53 percent of

secondary verifications resulted in an INS determination that the
immigrant

at

issue

was

legally

4

eligible

and

entitled

to

be

See National Council of La Raza, Racing Toward "Big
Brother":
Computer Verification,
National
ID cards,
and
Immigration Control (July 1995) at 28-39 (discussing INS data and
problems with verification systems dependent upon it).
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employed.5

Finally, some employers may choose an even more crude

means of avoiding TVS-related costs -- refusing to hire anyone
whose name, accent, skin color, or appearance suggests that he or
she

might

be

an

This

immigrant.

last

form

of

employer

discrimination would inflict serious harm not merely upon lawful
immigrants, but also upon many native-born and naturalized citizens
who happen to meet the prevailing stereotype of "the immigrant."
Of course, all such discriminatory screening procedures are
now and would remain illegal; however, we know from experience that
far less significant administrative burdens have led large numbers
of employers to adopt similarly discriminatory hiring policies.
Under the

1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act

(IRCA),

the

federal General Accounting Office found that nineteen percent of
employers

adopted

discrimination

as

policies
a

result

of

national

of

the

origin

or

implementation

procedures and employer sanctions. 6

citizenship
of

the

I-9

This increase in unlawful

discriminatory practices occurred despite IRCA's incorporation of
far

more

aggressive

education

and

enforcement

of

anti-

discrimination laws than are contemplated under TVS.
In addition, we can reasonably expect that this documented
phenomenon of

employer discrimination

in the face

of programs

similar to TVS would be even more serious in 1995 California.

The

current political atmosphere, in the aftermath of Proposition 187
5

TVS Pilot Report at 12.

6

See General Accounting Office, Immigration Reform:
Employer Sanctions and the Question of Discrimination (March 1990)
at 38-39.
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and the shamefully xenophobic and anti-Mexican campaign waged by
in

some

its

discrimination.

seems

favor,

to

encourage

anti-immigrant

The Coalition for Humane Immigrant Rights of Los

Angeles (CHIRLA) recently released a report documenting the rise in
anti-Latino discrimination by private individuals and businesses
following last year's election, despite the fact that Proposition
187 had nothing whatsoever to do with private,
activity. 7

California

society

immigrant conflagration to

is

simply too

introduce a

non-government
ripe

for

anti-

discrimination-inducing

spark like TVS.

Increased costs to businesses in a still-recovering economy
and increases in unjust discrimination are just too high a price to
pay,

particularly for

problem

employers

a program that does not reach the real
those

who

consciously

hire

undocumented

workers because they can exploit their precarious legal status to
subject them to

illegal wages,

hours,

and working conditions.

Perhaps because the TVS pilot entirely fails to reach or affect
these employers, the first pilot showed a relatively low rate of
identified ineligible workers even though employers in the pilot
were strategically chosen to increase that rate. 8

7

See generally CHIRLA, ~H""a~t::.::e:;._:::U'"'"n.:..:l=-::e:::.:a~s=-h~e.,d'"":-""L~o'""'s~A..,.n.!.::g,_,e""'l:!:..e~s--=i~n'-o.!::t.!.-'h=e
Aftermath of 187 (November 1995).
8

Only nine percent of immigrants verified through TVS were
found unemployable. TVS Pilot Report at 13. When citizens, who
are not verified through TVS and who comprise the majority of the
workforce, are includ~d, the figure is much lower.
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These rogue businesses,

who gain an unfair advantage over

their counterparts -- the vast majority of California businesses -that comply with
practices by TVS.

labor

laws,

would not

be deterred

in

their

Thus, ironically, TVS, by imposing an additional

burden on businesses trying

in good faith 'to comply with all

employment laws, would increase the unfair competitive advantage of
the problem employers.
If the Legislature is really interested in addressing the
issue of employment of undocumented workers,

it should seek to

deter these very problem employers who violate labor standards in
the areas of wages,

hours,

and workplace safety,

exploiting the undocumented.
against

such

exploitation

and do so by

Aggressively enforcing existing laws
would

help

California's

economy

by

eliminating the competitive distortion created by rogue employers,
would

significantly reduce

undocumented workers,
inviting

an

discrimination
employers.

employers'

incentive

to hire

and would accomplish these goals without

increase
or

these

in

imposing

anti-immigrant
a

greater

burden

and

anti-Latina

on

well-meaning

That approach is far more productive for the nation,

and most particularly, for California, as it adjusts economically
and socially for the next century.
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10:40

AM

Slate Headquarters
9251 Oroo Pkwy., Suit& F

Rivenside, CA 92509
(909) 360-1190

CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT BUSINESS, Inc.
December 7, 1995
The Honorable Grace Napolitano
California State Assembly Member
State Capitol, Room 6011
Sacramento, CA 95814

RE: AB 507-SUPPORT
Hearing date: December 8, 1995
Dear Assembly Member Napolitano,

C4IB strongly supports AB 507 which would supplement the INS form I-9 with a simple Telephone Verification
System for validating legal employment status.
To determine the difficulty in complying with the I-9 Form requirement, Kim Conley, Director of Legislative Affairs
for CAJB, personally tried to obtain a copy of the form. First, Kim went to the local EDD and IRS offices, neither of
which had the l-9 Form. She then was sent to the local INS office. She asked the desk clerk for a copy of the I-9
Form. He said he was not aware of any such form. Kim explained what the form was used for and the clerk was still
unable to produce the form. Kim showed him a copy of the form and then he told her that he would have to check
with the head office and mail it to her. Kim also asked the clerk for a copy of the Handbook for Employers. He was
unaware of it's existence and unable to produce a copy. Kim shOYied him a copy of the Handbook for Emplovers.
The clerk had never seen this publication either. He told Kim that she should refer to it by 1t's publication number
M-274, rather than as the Employer Handbook. (Note: On the 1-9 Form itself it states that copies of the 1-9 and the
Handbook fOr Emplovers. are available at the local INS offices.)

Kim spent four hours trying to get the I-9 Form and waited five days to receive it and the Employer Handbook from
the INS.
Another problem is that many small employers are being fined substantial amounts for errors made in completing the
I-9Fonn.
There is too wide a discrepancy between what our government expects from small businesses and what small
businesses are capable of doing. Small businesses often do not have the time, knowledge, and other resources to
comply with many regulations, including the current I-9 requirement. A Telephone Verification System will make it
feasible for employers to meet the INS requirements.

CAIB supports AB 507. We compli.merxt you for introducing this type of legislation.
We would appreciate your acknowledgment of this correspondence and would be interested in any comments you
have on the matter. The small business people of California want to know how much their opinion counts in
legislative decisions. Thank you for your prompt reply.

Respectfu.Jl~

~
President
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December 7, 1995

AMERICA!\
C

V
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Egri,

Lt:gisl~ain Assis~~1nt

Ekvemh Srreet, Suite 534

S.tLr.tmenro, CA 95814
LIBERTIES

Telephone: <916) 442-1036

bx: (')I6) 442-1743

0

The Honorable Grace Napolitano
State Capitol, Room 6012
Sacramento, California 95814
Re:

Opposition to INS's Telephone Verification
"Pilot" & AB 507

Dear Chairwoman Napolitano:
The ACLU opposes the INS verification "pilot" program and AB 507
for the reasons summarized in the attached letter mailed to
members of Congress regarding the implementation of a national
worker registry, dated June 6, 1995. This "pilot" is a step
toward implementing a national registry and raises many of the
same issues.
The attached letter opposing a national registry was signed by 15
national organizations and over 50 individuals from across the
political spectrum. The National Federation of Independent
Business and the Small Business Survival Committee as well as
individuals from the Hoover Institution, the Heritage Foundation
and the Cato Institute signed this letter.
If you or your staff wish to discuss this matter further, please
contact our office.
Very truly youri,

7c~~~-U7'

FRANCISCO LOBACO
Legislative Director
cc:

VALERIE SMALL NAVARRO
Legislative Advocate

Members and Consultant, Select Committee on Statewide
Immigration Impact
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Dear M.ember of Congress:
We are writing to expreu our coDCem that both Congre3! and the Adminimarlon a:re moving

toward the implementation of a mtiocal worker registry. We believe such a plan put forward in
the nsme of immigration C\Jn.trol. is both misguided and dangerous for the following reasons:

It will not work. Those employers who rely on undocumented labor arc already violating
the law; they do w intentionally and arc u.nl.ikely to use a verlfleatlon system. Instead,
they will continue to violate the law by hlrin1 undocl.mtcntcd workers while employers
who already comply with the Law are subjected to new, costly requirements for the hirini
process.

Faulty data. The: data which a nationwide verification system would use would r~ly on
two highly flawed data bases, one by the Social Security A.dm1nlstn.tion (SSA) and the
other the Immigration and Naruraliz:ation Service (rNS). Both are notorious for containi.n.i
incorrect or outdated information., with =nor rates as high as 28 percent. Roughly 65
million Americans either enter the vvar.k force or change jobs r:vr::ry year. Even an error
rate of no higher tb.an. Ol'!.C percent would mean that 650,000 A.meticat::uJ could be denied
jobs every year.
An unfunded mandate oa. employen. The creation of a national verification system for
every workplace in America would present a huge admin.i.51:nltivc burden to the nation's
employers, especially small business.' All employers would be 'required to ask the
federal govemment' s permission every time they wmt to hire somebody. Americans want

fewer burdensome

re~oru~

not new ones.

A threat to privacy and civil right!. Worker ree{stry proposals ask Congre~ to e.reate
o. database of personal information on all Americans and make it accessible to all

employers. The openness of the proposed systems raises barriers to controllina and
monitoring the use of information. Such systems are prone to abuse by persons who use
it to selectively screen individuals whose appearance~ surname or accent suggests they are
foreign or to screen such persons ouuido or the contm of employment. In addition,
government often lacks the political will to limit access to i.nfot'tllB1ion once collected.
Indee~ otbr purposes for the data hue are already being proposed, including verifying
eligibility for public benefiu, tracking childhood immunizations. and tracldng child
supp<ltt payments. Once a system of infor:marion on all Americans is in place, it will
iMvita.bly become ubiquitous in American life, presenting an enormous threat to the
privacy and liberty of Americans.
We belie~ it ~ u:nwumwlcd Wld unwise to aeate a data system involving I 00 percent of
Americams in an effort to identify the l.S pen:~ who liYe illegally in the United States. We
urge you to oppoS8 the creation of a nationwide vcritlc:ation system.

Sincerely.
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Albuquerque Border City Project
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Travelers and Immiarants Aid
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California Farm Bureau Federation
December 1, 1995

Honorable Grace Napolitano,
Chairperson
Assembly Select Committee of Statewide
Immigration Impact
State Capitol
Sacramento, California 95814

James C. Eller, Manager
Governmental Affairs Division
1127·1 1th Street, Suite 626
Sacramento, California 95814
Telephone: (916) 446-4647

CAPITOL OFFICE
DEC 0 1 1995

ASSEMBLYWOMAN

NAPOLITANO

Dear Ms. Napolitano:
Thank you for asking me to testify at your immigration hearing in Los Angeles on December 8
I regret that I will be unable to participate because of our annual meeting scheduled for next week
in Monterey. In addition we will be traveling to Washington D.C. on December 7 to provide
testimony before two House Committees concerning our position on immigration reform.
I have attached a statement by our president, Bob L. Vice, given before the U.S. Senate Judiciary
Committee on September 28, 1995. It provides our position on employment verification, increased
border enforcement, employer sanctions, and the need for a new seasonal alien agricultural worker
program.

If you have questions concerning any of our positions, please don't hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

G-

J. Roy Gabriel
Legislative Director
Labor Affairs

Enclosure:
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Statement of Bob L. Vice
on behalf' of the
National Council of Agricultural Employers
and American Farm Bureau Federation
Before the
Immigration Subcommittee of the
Senate Judiciary Committee
September 28, 1995

:Mr. Chairman:
My name is Bob Vice. I am President of the California Farm Bureau Federation
(CAFB). I am submitting my comments today on behalf of the National Council of
Agricultural Employers and the American Farm Bureau Federation on whose Boards of
Directors I serve.
The National Council of Agricultural Employers (NCAE) is a Washington, D.C.
based national association representing growers and agricultural organizations on agricultural
labor and employment issues. NCAE' s membership includes agricultural employers in fifty
states who hire about 75 percent of the national agricultural workforce. Its members include
farm cooperatives, growers, P'ackers, processors and agricultural associations. NCAE was
actively involved in tt.e legislative process that resulted in the enactment of the Immigration
Reform and Control Act of 1986 (!RCA). NCAE's representation of agricultural employers
gives it the background and experience to provide meaningful comments and insight into
issues concerning immigration policy and how it affects the employment practices of its
members' businesses and the availability of an adequate agricultural labor supply.
NCAE is filing this statement jointly with the American Farm Bureau Federation
(AFBF). The American Farm Bureau Federation is the nation's largest general farm
organization. Farm Bureaus in all 50 states and Puerto Rico represent some 4.4 million
member families nationwide. Farm Bureau's fann and ranch members are engaged in the
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L
production of virtually every agricultural commodity grown commercially in the United
States. AFBF's mefi1bers are similarly affected by the pending immigration reform
legislation.
NCAE and AFBF have examined the bill reported out of the Subcommittee (S. 269)
and concluded that if enacted, it will have a significant effect on the availability of the future
agricultural labor supply in the U.S. As we monitor the current immigration reform
legislation in Congress, we are mindful of the potential impact it will have upon agricultural
production in this country. For example, the most labor intensive agriculture in this country,
fruit, vegetable and horticultural production, generates sales valued at $23 billion annually. 1
As a result, we believe that any legal immigration proposal considered by the Subcommittee
must ensure that an adequate labor supply is available to meet the future labor needs of this
vital and expanding area of U.S. agricultural production, as well as of those commodities
that are less labor intensive but have difficulty attracting sufficient domestic workers. We
believe that this can be achieved in a manner consistent with illegal and legal immigration
reform through alteration of the existing "H" nonimmigrant temporary alien programs.

1.

The Anticipated Effects of Immigration Reform on Agriculture
A.

Establishment of a Simplified Verification System

NCAE and AFBF support efforts of Congress to simplify and bring integrity to the
employment process. We encourage initiatives to simplify the hiring process by reducing the
number of documents acceptable for employment eligibility verification. Hopefully, this will
lessen confusion and help establish a more efficient hiring process that is so important to the
extensive seasonal field hiring that is characteristic of labor intensive agriculture. It also is
likely to reduce the discrimination that is an unintended by-product of IRCA. To the extent
that reform results in a !eduction in the use of fraudulent documents as a result of a
simplified verification system, it promotes the integrity of our borders, efficiency in the
business of farming and removes the uncertainties that can increase inadvertent
noncompliance with the law.
Both NCAE and AFBF were actively involved during the debate and development of
the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (IRCA) and supported its enactment and
implementation. Because of the extensive seasonal employment in agriculture, farmers are

1

1992 Census of Agriculture, Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce,
Vol. 1, part 51, U.S. Summary (Oct. 1994).
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often involved in hiring numerous persons during peak seasonal times of the year. This
results in constant ~xposure to the compliance demands of IRCA. 2 During the past ten years
our industry has engaged in extensive training of agricultural employers, often in conjunction
with INS and the Office of Special Counsel for Immigration Related Unfair Employment
Practices (OSC), regarding compliance with the employer sanctions and discrimination
provisions of IRCA.
Notwithstanding the industry's educational efforts, surveys of agricultural employers
indicate that employment eligibility verification (the Form I-~ process) is still confusing and
time-consuming. One of the major complaints about the Form I-9 process is that the number
of acceptable documents for work authorization purposes is too large and that the
acceptability of many documents is unclear.
This becomes especially difficult for agricultural employers during peak hiring periods
when large numbers of workers are hired in the field. Completion of the Form I-9 for large

numbers of field workers can be an arduous process, especially where there are language
difficulties. Moreover, employers knowledgeable about the document abuse provisions of
IRCA (8 U.S.C. §1324b(a)(6)) are hesitant to refuse to accept uncommon documents about
which they are uncertain as to their acceptability for work authorization purposes. Under
IRCA' s document abuse provisions, employers are charged with a per se violation of the Act
if they request more or different documents than are required or refuse to accept tendered
documents that appear on their face to be genuine. The Subcommittee is to be commended
for taking a step in the right direction in section 114A of S. 269 by imposing an intent
requirement as part of the document abuse provisions.
Employers face a "Catch-22". The primary problem with the current law is that
IRCA's employer sanctions and (Section 274A) and document fraud provisions (Section
274C) send a strong, simple message: scrutinize employment documents carefully or face
significant fines. IRCA's anti-discrimination provisions (Section 274B) send an equally
strong and conflicting message: scrutinize employment documents too carefully or ask for
them without using the precise choice of words required by the document abuse provisions
and face significant fines. These provisions send a contradictory message to employers,
making proper compliance an anxiety-laden process with few clear guidelines.

2

The 1987 Census of Agriculture reported 818,347 farms hiring labor, and a gross
payroll of $10.9 billion. In addition, the census reported that 272,000 farms used contract
labor and paid a total of $1.8 billion in contract labor expenses. The U.S. Department of
Labor summarized that as of May, 1993 there were 13,711 licensed farm labor contractors
that reported employment of 488,223 workers. While there is no equivalent data on
employment by farmers, the 1982 Census of Agriculture, which reported roughly the same
number of farms hiring labor as were reported in 1987, reported 4.856 million "hires"
during the year. This statistic reflects the large amount of seasonal employment and multiple
job holding which occurs in _agriculture.
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We welcome efforts by Congress to reduce the confusion created by this
contradiction. A repuction in the number of documents acceptable for employment eligibility
verification purposes is a step in the right direction. It is anticipated that this would decrease
the amount of time required to process new hires and hopefully reduce the likelihood that
conscientious employers would inadvertently violate IRCA 's discrimination provisions while
trying to ascertain the legitimacy of uncommon or questionable documents.
As we understand the provisions of S. 269, they seek to establish initially through
pilot programs, and ultimately a permanent automated system, a process that will reliably
determine whether a person offering an employment document is eligible to work. It also
seeks to reduce the number of acceptable employment verification documents and to make
them resistant to counterfeiting and tampering. As I have indicated, a positive result of this
approach hopefully would be simplification of the hiring process and reduction in
discrimination, benefitting both employers and workers. For the agricultural industry, it also
has the potential to significantly reduce our workforce.
As noted in the Report of the Commission on Agricultural Workers (CAW Report)
created by IRCA, employer sanctions have been ineffective in preventing unauthorized aliens
from crossing the southern border in 'large numbers. As stated in the CAW Report:
"While the majority (of unauthorized workers) find employment in industries
other than agriculture, a significant number join the fann labor force. With
fraudulent documents easily available, employer sanctions have been largely
ineffective. "3
The CAW Report cites government studies in the late 1980's and early 1990's indicating that
the unauthorized harvest workforce ranged between 12 and 35 percent, dependent upon the
4
crop and
Reports from INS and individual agricultural employer audits indicate that
the percentage of unauthorized workers can range as high as 50 to 70 percent. The CAW
Report on the failure of -employer sanctions and the large number of unauthorized workers is
consistent with other testimony presented to this Subcommittee. Undoubtedly, it is a primary
impetus for those provisions in S. 269 that seek a credible employment verification system.

area.

Reports of large numbers of unauthorized workers in agriculture do not mean that
fanners are ignoring the law. NCAE and AFBF would like to make it clear that the vast
majority of agricultural employers comply with their legal obligations under IRCA. They do
not seek to hire unauthorized workers and they comply with the employment eligibility
verification requirements of the law. As noted above, agricultural organizations throughout
3

Commission on Agricultural Workers, Report of the Commission on Agricultural
Workers, Executive Summary, p. 2 (November 1992).
4

Commission on Agricultural Workers, Report of the Commission on Agricultural
Workers, p. 53 (November 1992).
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the U.S. have engaged in extensive education and compliance training of agricultural
employers regarding IRCA's requirements. V/hat the CAW and other reports evidence,
however, is that it is easy for unauthorized workers to obtain fraudulent documents that on
their face appear genuine and which employers must accept under current legal standards.
Employers refuse to accept employment documents at the risk of violating IRCA's
discrimination provisions.
We support the Subcommittee's efforts to end the use of fraudulent documents and
employment of unauthorized workers in the U.S. Given the estimates of the large percentage
of workers in' agriculture with fraudulent documents which will be excluded by the
implementation of an effective verification system, we are concerned about the impact on the
agricultural labor supply. While we are not now claiming that there are major and
widespread labor shortages in agriculture, such shortages are likely if the system sought by
S. 269, or similarly, the telephonic verification system included in its House counterpart (HR.
2202), is effectively implemented in the future.

B.

Increased Border and Interior Enforcement and· Employer
Sanctions Penalties

In addition to establishment of an effective verification system, S. 269 also seeks to
control the entry of illegal aliens seeking employment in the U.S. through increased border
control and interior enforcement. The bill authorizes sizeable increases of border patrol
agents and establishment of an Office for the Enforcement of Employer Sanctions. In
addition, the bill substantially increases the fines for violations of the employer sanctions
provisions of the law and the related employment verification I-9 Fonn completion
requirement. It also increases penalties for employer sanctions violations where an employer
has been previously found liable for labor law violations. The role of the Department of
Labor is increased with regard to investigations of violations of the employer sanctions
provisions and INS is encouraged to seek and obtain fines for violations by a provision that
would allow it to keep fines in excess of $5 million annually to fund enforcement activities.
There are several provisions inS. 269 that we find troubling and hope are removed as
S. 269 moves its way through the legislative process. First, section 125 of the bill, while
perhaps well intended is overly broad. It allows the government to seize and forfeit the
farms and ranches of persons if they are found to have employed one alien not authorized to
work in the U.S. While the provision provides a defense if an owner lacks knowledge of the
offense, it is virtually meaningless since forfeiture attaches where an employee or agent of
the owner employs the alien. In most cases, owners delegate hiring to employees and agents
and it is unreasonable and punitive to allow government seizure of farms and ranches for a
violation over which an owner had no control.
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Second, section 182 of S. 269 repeals the requirement put into the law in IRCA that
would require INS .officials to obtain a search warrant before seeking to apprehend aliens on
outdoor agricultural property. This provision was placed in the law with the support of both
employers and worker advocates. It places agricultural businesses on the same footing as
other businesses and to our knowledge has not impeded INS' ability to carry out its duties
nor has it inhibited federal and state law enforcement authorities from apprehending criminal
aliens. The search warrant requirement is narrow in scope, contains numerous exceptions
and does not apply to law enforcement agencies other than INS. In our view, it has fostered
greater cooperation between border patrol and INS officials and our farmer and rancher
members and should be retained.
· Effect of Border Control Efforts
What is the effect of current efforts at border interdiction and expansion of such
efforts through authorization of and appropriation of funds for more border patrol and land
border inspectors? Expanded border control efforts near San Diego and in Texas have had
an impact on the agricultural labor supply. As such efforts expand, we expect an even
greater effect. Reports of labor contractors and others working closely with migrant workers
from the southern border indicate that it is increasingly difficult for migrant farmworkers to
cross the Mexico-U.S. border.
While we applaud the success of INS' efforts in this area, it means that a portion of
the agricultural labor supply believed to be work authorized in the U.S. apparently is not,
otherwise it would not encounter difficulty in entering the U.S. Properly authorized workers
would simply enter through ports of entry with proper documents. Given the extensive
appropriations sought by the President to expand border control efforts, we expect that such
efforts will increasingly become successful and impact the agricultural labor supply.
Effect of In~ Interior and Employer Sanctions Enforcement
It is clear from the President's FY 1996 budget request relating to illegal immigration
control, the recommendations of the Commission on Immigration Reform (CIR) headed by
Barbara Jordan, and the provisions of S. 269 reflecting many of the CIR recommendations,
that there is a strong commitment on a bipartisan basis to help control illegal immigration.
A major part of this commitment is sought to be achieved through expanded penalties for
offenses relating to the hiring of unauthorized aliens and a concomitant will to fund
enforcement activities directed at those employing unauthorized work:rs.
We anticipate that such efforts will be focused on industries such as agriculture which have
historically employed large numbers of alien workers.
·

If the heightened penalty provisions of S. 269 are enacted, especially those relating to
asset forfeiture and significantly increasing employer sanctions fines, and resources are
available for their aggressive enforcement, NCAE and AFBF expect that they will have a
significant impac! upon the agricultural workforce. Historically, enforcement activities
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against employers, which invariably result in apprehension and/or deportation of
farm workers, tend ~o drive other unauthorized workers in the area out of the job market
because of fear of apprehension. To the extent that the elevated penalties of S. 269 are
sought against growers on a widespread basis, knowledge of such enforcement efforts will
become widely known and will lead to greater scrutiny of job applicants and employees. If
the asset forfeiture provisions for the employment of an unauthorized worker become part of
the law, it is likely that employers will more readily exclude workers about whose status they
·
have any questions, rather than risk loss of the farm and other property.
Given the estimates of the percentages of workers in agriculture that possess
employment authorization documents that growers must accept under the law but which are
in fact fraudulent, coupled with expanded enforcement efforts by INS and DOL officials
authorized by S. 269, it is anticipated that agricultural labor supply will be disrupted.

C.

Conclusion

If S. 269 realizes its objectives, it will achieve the control 9f illegal immigration that
IRCA has been unable to accomplish. Through expanded border interdiction efforts,
broadened penalties and remedies for offenses related to the hiring of undocumented aliens,
and phase-in of an automated employment verification system tied to counterfeit-proof
documents, S. 269 will affect the availability of an adequate future labor supply for
agriculture.
The Commission on Agricultural Workers realized this likelihood when it concluded
that "more effective enforcement of employer sanctions would affect the supply of farm labor
and could necessita~ access to additional legal foreign workers. "5
While NCAE and AFBF support the purposes, if not all of the means to achieving
these immigration control initiatives, responsible public policy dictates that they be adopted
in conjunction with amendments that will balance their impact on the agricultural labor
supply by providing an effective temporary and seasonal alien agricultural worker program.
2.

Comprehensive Immigration Reform Requires Amendment of the "H" Temporary
and Seasonal Alien Worker Program for Agriculture
A.

Current Programs Do Not Adequately Meet Agricultural Labor Shortages

As discussed above, agriculture anticipates that S. 269 and its House counterpart,
H.R. 2202, will affect its future labor supply, especially in combination with border and

5Commission

on Agricultural Workers, Report of the Commission on Agricultural
Workers, Executive Summary, p. 4 (November 1992).
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interior enforcement initiatives. NCAE and AFBF strongly believe that comprehensive
immigration reform as proposed by S. 269, which includes significant alterations of IRCA
after nearly ten years experience with that law, is incomplete if it fails to address the lack of
an adequate program to provide temporary and seasonal alien agricultural workers when
there are shortages of domestic workers. We strongly urge the Subcommittee to review the
adequacy of the existing program and believe that, once it has done so, it will conclude that
the "H" temporary and seasonal alien worker program needs amendment to make it workable
for its intended purpose.
When IRCA was enacted in 1986 it contained a seasonal agricultural worker (SAW)
program with a component replenishment agricultural worker (RAW) program. SAW
workers are not required to work in agriculture and many of them have sought work in other
industries. While the SAW program legalized persons with a history in perishable
agriculture, the RAW program was intended to provide a replenishment mechanism in the
event of agricultural worker shortages. The RAW program sunsetted in 1993 without ever
being invoked by the agricultural industry.
The only remaining means of rpeeting agricultural worker shortages is the H-2A
program. Users of that program also sought to amend it when IRCA was enacted in order to
eliminate those features that had historically been impediments to its successful usage. The
1986 amendments to the H-2A program have not made the program any more workable for
many of its users. I understand you will receive testimony from users of the program that
detail its deficiencies and inadequacies.
As we face immigration reform in this Congress, this Subcommittee must address the
fact that the RAW program has sunsetted and the H-2A program does not work for many
who have attempted to use it, despite a major effort to make it workable through
amendments to IRCA. As you undergo your review of IRCA and other immigration laws
and amend them to achieve a workable illegal and legal immigration policy, we believe that
·you must amend the temJ?orary and seasonal alien agricultural worker provisions to provide a
safety valve in the event anticipated domestic labor shortages occur as a result of the
enactment of S. 269 or a similar measure.
Such an amendment is totally consistent with your efforts during the current reform
effort. Moreover, it responds to the recommendation of the CAW Report that Congress
should review the provisions of the H-2A program, "in view of the criticism of and litigation
surrounding the current" program. 6

6

Commission on Agricultural Workers, Report of the Commission on Agricultural
Workers, p. 134 (November 1992).
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B.

The Components of a Temporary and Seasonal Alien Agricultural Worker
Pro~

A substantial portion of labor intensive agricultural production involves perishable
commodities. In states such as California, over 250 varieties of labor intensive commodities
are produced which require an adequate supply of labor to harvest them in a timely manner.
The lack of an adequate number of workers during peak harvest time can result in the loss of
crops which will rot or be unsuitable for marketing. The same is true for different types of
agricultural commodities throughout the U.S. Other crops that are less perishable
nonetheless require labor in a timely manner.
The existing H-2A program has failed to be a reliable source of temporary and
seasonal alien agricultural workers for many who have tried to use it. It is characterized by
extensive complex regulations that hamstring employers who try to use it and by costly
litigation challenging its use when admissions of alien workers are sought The regulatory
burdens leave agricultural employers waiting with uncenainty and anxiety with regard to
whether they will be certified by DOL to obtain workers in a timely manner. This is
especially important with regard to the production of perishable commodities. For those
employers who would like to use the program because of labor shonages, the regulatory
burdens and litigation costs are a major disincentive to program use.
As a result, a workable program must be adopted that allows growers a reliable
mechanism to meet labor needs in situations where domestic workers are unavailable. Given
the cost, regulatory compliance obligations, and potential legal challenges to the use of any
alien worker program, I can assure you that growers are only going to use such a program in
what they anticipate to be emergency situations where domestic sources of labor are simply
unavailable.
Among the components of a revised progra.r11 that we urge the Subcommittee to
consider and include as part of its legal immigration bill are the following:
o Substitution of a labor condition application (LCA) for the cumbersome and
litigation-prone labor certification.
This component is central to any reform of the existing temporary worker
program because it would eliminate the "bottlenecks" of the current program
and would allow for the timely admission of workers. The H-lB provisions of
the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) enacted as part of IMMAcr 90
provide a useful model. Prior to the enactment of the H-lB program,
employers experienced the same obstacles to timely admission of skilled
workers because of the regulatory impediments inherent in the labor
certification process. The H-lB program adopted the LCA approach as a
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more streamlined and efficient alternative. We believe that an LCA approach
is especially, well-suited to agricultural employment, given the often perishable
nature of the crops and the need for timely admission of workers, most likely
in emergency circumstances.
o Establishment of labor conditions that the employer will commit to,
including agreement to pay the prevailing wage for the occupation and not to
undercut the working conditions of domestic workers; use of aliens only in
temporary or seasonal agriculture; prohibition of the use of such workers
during a strike or lockout; filing of a job order with the state employment
service for job opportunities in occupations for which the LCA is filed and a
preference for the hiring of U.S. workers.
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o Enforcement of program requirements through complaints against employers
by aggrieved parties for failing to comply with the LCA or other program
requirements. Employers violating the LCA could be debarred from the
program in the future, as well as face backpay liability and administrative
fines.
o After filing of the LCA, petitions for admission of workers should be filed
with the INS. Counterfeit-proof visas should be issued to workers admitted
under the program. This would help ensure that they can only work in
agriculture and that they leave the U.S. upon expiration of their visas.
o Workers would be admitted for a period of no longer than 10 months for an
individual employer.
o Aliens should have the same labor law protections afforded to domestic workers.
o The program should establish a trust fund in which a percentage of an
alien's wages would be withheld and returned to him/her upon return to their
country of origin in a timely manner in compliance with the terms of their
visa. This would provide a "carrot" for timely return of temporary workers.
o Employers would have to pay an amount comparable to what they pay for
FICA and FUTA taxes for domestic workers into a trust account to be used to
fund the administration costs of the program.
We believe that the above elements of a temporary worker program for agriculture
will address the Subcommittee's desire to limit the admission of alien workers, ensure that
those admitted return to their countries of origin in a timely manner, and protect the jobs of
domestic workers, while providing a safety valve program for agriculture that will ensure
that aliens workers are admitted in a timely manner when labor needs are critical.
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Generalized Criticisrn.s of Temporary and Seasonal Agricultural Worker
Programs are Inapplicable to the Above-Proposed Program Amendments.
'

Having set forth the need for amendments to the temporary worker provisions of the
INA to meet the anticipated needs of agriculture, once S. 269 or similar immigration reform
legislation is enacted, it is important to address the generalized criticisms leveled at any alien
agricultural worker programs. We believe that the components of a workable program
outlined above stand on their merits. Outlined below are the most common criticisms of any
temporary alien worker program for agriculture and responses explaining their inapplicability
to the amendment we propose.

A.

The Absence of a Current Widespread Labor Shortage Does Not Justify
Delaying Program Development Until Such a Shortage Exists.

Critics of a temporary agricultural worker program argue that there is not a current
shortage of agricultural workers and that a program to address such a need, if it occurs,
should await evidence of a problem. This criticism ignores the fact that there is not -now a
shortage of agricultural workers only because immigration control has not been effective in
preventing employment of unauthorized workers. Earlier I pointed out that both empirical
studies and evidence from INS audits and raids indicates a high proportion of unauthorized
workers in the agricultural work force. S. 269 and H.R. 2202 are before the Congress
primarily to rectify this problem. We believe, and I am sure the members of this
Subcommittee believe, that these measures will be effective in curtailing document fraud and
the employment of unauthorized workers. This will remove a significant number of workers
from the agricultural work force.
It would be .irresponsible for Congress to wait for a shortage to develop before
addressing this problem. Irreparable harm would be done to agricultural producers and the
competitive position of U.S. agriculture. Even if the "need" manifest itself in a dramatic
fashion, with crops rotting in the fields, many produCers could not recover from such a
fmancial disaster by the time Congress enacted a temporary worker admission program. But
the "need" is likely to manifest itself in far less dramatic fashion, that is less likely to get the
attention of Congress. It is likely to manifest itself in the slow erosion of the competitive
position of U.S. producers, who gradually reduce or abandon production of labor intensive
commodities, until one day we awake and wonder why the U.S. is no longer competitive in
world markets for labor intensive agricultural products, and where all the jobs went that this
production used to support.
Congress correctly anticipated that the immigration control measures included in the
Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 could produce seasonal agricultural labor
shortages, and included the Seasonal Agricultural Worker (SAW) and Replenishment
Agricultural Worker (RAW) programs in the legislation, as well as attempting to streamline
the H-2A program. The SAW and RAW progn'ms have now terminated, and the intended
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streamlining of the H-2A program has been a dismal failure. In reforming immigration
control once again, to correct the inadequacies of the 1986 legislation, Congress should not
overlook the reform of this important aspect of the program.
B.

Temporary and Seasonal Workers Will Not Ignore Their Visa Limitations
and Remain in the U.S. Permanently.

Critics of a temporary agricultural worker program hold out the specter that such a
program will create a "loophole" in immigration reform. They contend that once aliens gain
entrance to the United States, they will not leave and will insinuate themselves into the
population. The European experience with guestworker programs, where the guestworkers
·put down roots and were loath to leave, is often cited as an example of this problem.
The best evidence to refute this criticism is past experience. U.S. agricultural
migrants are totally unlike the European guestworkers, who were admitted, often with their
families, to take essentially permanent jobs for "temporary" periods of several years or
more. By the time it was time for them to leave, they had lost touch with their home
country and often had put down family .roots in their adopted country.
Those who migrate seasonally to do agricultural work in the United States, including
those who migrate illegally, generally remain in the United States only for the agricultural
season. At the end of the season they return to their home countries even now, when there
is little incentive for them to do so. They generally do not bring their families with them,
and maintain strong family ties to their home communities. Many of them are small peasant
"farmers" in Mexico who take advantage of the complementarity of the U.S. and Mexican
growing seasons. We are told that one of the ironies of the increased effectiveness of current
border interdiction efforts by the Border Patrol is that illegal migrants who habitually return
home at the end of each season are now fearful of leaving the country for fear they will not
be able to get back in.
Although INS has sometimes produced statistical data suggesting othervrise, grower
experience with the H-2A program is that the AWOL rate among aliens is very low. 7

7

I understand that INS officials have cited statistics allegedly showing the absence of
departure records for many H-2A aliens. Yet when INS has attempted to cite growers for
liquidated damages for workers who INS's records show failed to depart the country, as
provided for in INS regulations, growers have produced evidence that the workers had in fact
departed the u.s. and often had already been readmitted from their home countries for
subsequent contracts. Our conclusion from this experience is that the absence of departure
records for H-2A workers is due not to the fact that the workers fail to depart, but that INS's
departure records are deficient. H-2A growers' experience in trying to get departures of
workers recorded for the purpose of admitting replacements also attests to the difficulty of
recording a legal departure on the Mexican border.
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Seasonal migrant aliens value the right to enter and reenter the United States legally, and are
loath to jeopardize that right. INS apprehension statistics during the Public Law 78
"Bracero" program' are also instructive in this regard. INS apprehensions of illegal entrants
reached a level of more than one million shortly after the start of the "Bracero" program in
1951. By 1956, when the program had reached near peak employment, apprehensions had
fallen to about 100 thousand, and remained at about that level until the program was
terminated in 1964. After 1964 apprehensions began a steady rise, reaching a quarter million
by 1968 and a half million by 1972 and again exceeding one million by 1978.'
Finally·, we must realize that currently there is an incentive for an alien to remain in
this country. Genuine-appearing fraudulent documents are readily available. With these
documents an alien can readily obtain employment. But when employment authorization
documents are subject to verification, the option of remaining in the United States and
working after a period of legal admission has expired will no longer exist. There will be
even more incentive for aliens to protect their ability to migrate and work legally through a
temporary worker program.

C.

The Industry Program Described Above is Clearly Distinct from the
"Bracero" Program.

The Mexican Bracero program was one in a series of Congressional and
administrative actions designed to respond to the problem of an inadequate supply of seasonal
agricultural workers. 9 When the Bracero program was enacted there were few statutory
protections even for U.S. farmworkers. Farmworkers were not covered by the Fair Labor
Standards Act until 1966 and by Unemployment Insurance until 1976. The Migrant and
Seasonal Agricultural Worker Protection Act, the most comprehensive Federal statute
covering agricultural workers, was enacted in 1982. Numerous other Federal, state and local
labor laws have been enacted, or their coverage expanded to include agricultural workers in
recent years.
The Bracero program was intended to provide a needed supply of legal foreign
workers while protecting foreign workers from exploitation and protecting employment
opportunities and wages of U.S. farmworkers. Some feel the program did not adequately
achieve these goals.' The principal criticisms of the program were the "contract labor"
concept under which it operated, inadequate statutory guidelines and enforcement, and
insufficient funds for its administration.

1

1993 INS Statistical Yearbook, p. 156.

9

Legislation authorizing the program was enacted as Title V of the Agricultural Act of
1949, and was signed into law as P .L. 78 on July 12, 1951.
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No one is proposing a return to the relatively unregulated Bracero program. The
temporary alien worker admission program advocated by agricultural employers bears no
resemblance to the 'Bracero program, and attempts to characterize it as such are clearly
erroneous and irresponsible. As I have described earlier, the temporary worker program
advocated by the agricultural employer community includes specific protections for both U.S.
and alien workers, and makes them subject to all applicable federal, state and local labor
laws. Finally, .the program includes a user fee to provide funds for administration of the
program.

D.

Agricultural Employment is Not Low Wage Employment; Increasing
Wage Rates Will Not Attract Sufficient Domestic Workers to Replace Lost
Aliens, But Will Reduce U.S. Competitiveness and l\1arket Share.

Some critics of a temporary agricultural worker program contend that growers are
merely seeking a source of low wage workers, and that raising wages would eliminate any
"shortage" of domestic labor. This criticism is erroneous, and lies at the heart of why a
temporary agricultural worker program is ~ood public policy that benefits U.S. workers.
Agricultural work is not low wage work. You might be surprised to know that the
average earnings of nonsupervisory agricultural field workers in the U.nited States in 1994
were $6.02 per hour, well above the minimum wage. 1° For workers paid piece rates,
average earnings were $7.02 per hour. In California, crop workers averaged $6.51 per hour
in 1994 and averaged 41.5 hours of work per week when they were working. 11 These
hourly earnings exceed those for many, if not most, entry level occupations in our state.
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The difficulty in obtaining sufficient domestic workers is not due to low wages, but to
a combination of other factors inherent in seasonal agricultural work. First is the fact that
domestic workers quite naturally prefer the security of full-time agricultural or
nonagricultural employment, or of longer term seasonal agricultural employment in jobs such
as packaging and procesSing, rather than the shorter term seasonal job tenure usually
associated with field work. Therefore the available domestic work force tends to fill the year
round and longer term seasonal jobs, leaving the shorter term seasonal jobs unfilled.
Secondly, domestic workers prefer the working conditions involved in packing and
processing jobs, which are generally performed indoors and do not involve the degree of
strenuous physical labor associated with field work. Finally, many seasonal agricultural jobs
are located in areas where it is necessary for workers to migrate into the. area and live
temporarily to do the work. Fewer and fewer U.S. workers are willing to become migratory

0farrn Labor, National Agricultural Statistics Service, U.S.D.A. Sp Sy 8 (11-94).

California Agricultural Employment and Earnings Bulletin, Economic Devell')pment
Division, State of California. July, 1995.
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fannworkers, and given the U.S. social support system, are not compelled to do so. Foreign
workers, on the other hand, are willing to migrate (they must do so to get here at all!), and
fill in the shorter term seasonal and field jobs left after the indigenous work force has filled
the more desirable positions.
It can be argued that our "shortage" is, nevertheless, economic. At some wage, U.S.
workers would be willing to take seasonal field jobs, notwithstanding the factors noted
above. That may be true. I have no idea what that wage rate would be, and I
tell you
the question is· academic, because before wages reached that level, U.S. production would
long since have become uneconomic and moved elsewhere. I am not going to pretend to be
an economist, and there is an economist on this panel already, but I do want to tell you from
a practicing fa.rrrier' s standpoint that the wages I and other farmers can afford to pay are set
by our competitors, who are increasingly overseas producers, and the decisions we as U.S.
fanners make are whether and how much we can profitably produce at the prices we can get.
That is what affects whether we can afford to hire labor as well as whether we can afford to
purchase all the other inputs required to produce our crops.

can

E.

The Existence of Unemployed Workers, Future Welfare Reform, and
Legalization of Spouses and Children of U.S. Citizens and Permanent
Resident Aliens Will Not Provide the Solution to Agricultural Work Force
Needs.

Unemployment data, including unemployment data in agricultural producing areas, are
sometimes cited as evidence that domestic workers are available. Others have suggested that
the spouses and children of recently legalized aliens who are now becoming eligible for
admission to the United States will provide a source of agricultural labor. Finally, some
have suggested that. welfare reform proposals that could terminate the benefits of welfare
recipients after specific periods of time will force these individuals into the agricultural work
force.
With respect to unemployed workers, there are plenty of actual and potential
farmworkers who are unemployed between jobs, and before and after the agricultural season.
I have acknowledged that as one of the characteristics of seasonal agricultural work that
makes it unattractive to U.S. workers. I can tell you from personal experience that workers
who claim to be unemployed during the agricultural season in the area where they live are
either victims of highly unusual weather such as we have had during a couple of recent
seasons in California, or they don't really want to work. For the past several years we have
had an extremely tight labor market during periods of high seasonal demand, even with the
availability of aliens who have access to fraudulent documents, Claims of in-season
"surpluses" of agricultural labor are just plain spurious.
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With respect to dependents of legalized aliens and persons whose welfare eligibility is
terminated, these are highly speculative sources of labor at best. How many dependents of
legalized aliens will even be potential agricultural workers is open to serious question, since
most of them will be older parents or young children. Furthennore, the likelihood that these
individuals will join the migrant farm worker stream, rather than settling down with their
families, seems low. It also seems unlikely that terminated welfare recipients, even those
who are physically capable of doing field work, will be willing to leave the urban centers and
become migrant farmworkers. And I have to raise the question, given the billions of federal
dollars we have spent in this country over the past several decades trying to settle people out
of the migrant stream, whether this is the policy we really want to pursue in th,is .country.
~

But the most important point to make with respect to all these potential sources of
labor is that employers have absolutely no incentive to use a bureaucratic program that sets
costly standards if there are sufficient workers available without doing so. Critics claim, for
example, that employers of H-2A aliens are simply after cheap labor. If that is so, why are
there only 17,000 H-2A workers in a U.S. agricultural work force of more than 2 million?
The employers I know who aren't in the H-2A program say they're not in it because it's too
bureaucratic and expensive. No employer will needlessly commit to the kind of paperwork
requirements, regulations and scrutiny entailed even in a reasonably workable temporary
worker program such as the one we have proposed if there is labor available without doing
so. If this program is not needed, I can guarantee you it will not be used, just as use of the
H-2A program is uncommon and the RAW program was not used. But we are convinced
that a supplementary source of alien labor will be needed, and that it is a Congressional duty
and good public policy to assure that the mechanism is in place to address this need if, or
when, it occurs.
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Conclusion

Mr. Chainnan and members of the Subcommittee, I appreciate your time in
considering the importance of the immigration refonn issue to U.S. agriculture. The
organizations I represent commend you for your efforts to address the difficult but important
issue of immigration refonn. We feel that our industry can ·be a constructive partner in
helping you achieve your objectives in a manner that furthers your refonn goals, while
maintaining a vital and competitive agricultural economy that is the most productive in the
world and which will continue to generate domestic jobs in and outside of agriculture.
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ate: Sat, 25 Nov 1995 08:07:24 -0800
~om: Nathan Newman <newman@garnet.berkeley.edu>
eply to: 187-L - Resisting and Organizing Against Prop 187
<187-L@cmsa.Berkeley.EDU>
o: Multiple recipients of list 187-L <187-L@cmsa.Berkeley.EDU>
ubject: Universal ID Card is Already Here
UNIVERSAL ID CARD IS ALREADY IN EFFECT
Verification: California driver's license
is becoming proof of legal U.S. residence.
By Ken McLaughlin
Mercury News Staff Writer
While civil libertarians have battled the Big Brother in Proposition
187 and lambasted proposals for a tamper-proof identity card, one
thing has escaped their notice. California already has such a card.
It's called a California driver's license.
For a year and a half now, the state Department of Motor Vehicles has
checked the immigration status of all license applicants. Coupled with
new technology that has made forgeries virtually impossible, the
California driver's license is becoming proof of legal U.S. residence.
' ' I t ' s become an identity document-- absolutely,'' said John Nahan,
director of the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service
document-verification program now used by the DMV. ''No one wants to
admit it, but that's what has happened.''
The credit -- or the blame -- goes to state
Jose. In 1993, he sponsored a bill to crack
who used licenses to establish ''proof'' of
for welfare, food stamps and other benefits
U.S. residents.

Sen. Al Alquist, D-San
down on illegal immigrants
lawful residency to apply
available only to legal

Supporters of Alquist's efforts say the DMV has implemented the law so
smoothly that the experience belies claims by foes of Proposition 187
-- the illegal immigration measure gutted Monday by a federal judge -that the state can't screen illegal immigrants without racial or
ethnic discrimination. The law's opponents counter that it has driven
illegal immigrants further underground and forced tens of thousands to
get behind steering wheels without proper training or car insurance.
Since March 1, 1994, new applicants for licenses have been asked to
present one of 20 documents -- ranging from passports to birth
certificates to work- authorization cards. No longer accepted for
identification are easily forged foreign birth certificates, U.S.
baptismal certificates or out-of-state driver's licenses.
DMV officials at first opposed Alquist's bill, predicting that
screening would become a bu~eaucratic mess resulting in longer lines
and shorter tempers at DMV offices. But that hasn t happened, said DMV
spokesman William Madison.
1

In fact, in the program's first 19 months, the DMV processed more than
600,000 license and ID-card applications. Of those, only 2,100 were

rejected. More significantly, the DMV saw applications decrease by 3
percent, as ID-card applications dropped by a startling 28 percent.
DMV officials say the figures are proof that fraud was widespread
before the program and that few people are now trying to pass off
bogus INS documents. Most illegal immigrants, they say, are now
avoiding the California DMV the way they've always avoided the U.S.
Border Patrol.
When the program began, officials say, DMV workers were routinely
offered bribes to accept suspicious documents; applicants often cried,
begged or pressured fellow members of their ethnic group. When field
offices routinely began photocopying INS documents, officials say,
many people simply fled, often not even waiting to get their documents
back.
The DMV program applies only to new-license applicants -- although
some supporters want it to apply to renewals as well. Expanding the
law would no doubt trigger a fierce legislative fight, since it would
require all California drivers to march down to the DMV with proof of
citizenry or legal status.
A handful of other states also ask applicants to prove they are in the
country legally. But California is the first to tap into an INS
database to verify status.
California's DMV has an agreement with the U.S. Immigration and
Naturalization Service to use its Systematic Alien Verification of
Entitlements (SAVE) program, developed in the late '80s as a way to
stop illegal immigrants from receiving federal aid.
The DMV quickly became one of the program's biggest customers; about
10 percent of SAVE's 4 million annual computer queries now come from
it.
DMV employees presently copy INS documents and send them to
Sacramento, where employees check names and ''alien registration
numbers'' against the 53 million INS records maintained by
Lockheed-Martin Information Systems in Orlando, Fla. By the end of
next year, however, DMV offices will be equipped to access the
database directly.
The department estimates that it costs the state under a dollar to
verify the status of the average applicant. But if an applicant's name
doesn't show up in two electronic checks, it costs the federal agency
roughly $5 for each manual inspection.
Ironically, at a time that Gov. Pete Wilson is still denouncing the
federal government for forcing the state to shoulder various costs
associated with illegal immigrants, the INS does the DMV checks for
free.
California's license is considered ''tamper-proof'' because holograms,
lamination and other secret features make it all but impossible to
alter without destroying. Forgeries now available in immigrant
communities might work for under-age drinkers but won't withstand
visual scrutiny. Forgers have been unable to duplicate the information
on magneLic stripes on the card's back.
Immiqrant restrictionists such as Richard Lamm, a former governor of

Colorado, say the federal government should do to Social Security
cards what California has done to its driver's licenses.
To prove how easy it is to get a phony Social Security card, Lamm went
to a Denver flea market and got a bogus card that read ''Bill Clinton,
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue'' --with no questions asked. On a recent
stay at the White House, Lamm gave the card to the president.
''He was impressed, but he confiscated it and put it in his wallet,''
Lamm said with a laugh.
The Wilson administration also says the DMV's program should become a
federal model.
''In 1993, we offered California as a pilot state for such a
tamper-proof Social Security card program to the feds, but they never
responded,'' said Jesus Arredondo, Wilson's press aide.
Aside from delays at the program's inception, DMV and INS officials
say horror stories have been rare. But don't try telling to Bingfan
Hoan, a 34-year-old immigrant from China.
When this bio-tech
1994, she handed a
INS ''green card''
she'd soon get her

researcher moved to Cupertino from Denver in June
local DMV clerk her Colorado driver's license and
and was given a temporary license. She was told
permanent license in the mail.

Seventeen months later, she was still waiting. Hoan said she has been
forced to go down to the DMV every two months to renew her temporary
license. Finally, she said, she asked an employee what she could do
and was given an 800 number in Sacramento that was always busy.
The lack of a permanent ID, she said, has made it nearly impossible
for her to cash checks, since the photoless temporary license ''looks
like a piece of paper.''
' ' I feel like it's just another way of California putting down
immigrants,'' Hoan said. ''I feel like a second-class citizen.''
Immigrant-rights advocates say the law has also made it impossible for
illegal immigrants to open a bank account or cash checks.
' ' I can't tell you how times we receive reports of immigrant workers
who get mugged on Friday afternoons because people know they're
carrying lots of cash,'' said Lina Avidan of the Coalition for
Immigrant and Refugee Rights and Services in San Francisco. ''People
shouldn't have to live underground. For survival purposes, people will
drive, with or without a license.''
Because you need a license to get insurance, opponents say, the law is
also exacerbating the problem of uninsured motorists.
Published 11/25/95 in the San Jose Mercury News.
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Ju.ne 6, 1995
Dear Member of Congress:
We are v.Titing to express our concern that both Congress and the Adniinistration are moving
toward the implementation of a national worker registry. We believe such a plan put forward in
the name of immigration cvll.trol, is both ID.isguidcd and dangerous for the following reasons:
It will not work. Those employers who rely on u.ndocumented labor are already violating
the law; they do so intentionally and are unlikely to use a verification system. Instead,
they will continue to violate the law by hiring undocumented workers while employers
wbo already comply v.ith the law are subjected to new, costly requirements for the hiring
process.
Faulty data. The data which a nationwide verification system would use would rely on
two highly flawed data bases, one by the Social Security Admi.nist:ration (SSA) and the
other the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) ..Both are notorious for C¢c.tain.ing
incorrect or outdated information. v.ith error rates a.s high as 28 percent. Roughly 65
million Americans either enter the work force or change jobs eYery year. Even an error
rate of no higher than one percent would mean that 650,000 Americans could be denied
jobs every year.
An unfunded mandate on employers. The creation of a national verification system for
every workplace in Americ.<1 would present a huge administrative burden to the nation's
employers, especially small business. All employers would be required to a.sk the
federal government's permission every time they want to hire somebody. Americans want
fewer burdensome regtllation.s, not new ones.
A threat to privacy and civil rights. Worker registry proposals ask Congress to create
a dalabase of personal information on all Americans and make it accessible to all

employers. The openness of the proposed syste:ns raises barriers to controlling and
monitoring the use of information. Such systems are prone to abuse by persons who use
it to selectively screen individuals whose appearance, surname or accent StJggests they are
foreign or to screen such persoo.s outside of the context of employment. In addition,
government often lacks the political will to li.mit access to infon::na.tioa once collected.
Indeed, other purposes for the data base ~ already being proposed, including verifying
eligibility for public benefits, tracking childhood immunizations, and tracking child
support payments. Onc:e a system of informaiion on all American.s is in place, it will
inevitably become ubiquitous in American life, presenting an enonnous threat to the
privacy and liberty of Americans.
·
We believe it is unwarranted and u.nwise to create a data system involving 100 perceut of
Americans in an effort to identify the I.S percent who live illegally in the United States. We
urge you to oppose the creation of a nationv;ide verification system.

Sincerely,
\
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Jt5Y1UU:-Seeke1S Sue INS Over Delays
• Immigration: Action alleges
that lOO,CXX) refugees, mostly in
Southland, have been deprived
of work penn its because of
agency errors and abuse. U.S.
officials admit delays but defend
their procedures.

The job papers are vital to refugees,
who are otherwise ineligible for work as
their applications for political asylum
are processed, which can drag on for
years.
Current regulations guarantee the
applicants' right to work while they
await adjudication. But federal law also
requires that employers check the documentation of all would-be workers.
The asylum ·lawsuit was filed a day
before a government advisory panel, the

By PATRICK). McDONNELL
TIMF.S STAFF WRITERS

Bureaucratic bungling and abuse by
the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization
Service have resulted in tens of thousands of political asylum applicants
wrongfully not receiving work permits,
according to a federal class-action lawsuit filed Tuesday.
Court papers allege that a top INS
oificial acknowledged in a meeting last
week that about 60,000 political asylum
applications had never been entered in
the agency's computer database and
were effectively "lost out io space."
Frustrated asylum-seekers, the suit alleges. are often bounced randomly from
one INS office to another. only to be told
their files cannot be found.
Through abuse and incompetence.
more than 100.000 people-mostly residing in Southern California-may
have ultimately been deprived of working papers, says the American Civil
Liberties Union of Southe:-n California,
one of seven civil rights groups filing
Tuesday's action in U.S. District Court in
Los Angeles. Many affected applications
date from the 1980s.
The nine plaintiffs-all Central
American refugees-are seeking a federal court injunction ordering the government to issue INS work authorizations to all legitimate asylum-seekers
who have waited longer than the mandated 60- to 90-day period.

'This lawsuit demonstrates
once again that the INS is
incompetent in maintaining
its own records. Basing any
information on the INS
computer system is invalid.'
LUCAS GUTIENTAG
ACW's Immigrants· Rignts Project

U.S. Commission on Immigration Reform. is expected to recommend that
Congress create a nationwide network
enabling employers to verify job applicants' citizenship or immigration status.
Some experts have suggested allowing
employers to tap into an INS telephoneverification system. But critics say the
chaotic state of asylum applications in
California argues against such a notion.
"This lawsuit demonstrates once
again that the INS is incompetent in
maintaining its own records," said Lucas
Guttentag. director of the ACLU's Immigrants' Rights Project. "Basing any
information on the INS computer system is invalid."
INS officials. while declining to comment on the lawsuit, defended their
procedures. But authorities acknowledged delays in the beleaguered political
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asylum process, now facing an ever-expanding backlog of more than 400,000
applications nationwide.
"It's a recurring workload, and inherent in that system, from time to time
there are going to be delays," said Duke
Austin, an INS spokesman.
A priority of federal authorities has
long been the reduction of what they
call widespread fraud in the political
asylum process. Many illegal immigrants file frivolous asylum applications
in an effort to gain working papers,
officials say. The Clinton Administration
is pursuing reforms aimed at rooting out
fraud and expediting the process.
But Tuesday's action, activists say,
involves applicants whose cases, according to the INS's own initial reviews,
showed merit.
U.S. law makes political asylum available to foreign nationals who can demons~rate a "well-founded fear" of persecution in their homelands based on their
. race, religious or political beliefs or
national origin.
The widespread INS delays in authori::ing employment, the suit alleges. ultimately force many refugees into difii·
cult choices: destitution, working
illegally or returning to their homelands. where many say they face dire
consequences.
"If I went back horne, I'm sure I would
be killed." said a 35-year-old Guatemalan native identified only as Jose. who
wore a green paper mask during a Los
Angeles news conference.
A Los Angeles factory worker and
father of three. Jose said he concealed
h1s identity Tuesday so h1s employe:
would not recognize h1:n and possibly
fire him. He is working without proper
papers. Jose, a former accounting teacher in Guatemala City who says he fled
after guerrillas attempted to recruit his
students, has been waiting nine months
for renewal of his INS work authorization.

Asylum-seekers Jose, who is masked.
• and •Andre

Linton Joaquin,
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By Glenn Garvin

Glenn Garvin is a contributing editor of Reason magazine.

· I T WAS at a .cabinet meeting
early in the Reagan administration that Attorney
.·
·General William French Smith
bies," he jibed.
. first suggested a national idenThe idea was never taken setification card. That's the way to
riously again. Until now. Two
different immigration bills
end illegal immigration, ~e arpending before congressional jugu~d: To get a job you'll have to
diciary committees would reshow the ID card, and once
quire every American to apply
there are no jobs, the immifor identity documents contain·
·grants will stop coming. It
ing "biometric" identifiers · seemed logicaL Then presidenWashington-speak for finger. tial assistant Martin Anderson
prints. (One isS 269 by Republi'spoke up.
· · "?vfr. President, I would like to
can Sen. Alan Simpson of Wyoming; the other, HR 1915, is by
suggest another way that I
_ think is a lot better," he counRepublican Rep. Lamar Smith
• seled. "It's a lot c!'leaper. It can't
of Texas.)
-be counterfeited. It's very light·
Here's how it would work.
~ weight, and impossible to lose.
The ID would look very similar
·It's even waterj:'roof. All we
to a credit card, with a strip of
· have to do is tattoo an identifimagnetic tape across the back.
Encoded on the tape, along vt:ith
cation nur:1ber on the inside of
your Social Security number, is
··everybody's a:ill."
· Reagan snorted. "Maybe we
your thumbprint. A potential
employer inserts your card in a
· should just brand all the ba-

General Accounting Office
study in 1988 showed that
about 65 million people in the
United States change jobs or enter the work force each year. A
19-percent error rate would
mean that 12.35 rr:illion ..l...:nericans would be mistakenly refused permission to work. Even
if the government bureaucracv
whit:les the error rate down to~
minuscule 1 percent, that's still
650,000 people a year thrown
out of work.
Of course, thev'll get their
jobs back. Eventuilly. When the
computer goofed during the
1992 test, it took INS up to two
weeks to search a job applicant's file by hand. And that
was dealing with 2,668 searche's
over the course of a year. How
long will the searches take
when there are 650,000 a year?
Six weeks? A month? Two
months? And while the unlucky
victims of the computer are
waiting, who will pay their rent

and buy their groceries?
There's another number tucked av.·ay in the footnotes of the
1992 study that's worth think·
ing about. A full nine months after the study was over, the fine
print ad::1itted that four cases
were still "pending." These were
four people ruled ineligible to
work who protested that they
had the proper documents. As
the study noted parenthetically,
"employee is waiting for appointment with INS, awaiting
further documentation, etc."
That is, they were tethered to
the ninth circle of bureaucratic
hell.
Not all the job losses will be
accidental. Because the card
will double as a work permit,
the government will have a truly unprecedented power to punish those it decrees as anti-social. With a single keystroke, it
can instantly destroy their ability to earn a living.
How long before someone pro-
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computerized reader, then askS
you to put your thumb on an optical scanner. The comput~r
compares your thumb to the
print on the card, and, if everything's OK, it phones a Social
Security;1mmigration and Naturalization Service computer fu
Washington·.~- whfch decide-s-:
whether you're eligible for ajob. .
HAT'S THE theory, any-.
way. The reality will be
something else altogeth- ~
er. The Clinton adoinistration
has already tried a year-long ex:.:
periment with using computerized INS data bases to determine worker eligibility. The
result: 19 percent of the time
the computer screwed up, with-_
holding authorization from people who later turned out to be
; eligible to work.
.
An 81-percent success rate is
pretty good if you're shooting
basketball free throws. It's
abysmally low when you're
playing with people's lives. A

T

poses suspending the rig:tt to
work for two vears for am·one
convicted of wife-beating, ,;hate
speech" or owning an· assault
weaoon? \\nat kind of susoension. of the work per:::.i~ do.you
think some politicians will want
for >iolation of the sodomv laws
or flag-burning? How lo~g before both parties agree that
Americans should have to pass
a drug test each year to keep
their right to work? ·
The really amazing thing
about this is that our politicians
are willing to send us marching
into this morass over a problem
that by any objective accounting
is a tiny one. Estim?tes of the il-·
legal i...nmigrant population of
the United States run between
3 million and 4 million, out of a
U.S. population of 260 million.
That means perhaps 1.5 percent
of the U.S. population is illegal.
Is that really worth punishing
the other 98.5 percent?
Reason

Background: The National Registry Proposal and INS Data
In addition to the numerous fundamental privacy issues implicated by the national
registry proposal, there are very practical reasons why the Commission's proposal for
a national registry is a recipe for disaster. The proposed system is based on a
foundation of quicksand, namely the horrendous state of INS's data base. There's an
old saying in the computer world that if you put garbage in, you get garbage out. That
is precisely the case with INS's computerized data.

I want to give just a few examples -- and I have many-- to illustrate what we have
learned through litigation over the last several years when we have had the power to
compel the INS to testify about, and to obtain documents revealing, the condition of INS
data records. This demonstrates why we are not being hyperbolic when we say that it
would be completely irresponsible to let anyone's rights be determined by INS's
computerized data.
First, INS data is so incomplete as to be meaningless as a measure of who is
entitled to work or live in the United States.
For example, in Los Angeles, the largest INS district in the country, the INS is
routinely denying employment authorization to asylum applicants legally entitled to work
because their names do not appear on the INS computer. Yet at a public meeting a
highranking local INS official admitted that over 60.000 files had been "lost out in space"
and never entered into the computer that is supposed to identify every asylum applicant
and that is used to determine who is granted employment authorization. We filed a suit
the day before Barbara Jordan testified in Congress about the Commission's proposal.

In New York, we have been litigating similar problems for over four years. In that
case, a high-ranking INS official in Washington (Fall '92) continually assured us that their
computer records were accurate. Yet, when the suit forced INS to conduct a hand audit
of their files they admitted that 4,000 files had not been entered into the computer. (May
and August '93.) Now INS again claims that all files have been entered but applicants
in New York who can prove that they have submitted applications are still being denied
employment authorization because no record of their case is in computer. When we
went back to court with our evidence just three weeks ago, a federal judge asked us in
open court (and I am paraphrasing just a bit): "Do you get the impression that the INS
is deliberately recalcitrant, that they are unbelievably inefficient, or that they just don't
care?''
Second, when the INS gets around to inputting information it does so
incompetently. As a result, the computer cannot locate information ~ven when it exists.
For example, in 1991 we obtained copies of the computer disks that the INS had
created to identify and track the 50,000 individuals covered by the settlament of a
lawsuit. The two critical pieces of identifying information about each person in the
INS computer are the persons name and their "A-number," the "alien number" assigned
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by the INS. When our computer expert reviewed the INS disks, she said the data was
virtually useless. I brought her sworn statement, which says that
-the INS had routinely entered the first and last names in the wrong order
and that a name search was impossible
-that in many cases the INS had entered the critical A-number without the
A or with another letter so that a search by A-number was impossible, and
-that data was repeatedly entered into the wrong data field, that
misspellings were rampant, and that numbers were often used in place of
letters.
Third and finally, even if all the existing INS data could be cleaned up, the agency
is notorious for being incapable of maintaining its records.
For example, in Feb. 94, the INS informed us that it would no longer terminate
cases when applicants failed to appear for interviews because it had no way to know
whether the INS had updated its computer records to reflect change of address forms
sent in by applicants. In fact, through litigation ·we know that the INS has no system for
inputting changes of address, that changes of address sit in a drawer for untold periods
of time, that there are no records of how many changes of address are pending or which
have been entered, and that change of address notices are routinely thrown away so
that it is impossible for applicants to prove that they sent in a form.
In a related example, we learned through deposition testimony last summer tt"tat
INS data inputting of 89,000 cases in the Green Card Replacement Program had not
distinguished bet'vveen people who had paid their 570 filing fees in cash and those who
had been granted fee waivers. In other words, the INS could not determine whether 56
million in fees had been received in cash or not received at all. As a result of the
lawsuit, INS said it was planning to hand count all 89,000 files.
In closing, let me just quote from the March 30, 1993 congressional testimony of
the Dept of Justice Inspector General. He said that "The INS lacks methods to collect
information, to sort it, to analyze it, to verify it, and it lacks the coordinative and planning
capabilities to use information, even if available."
That statement is no less true today than it was a year and a half ago. Yet the
Commission on Immigration Reform and others persist in pretending that a national
registry can be constructed using INS data. The notion that the information collected
and maintained by this agency should determine who is allowed to work, and ultimately
to live, in the United States, is ill-informed, misguided and irresponsible.

Background Statement of Lucas Guttentag, Director
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THE 1VS PILOT IS COSTLY TO BUSINESS
TVS Is In addlUon to W.sting 1-.9 requirements. The telephone verification system pilot
ia not a ~ubstitute for existing legal requirements, including the I-9 procedur~ mandated
for all new hires. Therefore, employers in a pilot would have to absorb not only existing
admlnistratlve expenses (human resources time, delays in pro~slng new hires. etc.) but
added admin~trative expall.!es for 'IVS.
Employer administrative casu for each TVS Inquiry are hlgh -:averaging $'10.70 In the
nrst TVS pllot.. One company's average cost per inquixy was $19.20. Remember, the.se
are costs iu addition to tbosc involved ln admjnisU:dng existing I-9 requlre.utents.

Costs will be even hliber lf INS does not subsidize pilot partlclpAnts. Employer cost
etitimates in the first pilot did not include certain costs absorbed by the INS. These
a~ng TVS, 23 cents per
inquiry charged by the TVS contr~ctor, and ~rtaln travel and trainlng costs. There ls uo
guarantee that the IN'S would absorb such costs for future pilots. Indeed. AB 507
imposes equipment and per-tran~action fees directly on employers.

included $775 for each point-of-sale device a:,d printer for

Costs

or training employees 'WhO would later have to be discharged could be exorbitant.

ln the first TVS pilot, secondary verific.1tion was required 28 percent of the time.
Secondary verification is a period of up to ten days or longer during which an employer
may not legally delny, deny, or tennin:tt.e a new hire. In the first pilot, 42 percent of
.secondary verifications came back ''unauthorized for employment." In other worda, an
eJnployer would be required to tennjnatc a new hire after having invested in .salary,
training, and orientation for ten days or more.
TVS imposes a greater burden on employers In enforcing 1aws agatnd cniploymcnt or
certAin lmmlgrnnts. Remember, all of the employee~ that would have tc: be terminated
aft~r secondary verification (regardless of invested costs) Are new hires who passed
ordinary 1-9 procedures. Under current law, an employer would not have to fire these
employees unless he or she became aware that they were unauthorized for employment.
Moreover, the employer would have a defense to any IRCA violation based on good

faith compliance with 1-9 procedures.
Any short cuts to avoid hlrlnit lncll~blc emplnyc:es would ~ubject employers to costly
dlscrtmlaatlon cl:dms. Under 1VS, employen cannot m?tke an eligibility wquiry u.utll an
employee jg hired. Tims, employers nre virtunJiy m.:1ndnted to pay people while they wait
on secondaJY verification. Moreover, any employer who slwply decides not to Wre those
who appear to be immigrants would face severe penalties for national ~rigin or alienage
discrimination. 11J.is i:s because ~ucb short CUts harm CUlpJoymcnt-cllgJblc U.S. citizens
a.od immigrants. In the first TVS pilot, while 42 percent of secondaxy verifications came
back ineligible, more than half of secondary verifications were for eligible immigrants,
who could sue any employer who discriminated either before or after any Initlal1VS
inquiry.
lth CaJI(ornla's economy stUJ continuing to rec~ver, we do not need the state legislAture to
Juuteer to Impose gre~ter costs upon California ·~mployers.

